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This r e s e a r c h  concentrated on the 
application of advanced signal processing, expert system, and digital technologies for the detection 
and control of low grade, incipient faults on spaceborne power systems. The researchers- 
F q  have considerable experience in the application of 
advanced digital technologies and the protection of terrestrial power systems. This experience was 
used in the current contracts to develop new approaches for protecting the electrical distribution 
system in spaceborne applications. 
The project was divided into three distinct areas: 
1. avestigate the applicability of fault detection algorithms developed for 
terrestrial power systems to the detection of faults in spaceborne systems; 
Investigate the digital hardware and architectures required to monitor and 
control spaceborne power systems with full capability to implement new 
detection and diagnostic algorithms, -d 
Develop a real-time expert operating system for implementing diagnostic and 
protection algorithms 
2. 
3. 
Significant progress has been made in each of the above areas. Several terrestrial fault 
detection algorithms were modified to better adapt to spaceborne power system environments. 
Several digital architectures were developed and evaluated in light of the fault detection algorithms. 
Also a parallelized rule-based system shell for monitoring and protection applications in real-time 
was developed. The system was based on CLIPS and has been designated PMCLIPS. 
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Jleoort on Re search P r m  
The most efficient means to communicate progress on these projects is through use of the 
publications generated by the project. The following is a list of the publications generated directly 
or indirectly as a result of this contract funding. Several of the publications include work funded 
by other organizations with more direct interest in fault detection in terrestrial power systems. 
However, it should be noted that most of the work is directly applicable to spaceborne systems. 
It should further be noted that even though the rule-based system shell was developed specifically 
for the spaceborne application, it would have application to terrestrial power system monitoring and 
control. 
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contracts. The publications are attached and follow in the order they are cited. 
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Conclusios 
It has been definitively demonstrated that the protection of spaceborne power systems can 
be improved using advanced digital hardware and software techniques. The algorithms which have 
been successfully used to detect incipient faults in terrestrial power systems can, with few 
modifications, be used to detect low-grade faults in spaceborne electrical distribution systems. 
Advanced digital architectures are needed to implement signal processing algorithms capable of 
distinguishing low-grade faults from normal system activity. The harmonic and noise activity 
generated by these low-grade faults can be detected well in advance of catastrophic failure. This 
is a direct improvement over existing protection systems which can only detect the overcurrents 
generated after catastrophic failure. 
The findings of this research should yield improved reliability and serviceability of 
spaceborne power systems. By warning of incipient fault conditions, soft failures can be 
orchestrated, resulting in schedule maintenance before destructive failures occur. The digital 
architectures developed would be capable of monitoring and providing information concerning the 
ongoing operation of the power system, resulting in better human interaction and knowledge 
concerning the health of the system. 
In summary, it is recommended that spaceborne power system protection be converted to 
advanced digital algorithms and architectures using signal processing and adaptive, expert 
programming techniques. The result will be an improved and safer protection system with higher 
availability. 
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ABSTRACT 
Technlques are now available and being 
developed for t e m s t r l a l  powr  systems that have 
the capabil i ty o f  dekc t ing  l o w  current high 
impedance arclng faults. These tcchnlques have the 
potential f o r  use I n  spacecraft pomr systrPr t o  
Increase r e l i a b i l i t y ,  safety and Irr intalnabi l l ty .  
A study o f  the application o f  these techniques Is 
undenuay t o  ve r i f y  the appl l c a b i l i t y  and 
feas lb l l l t y  of inclplent f a u l t  detection for 
spacecraft power systems. 
Power system for manned spacecraft have been 
t rad i t iona l l y  mnltored froa the ground and 
reconfiguratlon corarnds sent t o  the crew i n  the 
event o f  a serlous f a u l t  or fa i lure.  Thls Is not 
possible wi th the Space Station and future arnned 
space programs as i t  would require many man-hours 
on ei ther a ground system or consume mny hours of 
crew time. Detection of Impending fai lures, such 
as insulat ion breakdown, l o w  current fau l ts  In  
loads, and coma,  can be used t o  schedule repairs, 
perform load schaduling and adjust bus loads t o  
reduce the stress on the Involved components. 
Without t h i s  capabil ity, repairs can only be done 
a f te r  a catastrophic fa i l u re  has already occurred, 
and emergency system reconfiguratlon w i l l  be 
requlred with I t s  potential interruptions I n  
service and dlsruptlon o f  user power. 
Techniques and hardwan have been under 
research and developaant over the l a s t  ten years 
f o r  earth-based u t i l i t y  system that have the 
capabil l ty o f  detecting lnclpient faul ts. These 
techniques can be coclblned with the tradi t ional  
methods o f  overcurrent, overvoltage, surge and 
transient protection t o  provldr a mort conplate 
protection schaw for pamr systems. These saw 
techniques, adapted t o  20 kHr power d is t r ibu t ion  
system, can provide a level o f  protection not 
t rad i t iona l l y  avallable i n  spaccborrte system. 
Results of recent research indicate that  by 
incorporating these methods o f  incipient f a u l t  
detection, along with the t radi t fonal  methods, I n to  
the Space Station remote power control ler  (RPC), I t  
w i l l  be possible t o  deslgn a safer, more rel iable, 
and easler t o  nrtntaln power system. 
INTRODUCTION 
NASA has several mt lva t lons  f o r  research I n  
advanced power system protection. Spacecraft 
design issues which must be addressed a t  a l l  levels 
include safety, r e l l a b l l l t y  and mahtainabi l  l t y .  
There a r t  also the added canplicatlons o f  l o w  
gravity and vacuum operation. These environmental 
condltlons affect a l l  aspects o f  spacecraft design. 
Any system, whether It Is operated on the ground or 
i n  space must be designed t o  be as safe as 
possible; however. manned spacecraft have very 
stringent requirements dealing with the safety of 
the crew and o f  the vehlcle i t s e l f .  Even simple 
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accidents i n  the space environment can have major 
impllcations. For Instance, surgery I n  low gravi ty 
Is not ye t  considered t o  be feasible. So systems 
are speci f lcal ly designed t o  prevent ham to  the 
c m  and vehlcle. 
Re l l ab l l l t y  o f  the power system Is c r i t i c a l ,  
because i n  the event of a power shortage or outage, 
there may not be su f f i c ien t  backup pomr available 
during the tlme that repairs nust be made t o  keep 
the crew's envlronncnt a t  a survlvable level. It 
i s  always deslrable t o  be able t o  schedule 
mlntenance instead o f  having t o  do emergency 
repairs. Accurate and e f f i c i e n t  f a u l t  detection 
and dfagnostlcs i n  addlt lon t o  the t rad i t iona l  
power system protection techniques o f  overcurrent, 
overvoltage and transient protection w l l l  enable a 
safer, more re l lab le  and easier t o  malntaln power 
system. 
NASA i s  plannlng t o  bu i l d  larger and more 
corpllcated spacecraft that  require more power t o  
operate. These larger power system w i l l  have t o  
operate i n  a more autononous mode than spacecraft 
have i n  the past. This i s  especially t rue of 
manned vehicles. The long range planetary 
explorers have operated autonomously, but the power 
level Is very low. In large wnned operattons, 
such as the Space Station, the crew manning the 
Ins ta l la t ion  w l l l  be spending a great deal o f  t he i r  
tlnc with experiments and space research. spending 
as l l t t l e  tlrv as possible wi th maintenance and 
repair. C m  tine Is considered t o  be a valuable 
and 11dted resource, as f s  extravehicular a c t i v l t y  
tim (EVA). The more autonormus and trouble free a 
s y s t r  Is, the more c m  time can be spent wi th the 
experlmcnts and less tin spent on inslde or 
outside repairs. With the long l i f e  envisioned f o r  
t h i s  pmgraa, ground operations w l l l  also be kept 
t o  a minima. Thls leads t o  systems that operate 
wlthout the constant supewislon o f  the crew o r  
ground controllers. Fault detection, dlagnostics 
and in-place redundancy become very Important i n  
t h i s  situation. 
The current preliminary design o f  the NASA 
space stat ion requires 87.5Kw o f  power i n i t i a l l y ,  
wi th 37.5Ky devoted t o  housekeepfng and 50KW 
avallable for experlarnts and payloads. The power 
d is t r ibu t ion  system uses 20 kHz, single phase 440 
Vac outslde of the manned habitat and 208 Vac 
inside the mnned elements. The power t o  operate 
the Statlon comes from sunlight that i s  converted 
t o  e l e c t r i c l t y  uslng ei ther solar col lectors that  
run a dynamic heat engine or photovoltaic arrays. 
Protection philosophy t o  date has centered on 
ground monitoring o f  spaceborne systems with manual 
i n i t i a t i o n  o f  load reconflguratlon and isolat ion. 
While certain surge and overcurrent systems have 
been used, the majori ty o f  the "protection 
intell igence" has resided I n  ground operators who 
a r e  monitorlng information from spacecraft. Fault 
detection and diagnostics f o r  any p a r t  o f  the power 
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system w l l l  enable the crew to  spend more o t  t ne i r  
available t lme  with payloads and experiments and 
w l l l  al low the ground operatlons to  be kept t o  a 
mlnlnu. Safety I s  enhanced because accurate f a u l t  
detection and diagnostics w i l l  enable procedures 
and technlques t o  prevent ham t o  the c m  and 
vehlcle. W i t h  t h i s  large and complicated a system, 
fa l lurer that  do occur must not cause ham t o  
ei ther the power system, the u s e r s ,  the vehicle, or 
the crew. Walntenrnce I s  also very Inportant. The 
l l f e  o f  the Statlon I s  deslgnd t o  be a t  least 10 
years and probably be act lvely used for 30 years. 
Over that long a t i m e  perlod, fa i lures are bound t o  
occur and If f a l l l n g  coqmnents can be detected and 
replaced before an actual f a i l u re  occurs, 
mlntenance can be scheduled, as opposed t o  using 
. emrgency procedures. Detecting a potent la l ly  
catastrophlc fa l l u re  before It can cause ham or 
serious power outages would be a very useful 
capabi 1 i ty. 
A program was in i t i a ted  wlth Texas AIll 
Unlverslty t o  study the f e r s l b l l l t y  o f  using 
advanced te r res t r l a l  power system protectlon 
technlques f o r  spacecraft power system. These 
systems, I n  research and experlmntal phases, have 
enabled the detection o f  high Impedance, l o w  
current arcing faults and have given advanced 
no t l f l ca t lon  t o  the users o f  Insulat ion breakdwn 
that can lead t o  more serious problem. These 
techniques have been conbined with the t radl t lonal  
methods of overcurrant, overvol tage, surge and 
transient protectlon t o  provide a more conplate 
protectlon s c h c r  f o r  power systems. This program 
was started t o  enhance and automate spacecraft 
power dlstr lbut lon system I n  the areas of safety, 
re1 lab11 l t y  and maintenance. 
PROPOSED PWER MNAGMENT/DISTRfBUTION SYSTEM 
The Power Management and Distr ibut ion (PHAD) 
system f o r  the Space Station w l l l  resemble a 
te r res t r la l  u t l l l t y  power system I n  many respects. 
The central system w l l l  serve varlous loads which 
may be operated randomly and pertodically. The 
energy levels are re la t l ve ly  hlgh by space craft 
standards and the duty cycle w l l l  vary 
s igni f icant ly as a functfon o f  the type o f  load and 
various operating scenarios. The randomness o f  
th ls  system allows f o r  a degrea o f  load dlversi ty 
which I s  an advantage. Howrvcr, It Introduces 
unknowns In to  the power dlstr lbut lon system whlch 
makes protection more d i f f l c u l t .  The proposed PMAO 
system I s  designed t o  d l r t r l bu te  and manage 
electr ical  energy i n  l l g h t  o f  the large nuder  o f  
random loads which could potent ia l ly  be operated I n  
the Space Station. [l] PHAO extends from the Maln 
Power Conditioner (WPC), which converts e lec t r i ca l  
power, from the power source and storage, t o  a form 
which I s  distr ibuted throughout the stat ion t o  the 
user ports or Interfaces. 
Functlonal RequlrcAcnts o f  PNKl 
1. Provide e lec t r i ca l  power swrce conditioning 
and the transmission and d ls t r lbu t lon  o f  
u t l l l t y  power t o  the user Interface. 
2. Protect against open circui ts,  overloads and 
short c i rcu i ts  I n  the dlstr lbut ion system and 
against overloads and short c i r cu i t s  i n  the 
housekeeplng and user loads. 
Provide system reconffguration t o  Isolate 
fa l led components and/or swltch i n  redundant 
paths between sources and loads. 
3 .  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
4. Meet deslred fa i l u re  tolerance c r i te r ia .  
Power Dlstr ibut lon Hierarchy o f  PMAD 
Electr lcal  enetqy froa solar arrays and 
storage ce l l s  I s  condftioned t o  a usable form by 
MPC and dlstr lbuted v ia  two r l ng  type primary 
feeders. Prlmary d ls t r lbu t ion  Remote Bus Isolators 
(RBI) are used t o  reconfigure power d ls t r lbu t lon  
durlng f a u l t  condltlons. Secondary distr ibut fon o f  
power i s  achieved by the Power Distr ibut ion and 
Control k s g b l y  (PDCA). PDCA distr lbutes power to  
the Load Converters (LC), If requlred, v ia  load 
RBIs and Remte Power Controllers (RPC). The Load 
Converter converts power t o  a fom usable by the 
load. The power d ls t r lbu t ion  hierarchy I s  depicted 
i n  Flgure 1. 
Figure 1. Electr ical  Power System Architecture 
Data/Comunlcatlon Hlerarchy o f  PNU 
Data/Conrrnicatlon between Main Bus Control ler 
(HBC) and PDCA i s  achieved using two PMAO data 
buses. The prlaury d is t r ibu t ion  RBI's comn ica te  
d l rec t l y  wi th the NBCA while the load RBIs and RPCs 
canunicate wi th two Power Dlstr lbut ion and Control 
Unl t  (PDCU) control lers located w i th in  the PDCA. 
The PDCU control lers can also conrnrnlcate niutually 
v ia  an interconnected f u l l  duplex l ink.  The 
Data/Caminlcatlon hierarchy o f  the PMAD i s  
deplcted i n  Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Data/Comnunlcation Hlerarchy 
Power Distr ibut ion and Control Assmbly (PDCA) 
PDCAs a r e  used to  d is t r ibu te  power a t  the load 
areas. Each PDCA consists o f  two Power 
Distr lbut ion and Control Units (POCU) that contain: 
1. Primary feeder Remote Bus Isolators (RBI) 
2. Load RBIs and Renote Power Controllers (RPC) 
3. Sensors t o  provlde necessary monitoring and 
protection i n f o w t i o n  
4. PDCU control ler, an embedded processor that 
interfaces with RBIs, RPCs. Sensors and data 
buses. 
RPC i s  a so l ld  state swltch used t o  control 
secondary distr lbut lon o f  powr. The RPC can be 
used t o  turn power o f f  t o  a user and rapidly remove 
power wi th in nicroseconds to i n h i b i t  fau l t  
propagation. It also provides data acquisitfon of 
voltage and current quantities. 
The RBI I s  an electromechanical swltch used t o  
Isolate fau l ts  and reconflgum primary and 
secondary d ls t r lbu t lon  over e lec t r i ca l  power. It 
also can provlde status and analog Infomat ion 
s imi lar  t o  an RPC. 
The RPC i s  l im i ted  t o  provldlnq protectlon 
agalnst overlords and faults using I t and fas t  
t r i p  and .ainImal status infonrrt lon. RPC I s  
prlmarl ly a dedicated switch wi th l imi ted 
intel l igence o r  a b i l i t y  t o  cwun ica te  wl th other 
devices on an Interactive basis. Due t o  these 
l imi tat ions i n  RPC and RBI intel l lgence, very 
l i t t l e  o r  no f a c l l i t y  exists i n  the P"l f o r  data 
acquisit ion and processing, advanced protection, 
diagnostics, etc. 
The RPC/RBI design should be enhanced t o  
support the functions o f  I n te l  1 Igent remote. 
d lg i ta l  relaying, and knowledge based dlagnostlcs. 
PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS: SECURITY ASSESSMENT 
L 
The securlty o f  the power system has t o  do 
with i t s  a b l l l t y  t o  withstand disturbances such as 
electr ical  short c i r cu l t s  o r  the unanticipated loss 
o f  system corponents. There a m  several levels o f  
security assessment and the subsequent control 
which attempts t o  reconf lgun the d is t r lbu t lon  
system f o r  optimal operatlon under disturbance 
condi tions. 
The space c r a f t  power system should have 
mult iple layers of security assessment and control 
which could be classi f ied as follows. 
Level 1: The lowest level o f  load Interface 
s h o u l d r o u g h  devlces capable o f  provldlng fas t  
response t o  catastrophic load fa l l u re  or short 
c i rcui t .  A t  t h i s  level, stand alone protection 
devices contlnually monitor the e lec t r i ca l  
parameters of 1 oads f o r  abnonnal condl tl ons. 
Conventional overcurrent devices f a l l  i n  t h i s  
category guardlng against thermal overloadsD 
surges, and short c i r c u l t  conditions. 
Level 2: Mult iple loads and feeders can be 
m o n i t m o  determine that a l l  power system 
components are operating wi th in establlshed load 
l i m i t s  and within voltage ratings. This i s  
conventionally cal led s ta t i c  security assessment 
and monitors the system t o  determine that steady 
state operatlons are acceptable. Load management 
and al location of energy between loads I s  included 
a t  t h i s  functional level. On-line load analysis 
and state estlmatlon can be used t o  create a 
comparative data base f o r  assessment under normal 
operating condltions. Load scheduling and cycl ing 
are also Included. 
Level 3: Level 3 securlty consists o f  
a u t o r u i i y s t c c a  wide monitoring. It includes 
reconflguration under disturbance conditions and 
deals wi th the power systea under unstable o r  
dynamlc conditions. Dynanlc security can involve 
transtent stab1 1 1 t y  and vol tagt-var sccuri t y  . New 
concepts include onllne h is to r ica l  trendlng o f  
system operations and monltoring o f  loads to  
deterni ne unacceptable " patterns" poi n t I ng t o  
system degeneration o r  points o f  fa i lure.  
Inciplent f a u l t  detectlon I s  Included a t  t h i s  level 
along with knowledge based dfagnostic analysis. 
I n  the conventional spaceborne power system, 
level 1 security has been provlded by overcurrent 
devices whlch connect loads t o  power supply. Level 
2 security has been provided by monltoring and 
manual reconflguration o f  loads a f te r  fa l lures have 
been detected. Level 3 security has essential ly 
not exlsted I n  conventional systems. 
It I s  proposed that a m l t l p l e  level security 
assessawnt and control philosophy be adopted for 
the space stat ion using hierarchical processors 
each provldlng appropriate data f o r  various levels 
o f  securlty assessment. It i s  t h l s  philosophy that 
should gulde the functional design f o r  the space 
stat ion protectlon system. 
INCIPIENT AND LOW CURRENT FAULT DETECTION 
A s igni f icant problem f o r  t e r res t r i a l  power 
system I s  the detection o f  very l ow  current or 
Inciplent f a u l t  condltions i n  power apparatus and 
d is t r ibu t ion  l ines. While the problem has not been 
to ta l l y  solved, s ignl f lcant research has resulted 
I n  several proposed techniques f o r  detecting 
certaln Incipient fau l ts  I n  equipment and l o w  
current faul ts on d ls t r ibu t ion  feeders. 12-31 
A low current f a u l t  I s  defined as a f a u l t  
su f f i c ien t ly  l o w  i n  magnitude such that i t  cannot 
be detected by conventional overcurrent protection 
devlces. Cvercurrent devlces must, o f  necesslty. 
be deslgned t o  operate f o r  currents which exceed 
n o m 1  operating load current l i m i t s .  However, I t  
i s  both possible and coIIIK)n t o  have short c i r c u i t  
conditions through a su f f i c ien t ly  hlgh Impedance t o  
l i m i t  the current f low below normal load levels. 
This type o f  f a u l t  i s  very dangerous I n  i t s  
potential consequences and cannot be detected by 
conventlonal devices. Such fau l ts  are comnon i n  
d is t r ibu t ion  feeders wl th distr ibuted loadlng ana 
I n  insulated cable. 
Research t o  date has concentrated on the 
investigation o f  abnormal signal patterns 
associated with low current fau l ts  as compared t o  
normal load signals. An in te l l igen t  protecticn 
device should be capable o f  monitoring feeder 
currents and voltages to  detect abnoml  patterns 
result ing f r o m  hlgh impedance short c i r cu i t s  and 
Incipient fau l t  conditions. [SI 
Detection o f  incipient, arcing fau l ts  i s  based 
on several characteristics o f  these fau l ts  suitable 
for use as detection parameters. Soma of these a r e  
as follows. 
Arcing faul ts exh ib i t  an increase i n  
nonfundwntal frequencies. Typical lords 
exhibi t  re la t i ve ly  s low changes i n  feeder 
nolse levels over tim. 
Arcing phenomena exhibi t  a r 8 n W t r a n s i e n t  
(burst) nature. 
Arcing phenomena often persist over 
n l a t i v e l y  long periods o f  ti=. 
Nonfundunantal frequency components propawte 
over power d is t r ibu t ion  feeders and the i r  
presence i s  an indicator o f  abnorarrl act iv i ty.  
Transients from switching a c t i v i t y  are 
typ ica l l y  l i n i t e d  i n  time t o  a feu cycles and 
do not persist. 
By using the above c r i t e r i a  i n  an 
' intel l igent"  s o f t w r e  package, i t  has been 
possible t o  &tact incipient and other l a  current 
arcing fau l ts  wi th a degree o f  se lec t i v i t y  wi th 
respect t o  n o m 1  feeder events. The key t o  
effective detection i s  the ident l f i ca t ion  o f  signal 
patterns and paraaeters which chmga substantial ly 
between faulted and unfaultad conditions. The 
techniques used t o  date d i f f e r m t i a t e  by neglecting 
the random changes and synchronous pauer system 
frequencies, using nonsynchronous signals for 
de tect ion . 
Figure 3 shows a 'snapshot' o f  current on a 
faulted feeder. The lower trace shows 60Ht load 
current. The top trace shows burst noise above 
ZkHz due to  the presence o f  a low  current fault. 
Figure 4 shows a slngle expanded f u n d u n t a l  cycle 
processed to eliminate the fundamental and lower 
hannonics. It can been seen that s igni f icant 
in fo rwt ion  I s  contained i n  the signal indicating 
the presence o f  the arcing f a u l t  even though the 
magnitude of the fundmnta l  has not s igni f lcant ly 
increased. I n  short, such a f a u l t  would not be 
detected by conventional system which anticipate 
an overcurrent condition f o r  u tas t roph lc  fai lure. 
Figure 4. Feeder B u n t  Noh 
By recognizing the abnormal signal p i t terns using 
i n te l l i gen t  processing, such fau l ts  can be detected 
possibly even before catastrophic fa i lure.  
Detection Techniaue 
One f a u l t  detection technique which holds 
s igni f icant potentlal i s  based on the detection of 
energy i n  nonfunduantal and nonhamnic current 
frequencies serving the device i n  question. 1 t . i s  
possible f o r  detectors t o  ident i f y  burst noise 
energy, caused by arcing faults, a t  frequencies 
higher and lowcr than fundamental. Generally, 
hannonics o f  the fundamental power frquency are 
not considered i n  the detection due t o  the 
influence o f  normal load changes and switching 
parameters on these frequencies. However, previous 
work has shown that s igni f icant sens i t i v i t y  t o  
arcing fau l ts  and ground fau l ts  can be achieved 
using these other frequency components. 
The system architecture f o r  an arcing f a u l t  
detector using a burst nolse energy evaluation can 
be described as follaws. The input signal coming 
fm the single phase feeder i s  appropriatly 
f i l t e r e d  t o  attenuate fundalnntal and harmonic 
frequencies. The output signal from t h i s  f i l t e r  
bank Is passed t o  an analog converter. The sample 
wavefom data i s  then presented t o  a software 
detection algor i t tm resident i n  a dedicated 
protection processor. This processor perfonns 
appropriate detection evaluations and determines 
whether a t r i p  should occur o r  an alarm condition 
i s  indicated. 
Detection Scheme 
A very sinpl ied f l o w  chart i s  shown I n  Figure 
5 t o  indicate the logtc Incorporated i n  a burst 
energy detection algorithm. The detection 
technique u t i l i zes  the sumation o f  the square o f  
the f i l t e r e d  frequency data samples over an en t i re  
cycle o f  fundaatntal frequency. The detection 
algorithm does not consider individual impulses i n  
the f i l t e r e d  signal, but attaches importance t o  
t he i r  cumulative e f fec t  over a predefined tire. 
Characteristics o f  the software detection algorithm 
include I t s  adaptabil ity, hierarchical nature, and 
"expertness" . 
Figure 3 .  Faulted Feeder Current 
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Flgure 5. Detection Algorithm 
I t  1s Imperative for  th algorlttm to  track 
variations and the low frequency signal whlch are 
not .associated w i t h  faults. Each fcadcr may have a 
dlfferent nom1 nolse level which I t se l f  may be 
dependent on and vary w i t h  the load. A typlcal 
distribution system exhlbltr a perfodic load cycle. 
Hence the detection algorlttnn nust be adaptive to  
these changes In the load and a t  the same the 
avold a di f f icu l t  procedure for  calibrating 
arbitrary pick up levels for  fau l t  detectlon. 
Hence, the a l g o r i t h  used to detect arcing faul ts  
factor was used l n  the experimntal program. 
Typlcally, flve cycles would k ' tes ted where 3 of 5 
showing the requisite Increase nlght dictate a 
necessity to  proceed onto the next hierarchical 
level of fau l t  detection. By varying the nunbcr of 
test cycles, the senslt lvity of detectlon can be 
varied. 
is 
i n  
is 
Fault: Once an event is recognlted, control 
transferred to the fau l t  Identlflcatlon routine 
the detection algoritlm. The dynamic threshold 
frozen i n  the fau l t  Identification routlne. 
Thls action is necessary kcause percentage 
(relative) change I n  the signal magnitude Is used 
t o  detect faul ts  as  opposed t o  absoluta changes 
from p m k f l n e d  flxed thresholds. One choice 
Involved is the nuaber of cycles a f te r  an event, 
r q u l r e d  to  show an Increase In energy denrlty, 
before a faul t  i s  specified. The colapracrise is 
between correct identlflcation o f  internlt tent or  
very low grade faults and the possibility of 
Identifying a normal event as a fault .  Thus, an 
Important paramter involved Is the choice of the 
length of t ine after an event that Is allowd for  
evaluating the non-fundamntal current t o  make the 
t rl p/notri p deci s Ion. 
The various parameters Involved are  adjusted 
so as t o  obtain an "optimal" detection scheaie which 
takes a reasonable length of time for  making 
decisions and is sensitive enough to  make 
dlstlnctlons between arcing faul ts  and n o m 1  
operatlons. 
Validation of Detection Techniques 
The detection technique has been valldatcd 
using data taken from low current faul ts ,  arcing 
faults and normal switching d a t a  on terrestr ia l  
e lectr ic  power systems. Data analysis on arcing 
faul t  and n o m 1  switching data Indicated that  
several harmonic and sub-hannonlc frequencies could 
be used to  d i s t i n g u i s h  b e t w c n  incipient faults and 
n o m 1  switching events. 
The technlque described Is only one of several 
approaches to  detecting abnoml  , Incipient, and 
fau l t  condi tlons on feeders using nonfundamental 
voltage and current parameters. Other detection 
techniques Include identification of abnoml  
"patterns' caused by events other than n o m 1  load 
actlvlty.  I t  is anticipated that a combination of 
these several technlques along wi th  conventlonal 
dlgltal  relaying for  overcurrent protection would 
result  i n  a secure and rensitlve protection system. 
i n  a typical dlstrlbutlon system should have strong 
adaptability to  these periodic variations i n  the 
load to  m a l n k l n  re l iab l l l ty  of detection. The 
feature of adaptability has been incorporated i n  
the detection algorithm by Puklng use of two 
thresholds - a dynamlc threshold and a s t a t i c  
threshold. The thresholds are used to adjust 
changes In the lord on a contlnuous basls. 
A hlerarchlcal nature is bred Into the 
a l g o r l t h  by making use of t h r e e  levels I n  the 
detectlon process before slgnallng a fault .  The 
system s t a r t s  by recognizing a "dlsturbance" and on 
the occurrance of a disturbance, the system devotes 
i ts  attentlon to  trying to  verify I f  the 
dlsturbance qualifies as an "event". An event 
recognltlon Is followed by an attempt to  classlfy 
the episode Into either a "fault" or  a noma1 
occunnce. The progression of the detection scheme 
from one level to  another and the updating of a l l  
values through thls progression Is automatic. The 
progression also inplies the use of tlme as a 
discriminatory factor. The deflnitlons for  these 
hlerarchlcal levels are  as follows. 
Dlsturbance: A cycle of data showing a 
certa'fn percent Increase of energy over the average 
energy per cycle, the average b d n g  calculated over 
som prevlous period of time, constltutes a 
dlsturbance. thus ,  I f  a cycle shows a certain 
percentage (e.g. 25 percent) increase I n  energy 
over the prevlous average, a disturbance is said to  
have occurred. If the energy present i n  t h e  
present cycle Is reasonably equal t o  the previous 
average, then a new average Is calculated and 
disturbance detection is begun agaln. The purpose 
of the disturbance detection routlne Is to  Identify 
changes In the non-fundamental current on the 
feeder. Such an occurrence could be one of any 
number of events such as load drop or  addition, 
switchlng event, bolted faul t ,  or h l g h  impedance 
fault .  
Event: Once a dlsturbance is  detected, a 
p r e s e w  series of cycles o f  data are tested. 
If a set percentage of these cycles show a certain 
percentage increase of energy per cycle over the 
average energy per cycle (the average being 
calculated over some prevlous period of time), then 
an event is said to  have occurred. A point of 
interest  here I s  the fact  that  the dynamic 
threshold Is updated even af te r  the recognition o f  
a disturbance. Stat ls t lcal  analysis has shown that 
a 75 percent Increase In component energy i s  
reasonable for  event Identification, and th i s  
I t  is further antlclpated that the techniques could 
apply i n  a modifled fashion to spaceborne systems 
though fundamntal frequencles of operation are 
higher than those used by terrestr ia l  e lectr ic  
ut11 I ties. Experlaants a n  currently undernay to  
extend these techniques t o  proposed spaceborne 
power system deslgns. A slnulated power system I s  
currently belng tested a t  20 kHr operation t o  
val idate the previously used detection technlques 
and detemlne the i r  performance. 
PROPOSED SPACEBORNE PROTECTION SYSTEM 
I n  l lght o f  the security philosophy prevlously 
described and the research perfolacd on the 
detection o f  low current faul t s  on t e r n s t r l a l  
power systeas, a more comprehensive protectlon 
system I s  proposed f o r  the space statlon. It I s  
proposed that the protectlon systsa, have a securlty 
hierarchy wlth In te l l igen t  processors a t  each level 
f o r  both protection and data acquisit ion purposes. 
This i s  s l n l l a r  t o  recently demonstrated system 
f o r  te r res t r ia l  substation use. [S] The higher 
level computers would recelve data from the lowest 
level I n t e l l i  n t  Remote Power Control ler (IRPC). 
The hlgher Eve1  conputers would run onllne 
contlngency analysis programs and security 
assessment program t o  detemlne op t ln r l  
reconfiguration patterns under varlous operating 
scenarios. Upon recelpt o f  Inforart ion fron lowar 
level devlces that a devlcc I s  f a i l l n g  o r  has 
falled, these higher level progrrrr would deternine 
reconf lguratlon options, schedule mal ntenance , 
reduce loading on fa i l ed  or degenerated components, 
and provlda security assessment and warning t o  
space c ra f t  personnel. Online load management, 
load f low,  and state estlmrt lon programing could 
be perforwd a t  t h l s  level. 
A t  the lowest level o f  the protectlon 
hierarchy, an IRPC I s  proposed which combines the 
features o f  an In te l l igen t  remote ternlnal u n i t  and 
an adaptive processor based protectlon device. 
Functfonal Requirements - IRPC 
The IRPC must perform those functions 
previously proposed f o r  the RPC. The Intent I s  t o  
provide the basic function o f  connectlng user loads 
t o  the powar system while provldlng level 1, level 
2 and level 3 security. 
The IRPC must provlde the " In te l l lgen t  swltch" 
capabil i ty allowing p a n r  t o  be turned on o r  o f f  
Imbr e l ther  automatic o r  avnual positions. It 
must implement the conventional overcurrent t r i p  
functlons and should have m o t e  sett lng capabll l t y  
for these t r l p  levels. It should also serve as the 
f l r s t  level o f  data acqulslt lon f o r  the hierarchy 
computer system. Voltage, current, and status 
Information should be provided fror the IRPC based 
on sampled data analysls. The same Inputs can be 
used f o r  local d l g l t a l  overcurrent relaylng 
functions as w e l l  as for Inputs t o  higher level 
data bases. 
Once the declslon I s  made t o  create a unl f led 
data base I n  IRPC from saaple drta Inputs, numerous 
other functlons becorr feaslble. The IRPC should 
be viewed as an i n te l l l gen t  remote ternlnal u n l t  
and an adaptive d ig i t a l  relay. Fron a un i f ied  data 
base, i t  i s  posslble t o  support numerous algorithms 
for protection purposes including current, 
overvoltage, undervol tage, and frequency varlat lon 
detection. When appropriate, impedance/distance 
t r i p  could be implemented. Additionally, sequence 
of events, t i m e  tagging, and f a u l t  recording 
functions could be implemented a t  selected IRPCs 
where these functions are deslrable. 
While these advantages o f  an I R P C  are 
slgnlf lcant, possibly the greatest advantage 1 ies 
i n  the detection o f  inclplent fau l ts  o r  abnonnal 
f l o w  trends. Using an IRPC data base, i t  i s  
considered possible t o  detect, using knowledge 
based system approaches, abnormal load trends whlch 
Indlcate pending fa l lu res  o f  equipxint o r  
condltlons which need s p u l f l c  attention. 
Inclpient cable faults, qulpawnt degcneratlon o r  
fa l lure,  could also be detected p r i o r  t o  the 
occurrence o f  catastrophlc overcurrent events. 
Functtonally, the IRPC should be a standalone 
u n i t  capable o f  performlng most functions wlthout 
connection t o  the conputer hlemrchy. However, I t s  
operatlon as a remote ternlnal u n l t  allows for much 
o f  the local Infomatton from the IRPC t o  be 
selectlvely passed to higher level system f o r  the 
purposes o f  securi ty analysis and control. 
Proposed Opcratlng Scenarlo For IRPC 
Under n o m 1  conditions an IRPC would provide 
status, analog, and load infonnatlon t o  higher 
level computers on demand o r  as required. Such 
information could be dynamically used by higher 
level rocessors to  support state estimation, load 
When an unpredlcted catastrophlc f a u l t  or  load 
fa i l u re  occurs, an IRPC would react using one ur 
mre protectlon algorlthns t o  detect the 
abnoml  l t y  and lnncdlately break the connection to  
prevent f a u l t  propagation and equipment damage. 
This load loss would be reported along with 
Information concerning the type o f  fa i lure.  
On a continual basis, the IRPC w l l l  serve as 
an on-line diagnostic u n l t  mn i to r l ng  loadlng 
trends, load characteristics, wavefom patterns, 
etc. When abnomal conditions are detected based 
on h is to r ica l  data f i l e s  and knowledge based 
algor l thw, crew mclnbtrs would be Informed thrcugh 
the cooputec- hierarchy as managed by higher level 
processors. F l r s t  stage warnlngs would c a l l  f o r  
maintenance o r  lnvestlgation o f  an Impending o r  
potential problem I f  the condltlon becolaas more 
seven, alarm conditions can be indicated and, when 
necessary, conventional protection actlon can 
occur. 
I n  sunmary, the IRPC would have three paral le l  
areas of ac t i v i t y .  
flow, 1" oad mnagemnt, and other programs. 
A)  In te l l igen t  remote terminal unit .  
B)  Conventlonal protection functions f r o m  
sampled data Inputs. 
trendi ng. 
t 
(C )  On-llne diagnostics, evaluation. and 
The dlfference i n  proposed RPC designs and the 
IRPC proposed here can be sunnrrrized by the term 
" In te l  1 Igence". Progranmabll l t y  and f l e x i b l l  i t y  
would resu l t  f r o m  a design based on sampled da ta  
Inputs to  a d i g i t a l  processlng environment. D ig i ta l  
relaylng could allow f o r  easi ly set protective 
parameters and adaptive algorithms. 
The d ig i t a l  processing capabil i ty inherent i n  
the IRPC would also allow f o r  implementation c f  
diagnostic routines and creation o f  various d a t a  
bases f o r  purposes o f  load evaluation, load 
managenmt, and long tern trending. The 
intelligence of the device yields flexibility which 
in turn should yield improved protection and 
infonnation concerning system operations. 
Conc 1 us 1 on 
The proposed PHM ' systa performs many 
valuable functions and is logicrlly divided into a 
hierarchy of equipment modules. However, the 
perforwnce of the system can be significantly 
improved by the proposed IRPC Cslgn. The IRPC 
would be an intelligent data acquisition detection 
device with load switching capability. Such a 
device would allow for implcnantatlon o f  digital 
relaying algorithns with both adaptive and 
programmable characteristics. The data acquisttlon 
system inherent in the IRPC would allow for the 
creation of data bases to inprove load wnagcacnt 
and diagnostic functions. Using sample data input, 
signal processing algorithm with knowledge based 
system features could be used for incipient fault 
detection and to detect abnormal trends. 
Research is needed i n  t k  developumnt of 
specific protection algorithm and knowledge based 
diagnostic systems which take Into account the 
phys i cal configuration, chancteri sti cs , and 
operation of the space statlon. It is anticipated 
that certain elclrants of terrestrial protection can 
be used to inprove previous spaceborne power system 
protect ion practices . 
Current 1 nvestlgations 1 nclude detemination 
of the effects o f  using a high fundamental powr 
frequency on the characteristics and nature of 
faults. Also being investigated Is an improved 
rule-based monitoring software system which, in 
fast realtime, can support the diagnostic functions 
proposed here in. Experiments are undernay to test 
the appropriateness of techniques used in 
terrestrial fault detection for spaceborne 
applications. Results are expected soon. 
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1 b e t  rat! 
conventional automation and control deb icw arc paszivr 
and responsive. These devices typically 'respond' to changes 
in the power system as measured against fixed thresholds and 
preset limits. These systems are designed to prevent catbs- 
trophic failures and incorrect operations and work well for 
general data acquisition and remote supervisory control. How- 
ever, feedback control, system diagnostics, advanced protec- 
tion, and contingency control u e  difficult to implement on 
the ever changing power system with theae conventional a p  
prouhes. Knowledge based systelnr have the potential for fol- 
lowing the changes in the power syyrkrn and adjusting deci- 
sion criteria accordingly. Dccisionr C U I  be made on a more 
complete data b w  which is constantly adjusted to changes in 
system parameters and operation. 
This paper describes the wious functions where knowl- 
edge based systems could ideally be used. The use of a knowl- 
edge based, adaptive system approach for dirqnming dirtribu- 
tion system disturbances and equipment failures is presented. 
Two field experiments are described. , 
Introduction 
Substation automation can be conventionally segmented 
into the functions of data acquisition, control, protection, di- 
agnostics, and monitoring. While there is considerable overlap 
between these categoria, each has come to represent a set of 
automation functions within the power substation. 
.in excellent description of the numeroua substation func- 
tions and how they are interrelated h u  bten prcpued by the 
Application of New Technologies Working Group of the Au- 
matic and Supervisory Systems Subcommittee of the Substa- 
tion Committee.[lj These functions are grouped u follows. 
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Table 1 
Substation Automation F u n G i m  
Supervisory Control Functionr 
Trip ('low 
Off On 
Automatic I./ Supervisory 
Analog 
Indication with Memory 
Accumulator 
Sequence of Events 
Analog Data Freeze 
Demand Data Ret r ied  
Pre/Post Fault Recording 
Status 
Analog - Vuiablc Dead Band 
Analog - Limit Violations 
Analog - Change Alarms 
Operations Counting 
Function Chccit 
Self Diagnorir 
Analog Calibration 
Automdic Contd 
Circuit Recloeer 
Line Sectionalizer 
Lord Throwover 
Reclosing Equipment 
Opening Equipment 
Voltage V u  Control 
Automatic Transformer 
Lord Matching 
Capacitor Switching 
Load Reduction 
Load Shedding 
Automatic StartfStop 
Cdculdion Of Control 
Porometcr Or Doto 
Local Load Flow 
Load Survey Computations 
Fault Locator 
Doto Acquisition 
Doto By Ezception 
Automdic Confrol Functionr 
Sequence 
Doto Recorded On Locol 
O u / p i i t  \Irdio 
Analog Paranieters 
Event Recording 
Sequence of Events 
Fault Data 
Digital Sampling of 
Analog Waveforms 
Other Functions: 
Local Analog Logging 
Protection Functiom 
Breaker Failure 
Consistency Checks 
Instantancoua Relaying 
Time Overcurrent Relaying 
Adaptive Relay Curves 
Arcing Fault Detection 
Line Noise Indication 
Transformer Temperature 
RTU Functionr Initiated By 
M a t e r  Stdion 
Down Line Functions 
Loading of Data 
Load Curtailment 
Voltage Reduction 
Coordination Functions 
Time Synchronization 
Access by Multiple Master 
Stations 
Bulk Data Transfer 
Analog Waveforms 
Analog 0 Status Data 
Historical Data 
Analog Output 
Digital Output 
Output to Line 
Printer 
Computer to Computer Data 
ACC Pulse 
Binary Output to Local 
Dato TronsJer 
Digital Meters 
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Careful review of these functions will show that many can 
be performed by stand-alone systems which have SatiSfactOrilY 
performed these operations for years. However, other functions 
rtyuirc niorc sophisticated equipments not yet typirall! used 
hy electric utilities. The subject of substation automation en- 
rortipaswes all of t h e e  Functions as thev ate implemrnted in the 
power substation. 
In general. each of these functions could be performed by a 
functionally indrprndent devire in segregated hardware. How- 
ever, careful study shows that the data base required for most 
of these functions is very similar and a level of integration is 
certainly advisable. The integration of various control. moni- 
toring, and protection features has been proposed for 30 years 
with serious investigation during the last 10 years. 2,3j Several 
research efforts have led to integrated systems demonstrating 
monitoring, control, and protection features. 4,s: These devel- 
opments which have been field tested show the practicality of 
performing many functions from one piece of equipment with a 
unified data base. Distinct advantages are obsrved including 
a reduction in functional redundancy, a reduction in hardware 
complexity, potential cost savings and improved reliability and 
diagnostics. 
However, it has also become obvious from these demon- 
strations that more 'intelligent" systems must be designed if 
the true benefits of integrated substation automation are to 
be achieved. It is unacceptable to simply repeat conventional 
functions in an integrated quipment design. While thu is a 
step forward it docs not take full advantage of the significant 
improvement in operations which can occur using the power of 
computer based systems. A need rxirts for knowledge b d  
systems which not only "respond' to changes in the power 
system against preset parameter thresholds and setpoints, but 
which can change and adapt their operation to meet long term 
trends and changing conditions. 
Potential For Knowledge Based Systems - -- --- 
While there are numerous automation functions which 
could be improved in their implementation using expert sys- 
tems, several are very obvious and can be used to demonstrate 
the need. 
One proposed use for expert systems is in the identification 
and location of fault sections after the operation of protective 
relays. The intent is that a tool be available to dispatchers in 
rtiiergenc! situations to assist in restoration procedures This 
approach proposed bv Fukui and Kawakamiof Hitachi in Japan 
is an exrcllent cxamplc of how a knowkdgc based inference 
svstem can be used to diagnose sequence of rrents following 
a disturbance. '6. This system has been implemrnted us- 
ing the Prolog computer language. Its data base consists of 
information concerning protectivr relays which have operated 
and circuit breakers which have tripped. From this informa- 
tion. inferences are made to estimate the fault section using a 
knowledge based approach. The intent is to emulate the men- 
tal process used by an expert dispatcher to achieve the same 
conclusions. 
This approach can be applied to many other functions in 
the substation. The conventional equipments used in substa- 
tions and most of the recently proposed automation approaches 
do little to 'diagnose" the integrity and health of the suhta-  
tion and power system. If conditions deteriorate to the point 
that a catutrophic failure results, then protective devices and 
other control devices initiate action to reduce or isolate the 
catastrophic effect. However, many of theae failures may have 
resulted from conditions which developed over houn or days 
eventually resulting in a catastrophic breakdown. 
Careful analysis of Table 1 shows several functions which 
are better accomplished by a system capable of calculations 
and logic based not only on present values of data, but his- 
torical data and trends. For example, transformer loading can 
be optimized only if historical loading data and current infor- 
mation are simultaneously available. The need for transformer 
maintenance and inspection after faults is not only a function of 
the severity of the last fault but the cumulative effects of fault 
duty experienced by the apparatus. The calculation of fault 
location on a line can be improved in terms of accuracy by 
including feedback as to the error in previous calculations. In 
each of these cases inferences from historical data or other cal- 
culations are used to improve performance of the automation 
system. Other functions such as fault detection, equipment 
deterioration, and data validation C M  also be significantly im- 
proved using knowledge based system techniques. 
Field Experiments 
It is proposed that an expert or knowledge based system 
be used to constantly monitor the integrity of the substalion. 
its equipment. and operations and provide advanced infotma- 
tion and warning of impending problems. The potential for 
this technique has been demonstrated in two experiments by 
researchers at Texas A&M University. Experiment 1 related to 
the detection of incipient fault conditions which were insuffi- 
cient in their severity to be detected by conwntional protection 
and monitoring systems. Experiment 2 related to the detec- 
tion of equipment breakdown over a long period of time. These 
experiments are described as follows. 
Experiment I-Incipient Fault Dctation 
It has long been known that many dirtribution faults are 
not severe enough to be detested by conventional protection 
and monitoring devices. Field experiments, staged fault tests, 
and fault statistics have shown that many ground faulu begin 
and remain below conventional detection thresholds. 
In response to this characteristic of distribution faults, 
work has been performed for many yeam to improve the overall 
sensitivity of fault detction devica to include these low cur- 
rent incipient faults. This work h u  provided several techniques 
including t h w  developed by Power Technologies, Inc., Penn- 
sylvania Power & Light, and Texas A&M University. i7,8,93 
These research investigations have shown that it is gen- 
erally not sufficient to simply monitor changes in 60Hz fault 
current and voltage components to determine that these incip- 
ient conditions exist or that low current faults have occured. 
Other approaches including a much broader data base and the 
use of historical data are indicated. 
In experiments by Texas ALM University, a broad data 
base including high frequency information above ZkHz was  
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used to detect these low current faults. Simply stated, since 
a ground fault typically generates an arcing condition which 
modulates current, high frequency noise is generated which 
propagates to the substation. This noise has characteristic 
patterns which can be detected and uaed as fault indicators. 
However, in the development of this technique, it became 
obvious that normal system changes including feeder noise lev- 
els were dramatic. If fixed protection thresholds are used, it is 
highly probable that many false trips will occur due LO normal 
system variations. 
Figure 1 shows the high frequency current noise on a feeder 
before and after a ground fault. It is obvious from this fig- 
ure that the faulted section has considerable noise components 
which could be used as a fault indicator. However. the selec- 
tion of an arbitrary threshold of detection between pre and 
post fault levels is difficult due to the fact that the normal 
noise patterns on the feeder change precipitously over a broad 
dynamic range. In short, the conventional approach of deter- 
mining an acceptable vs. an unacceptable level of current at a 
given frequency and using this as a fault detector is insufficient 
and will yield an insecure protective device. 
Figure 1 - Pre/Post Fault Feeder Noise 
Through considerable analysis of recorded data, it was 
determined that the high frequency on the distribution feeder 
tended to change over the short and long term related to such 
factors as the level and type of loading on the distribution 
feeder. As an example, noise levels under heavy loading during 
the day might be very high, where- corresponding mcasure- 
.menu taken at night under light lord conditions might show 
little noise activity above 2kHt. The need existr for a 'variable 
sensitivity" device which can adapt not only to daily changes 
but to long term, seasonal load changa or increaaed loads due 
to circuit reconfiguration. 
Techniques were developed which compared the present 
value of high frequency current of the faulted section, not to a 
preset threshold, but to a calculated value which was a function 
of historical measurements of the parameter. Simply stated, 
the threshold was changed dynamically and adapted to the 
changes in the power system providing a detection threshold 
which could rachet up or down based on normal persistent 
system changes. 
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Additionally, certain noise generating equipments on :he 
distribution feeder have patterns which can be identified as a 
function of their repetitive nature and how they occur with ref- 
erence to the 6 0 H z  waveform. Other switching activity also h a s  
specific patterns of behavior which are unique and identifiable. 
Experimentation haa shown that these features are ideal 
candidates for processing by an expert system resulting in a 
high probability of fault detection in spite of dynamic, long 
term and short term changes in normal c!stenl ac t i t  I I \  
During field tests of the arcing fault derectlorl IC( tinique 
it w'as shown that a discrimination between a dvnamic 
normal system and a faulted system could on11 be made uslng 
historical data as opposed LO instantaneous measurements of 
parameters. 
Experiment 2-Equipment Failure Diagnosis 
During the numerous field tests and measurements made 
over several years it was determined that equipment break- 
down and deterioration may occur over long periods of time. 
For example, an incipient transformer fault due to insulation 
breakdown may occur very slowly before resulting is a catas- 
trophic failure. Other apparatus such as insulators on distribu- 
tion feeders may have intermittent breakdown due to incipient 
mechanical failure which persists for weeks prior to causing 
a high current fault. During experiments with Public Ser- 
vice Company of New mexico, changes in current waveform 
frequency components were detected on a specific feeder over 
many weeks of monitoring. The changes in high frequency 
activity were easily measured and at times were precipitous 
resulting from insulation breakdown. However, since the fault 
was not mechanically sustained, system integrity was restored 
and all indications of the presence of the breakdown were lost. 
By careful study of this feeder it was determined that 
certain arrestors and insulators were failing and repairs were 
needed. Effecting these repairs, the current waveforms on the 
feeder changed accordingly resulting in a reduction of the noise 
patterns previously measured. Careful analysis of these noise 
patterns as correlated to other data predicted to the line prob- 
lems. 
This experiment indicates the potential for diagnosing the 
need for equipment repair and line maintenance. A carefully 
designed expert system looking at  numerous parameters can, 
through inferences, determine the most probable cause of in- 
cipient conditions and prioritize the actions taken to restore 
the system to 100% integrity. 
Characteristics of Knowledge Based Systems 
Certain classes of knowledge based systems are appropri- 
ate for use in addressing power system problems. It is im- 
portant to understand the characteristics of these systems and 
how they can be adapted to a specific situation. 
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Knowledge based systems are a subfield of artificial intel- 
ligence. These systems incorporate the strengths of advanced 
programming techniques in order to solve specific problems. If 
the information necessary for the solution of a problem can be 
encoded in tractable algorithms, conventional computing SYS- 
tems should be used. However, since many significant problem 
cannot be described by a reasonable set of algorithms, a dif- 
ferent strategy is needed to incorporatc computing machines. 
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The observation that human expcrtr often solve problems 
without focusing on a formal reasoning method lead to the d e  
velopment of knowledge bmed system. The key to these SYS- 
tems is the recognition that a human expert rcquira a strong 
domain-specific knowledge base in order to achieve outatand- 
ing performance. This self-contained knowledge base is evident 
since a trainee, educated in problem solving methodr, may still 
spend years of internship under the guidance of more senior 
level "experts". The transfer of knowledge is the crucial oper- 
ation during the trainee's internship. The god of a knowledge 
based system is to encode the complex and sometimes chang- 
ing knowledge of the human expcrt into a system, and then 
use the knowledge as the expert would. 
Knowledge based systems have advantages over conven- 
tional data processing systems because they utilize symbolic 
reprtscnttion, symbolic inference, and heuristic searches. Thm, 
instead of requiring a specific sequence of algorithms, the knowl- 
edge base system can, for example, include a set d rules (if- 
then conditions) which govern the system behavior. The ad- . vantages of a set of rules over algorithm are: 
1) the information is in a more natural language 
2) new information can be added with greater e w  
3) the solution can be understood more readily since the 
specific rules used to come to a conclusion can be traced. 
Knowledge b a d  systems do not have to represent their 
knowledge in a rule form. Some knowledge is represented as a 
fact and some is represented by fruw-like relationships. Re 
grrdless of t h e  specific encoding form uned for t he  knowledge. 
the knowledge systems can handle uncertain or unspecified in- 
formation niore readily than the conventional processing sys- 
tem. Therefore. even if the ultimate goal of a project may be 
to develop a spccific algorithmic controller, a knowledge based 
system allows many flexibilities which help transform human 
knowledge into a computable form. 
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Even though research in knowladge based systems has 
been in progress for many years, the l u t  five yeam have seen 
the emergence of the systems from the research lab into the 
world. These systems, seen in the medical, scientific, man- 
agement and engineering fields, are being used to solve many 
types of problems: interpretation, p d i t i o n ,  diagnatics, d e  
sign, planning, monitoring, debugging, repair, instruction and 
control.[lO) Many hardware and software tools are being d e  
veloped for knowledge b a d  systems, but theae a b  are not 
prerequisites for development of a knowledge b a d  system. 
The tools which have been developed include computer 
languages, canned progruna for inferring from a knowledge 
base, and computing machinery which operata the software 
languages and programn more efficiently. The w e  of LISP 
or PROLOG rather than BASIC, FORTRAN or PASCAL in 
knowledge b w d  system is common. LISP and PROLOG 
handle symbolic representation and manipulation more easily 
than the more conventional languages. The canned programs 
for inferring from knowledge, referred to aa inference engines, 
are knowledge independent. Each program has a unique way 
of sorting and responding to the knowledge it is given. The 
user must find the program which provides the robustness and 
friendliness he requires. A few of the existing software tools 
and one of the many applications each h a s  been used for is 
mentioned: 
1) EMYCIN - used in diagnostic systems for internal 
medicine 
2) OPS - used in design and verification systems for VLSI 
circuits 
3) HEARSAY I11 - used in spill management systems 
4)  KEE - used in chemical processing controls 
5) ART - used in ff ight planning systems. 
This is meant as an example only. 
EMYCIN is the best at  diagnostics, or OPS at design. etc. 
It is nor implied that 
The design of a knowledge based system is an evolutionary 
process. The listing of specific steps for the design of a system 
is somewhat ambiguous in that often steps overlap or can be 
raequenced. Basically the designer must: 
1) Identify the characteristics of the problem to be solved 
2) Identify the sources of knowledge to be used 
3) Identify a method for representing the knowledge 
4) Determine the inference engine necessary 
5) Select or develop software and hardware tools 
6 )  Encode the systems knowledge base 
7) Evaluate the knowledge base and inference engines 
performance 
8) Edit the knowledge base until system performance is 
sat isf.ct0l-y. 
- 
In identifying the problem characteristic we determine the 
limits of the knowledge domain. The type of solution (diag- 
nosis, prediction, control, etc.) required is specified. The con- 
straints on equipment, signah, or timing for the system should 
be identified early. 
The sources of knowledge include written materials, field 
observations, and most importantly human experts. Since the 
knowledge being encoded is often based on empirical experi- 
ence rather than proven theories, a scheme for resolving any 
conflicting knowledge should be determined. 
Many knowledge b r a s  utilize rules to represent knowl- 
edge; however some knowledge is not easily stated in an if- 
then conditional statement. Knowledge representation in the 
form of object (fact) programming and/or frame (relational) 
systems must also be considered. 
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Inference engines may be developed or existing ones ac- 
quired. There are many strategies for how situational data 
should be compared to a knowledge base in order to solve a 
problem. Decisions such a$: \vi11 our c y i w n  tiepin n i t h  i) dr- 
sired goal and find anv or all solutions H hich can obtain the 
goal (referred 1.0 as backward chaining): or \ \ i l l  o u r  s>stem he- 
gin with a set of data and arrive at the  conclusion or goals 
indicated by the data (forward chaining). must be made. The 
inference engine must be able to resolve connicts created when 
there is insufficient information or two or more contradicting 
actions or possibilities indicated. 
The selection of existing software and hardware tools should 
be made whenever possible. If money or system specifications 
do not allow the selection of existing software tooh, a gna t  
deal of time may be required for developing new tools. 
Knowledge acquistion, encoding the knowledge into the 
systems knowledge b w  may require an engineer trained in 
knowledge representation (again an expert in his domain). This 
involves taking the text or verbal dar ipt ions of pertinent in- 
formation and encoding it into a working-nonconflicting knowl- 
edge base. 
The evaluation of the system begins at the subexpert lev- 
els so that system accuracy is easily checked. Then the perfor- 
mance of the system at the expert level should be compued 
with human expert performance. The knowledge bucd system 
docs not need to outperform a human expert to be a useful tool. 
The syskm can be a timesaver and non-tiring aid to the ex- 
perts. The system may also be a significant aid for training 
sub-expert level workers. 
Decision Criteria For Diagnatic Application 
We have studied and tested certain of the required steps 
previously deacribed for designing a knowledge b w d  system. 
The purpose of our system is the diagnosis of feeder insula- 
tion degeneration and incipient faults. We have major equip 
ment constraints in that economics d K h k  that the computing 
equipment coats per feeder be kept st a minimum. This impliea 
that our final system will be a microproceming system which 
may not support many of the existing knowledge b w  tooh. 
We decided to begin the initial investigations of a knowledge 
b d  system utilizing existing tools. Once a syskm with a 
good knowledge data base is developed, we will begin looking 
at the steps required to develop the system on a microprocess- 
ins system. 
Our knowledge source has been from the researchers at 
Texas A&M and the Public Service Company of Sew Mexico. 
An example of the kind of expertise we are encoding is given 
below. 
The human expert diagnosing the health of a particular 
feeder goes through the following steps: 
1. B d  on a recorded and mental data base of a feeder 
under normal, healthy conditions, he must develop im- 
pressions of what the feeder is supposed to look like. 
2. He must continually calculate and receive data from 
the f d e r  to provide a current picture of the electrical 
condition of the feeder. 
3. Comparison of current feeder data to the data stored 
when the feeder was known to be healthy (or at least 
healthier) must be mde .  
4. The expert begins to recognize a changing pattern 
more t h k  a threshold detection in determining that feeder 
maintenance is needed. 
5. After maintenance is performed comparison of the 
feeder data to the waveforms of the feeder data before 
degeneration of performance occured is made. If the cur- 
rent pattern of data more closely resembles the pattern 
of a healthy feeder, it is concluded and learned that the 
maintenance and repair operation was at least partially 
successful. 
These steps which human experts perform are not easily 
encoded in conventional data processing because specific a l p  
rithms and numerical threshold values must be determined. 
These algorithms may not easily track time variations and 
other patterns which the human expert easily tracks. The 
knowledge based system does not need algorithms and it can 
introduce its own threshold values. The system knowledge base 
is composed of the same pattern detection ideas which the hu- 
man expert has. For example: 
The frequency and amplitude of certain noise levels can 
be monitored and recorded. This data can be compared with 
levels when the feeder was relatively health! Trend. 01 change 
rather than absolute difference may be monitored. 
Based on the previous example it can be wen w h y  we 
selected an inference engine which has forward and backward 
chaining capabilities. Given a set of data we forward chain to 
the conclusion as to whether the feeder appears normal or not. 
If the fccder d m  not appear normal, based on pre5ent data 
and recorded data, we forward chain to probable causes for 
the abnormalities. Once we have a guess of probable cause for 
system d&eneration, we bukwud  chain to see if we can find 
the data necessary to support the diagnosis. 
B d  on these requirements we are investigating the use 
of the OPS urd ART software tooh, both of which can operate 
on a VAX system or a symbolic processor. These tools have 
helped ua to test the collection and organization of the knowl- 
edge the experts have provided. Eventually, we can drop some 
of the features provided by these tools and develop a stream- 
lined inference engine and knowledge base for our problem. 
Justification For Knowledge B a d  Systems 
It is obvious from a review of Table 1 functions that con- 
ventional protection and supervisory equipment cannot implc 
ment all of these operations. Furthermore, the specific func- 
tions of incipient fault detection and equipment failure di- 
agnosis cannot be performed by existing commercial equip 
ment when one considers that these would be very impor- 
tant functions and would allow for the very early detection 
of faults and the scheduling of maintenance, the importance 
of advanced power substation automation concepts including 
knowledge b d  systems bccomcs apparent. 
One could argue that existing substation apparatus and 
designs are Yadequakn. However, to take this position is to 
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ignore advances in technology which offer ua many advantages 
and improvements in operation and control. Instead of sim- 
ply reacting to catastrophic faults as they occur, it is easily 
recognized that a system which can detect incipient conditions 
prior to catastrophic failure has definite value by incorporating 
this and other nontraditional functions from Table 1 in inte- 
grated. computer based hardware we can expect significant 
improvements in our ability to control and operate the power 
srrbctaiion. In  c-ence. i t  should IJC rerogniirrl *-Icl: w ierb- 
nological advances occur pro\ idiiig us ne!\ tool+ n c  bhould rc- 
evaluate our s>rtem designr and functions and. H iwrr porsible. 
incorporate this new technology. In the case of integrated com- 
mon knowledge based systems it should be expected that we 
ran reduce the hardware complexity in substation while at the 
same time providing more powerful diagnostics resulting in in- 
creased reliability and a reduction in catastrophic failures. 
It is with the above objective that research in this area will 
be expanded. The next steps are to investigate specific expert 
system tools which can be used with integrated system archi- 
tecture to best implement the automation functions shown in 
Table 1. 
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A DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHM FOR DETECTING ARCING FAULTS 
ON POWER DISTRIBUTION FEEDERS 
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ABSTRACT :- Signal processing hardware and 
software can be used to significantly improve the 
detection of certain power system faults using com- 
puter relays. Integrated systems and architectures 
for monitoring several fault sensitive parameters 
have been investlgated. A suggested architecture 
k presented utlltzing several processors. 
Several fault sensitive parameters for the de- 
tection of arcing faults are presented. A detection 
methodology based on these parameters is described 
and a partial solution t o  the problem of directlon- 
ality Is dlrcussed. The use of knowledge base en- 
vironment to modify protection criteria h air0 rug- 
gested. 
l" 
Some downed distribution feeder faults exhibit a low 
magnitude of fault current and cannot be detected 
by conventional overcurrent protection. There is a 
desire in the utillty industry to detect these faults 
for operational reasons and to  Improve public safety. 
Often, arcing k associated wlth these faults which 
poses a potential fire hazard and property damage. 
The arcing phenomenon exhibits a random burst na- 
ture resulting In a spectrally-rkh current waveform 
at frequencies both above and bdow the fundamen- 
tal power frequency. 
'Earller mwk has Indicated that no dngle fre- 
quency can be used as a parameter to identify the 
presence of thae faults because transients from 
switching actlvity can sometimes exhiblt a similar 
burst nature and characteristic frequencies [l.2]. in 
.this paper, a wctorlal approach to fault detection is 
presented wherein several parmeters we observed 
simultaneously. By attachlng certrln confidence fac- 
tors with each parameter, a probablllty estimate can 
be made as t o  the presence of these faults. 
Presented at IEEE/PES 1988 Winter 
Meeting, New York, Paper No. 88 WM 
123-2, 1988. 
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Modern day microcomputers in signal process- 
ing integrated circuits make this approach feasible. 
inexpensive hardware configurations and Iystem ar- 
chitectures make possible powerful computer relays 
capable of performing the numerous, complicated 
calculations required for a multi parameter fault de- 
tection algorithm. This allows researchers to  ad- 
dress the dngle most dgnificant practical Problem 
with sensitive, high impedance fault detection de- 
vices, namely, the need for discrimination between 
fault VI. normal events on the protected feeder. 
It k expected that the vectorial approach using 
multl parameter algorithms will eliminate practical 
ilmltatlons and bring the utility industry closer t o  a 
solution to this long standing problem. 
The random/transient (burst) nature exhibited by 
the arcing phenomena dictates that, for effective de- 
tection, It is not only lmparatlve to  track variations 
In the signal pattern. but also equally important to 
identify the periodicity of burst duration on a sub- 
cycle basis during the fault itself. Each feeder may 
have a different normal noise level which itself may 
be dependent on and vary with the load. A typical 
distribution feeder exhibits a periodlc load cycle. 
The detector must be adaptive to these load 
varlatlons and at  the same time avoid a complicated 
procedure for calibrating "plckup" kvcls for fault de- 
tection. Hence, the need for a protectlve system 
that aSSOClateS some form of "Intelligence" is desir- 
able. The intelligence can be bred into a knowledge- 
based system that can communicatr/interact with 
a microprocessor based digital dgnal processor. A 
system archltecture such as the one shown in Figure 
1 has been adopted by researchers at Texas ALM.  
Input dgnair from current and voltage transformers , 
are lpprOPrllltClY condltioned and low-pass filtered. 
A separate current signal is also derlved by notch- 
ing the fundamental power frequency and band-pass 
fliterlng It behmen 2-6 KHz. This signal Is exclu- 
sively used for monitoring the high frequency con- 
tent In the arc generated noise. The input signals 
are then dlgitlzed and Processed by digital filters for 
extracting the various parameters. The TMS 32020 
is a digital Signal processing chip capable of filtering 
signals efficiently In the digital domain. The T M S  
32020 interacts with a micro-processor based sys- 
tem in which the main software resides. 
-
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A First-In-First-Out (FIFO) -buffer b Interfaced 
between the TMS 32020 and the micro-processor 
in order to alleviate timing burden on the processor 
and thereby prevent the possibllity of data overrun. 
Interface exists between the micro-processor and the 
Knowledge-Based System (KBS) and also between 
the KBS and TMS 32020. 
The T M S  32020 processor's modified Har- 
vard .architecture emphasizes speed and Increased 
throughput for real-time signal processing applica- 
tions w c h  as digital filtering. The device lncorpc+ 
rates Internal hardware for singlccycle 16 X 16 - bit 
multlpllcatlon. data shifting and accumulation. This 
hardware - intenstve approach provides computing 
power for high speed tlme - domain convolution that 
other processors typically perform In software or mi- 
crocode. Increased fkxlblilty la also provided by two 
256 w r d  on-chip data RAM and an additional 128 
K words of external memory. 
The function of the microprocessor based sys- 
tem is t o  incorporate feeder monitoring, fault detec- 
tion. and diagnostic capabilities using Eprom - res- 
ident software, Logic is provided t o  update thresh- 
olds dynamically and also to  identify dgnlficant In- 
crease in the energy level of detection parameters. 
Other functional features such as updating software 
counters for ttme dlscrlminatory decisions, look-up 
tables for weighting constants and probabllity crtl- 
mates are also included. 
. 2 
me knowledge based system 'provides-an "ex- 
pert" environment that  combines algorithmic and 
heuristic approaches in narrowing the search space 
for problem identification and solution. The "ex- 
pert" system utlllzes three major building blocks to 
enhance d.cision making capabilities : 
1. Knowledge Base that incorporates a data 
b a u  of heurlstlcs and facts used by an "exgert". 
2. Working Memory that provides facility for 
dynamic storage of facts asserted during pro- 
gram execution. 
3. lnference Engine t ha t  processes knowledge 
from the data base and external facts to provide 
answers and derive new approaches. 
The parameters that are monitored by the detector 
comprise : 1) "in-between" harmonic frequencies, 
2) even hrrmonlc frequencies, 3) odd harmonic fre- 
quencies, 4) 2-6 KHz high band frequencies, 5) zero 
sequence component at fundamental frequency, 6) 
negattve .sequence component a t  fundamental fre- 
quency, and 7) positive sequence component at fun- 
damental power frequency. These parameters are 
derived by filtering the input signals digitally in the 
signal processor. 
For example, Figure 2 depicts the frequency 
response of a digital filter for extracting the "in- 
between" harmonic frequencies from the input sig- 
nal. The filter kngth Is 120 samples which trans- 
lates into a filter transient response of one power 
frequency cycle at  the given sampling rate. Figure 
2 illustrates only a m i o n  of the frequency response 
for the sake of darity.The filter response is identical 
for other "in-between'' frequencies extending upto 
the sampling frequency. Similar "Comb" type digi- 
tal filters are also used to derive the even and odd 
harmonic frequencies. The digital fitter used to de- 
rive the high frequency (2-6 KHr) components is of 
band-pass type. 
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The detection algorithm does not consider lndi- 
vidual samples in the filtered signals, but attaches 
Importance to their cumulative effect over a prede- 
fined time. The technique utlllzes the summation 
of the square of the filtered current data samples, 
referred to as the energy, mer an entire cycle of the 
fundamental power frequency. This approach Is pre- 
ferred as it greatly alleviates the timing constraints 
- -- -. -- - 
on the micro-processor because now, instead of 
having to access every sample of filtered data, it 
can fetch one data value for each parameter that 
is monitored once every fundamental cycle. The 
energy calculation b carried out efficiently in an ac- 
cumulator within the TMS 32020. 
Detection of inciplent, arcing faults b based on 
several characterlstics of these faults some of whlch 
are stated below : 
1. Arcing faults exhibit an increrse In non- 
fundamental frequencies. 
2. Arcing phenomena exhlblt a random burst 
nature. 
3. Arcing phenomena often persist Over reia- 
tlvely long periods of tlme. 
4. mansients from switching operations do not 
persht and are usually duration limited to a few 
cycles. 
By using the above criterla In an “intelligenY‘ 
environment. it b possible to detect incipient and 
other k w  current arcing faults with a dtgree of selec- 
tivity that  can discriminate normal switching events. 
The key to effective detection b the MentlficaUon of 
signal patterns that change from we-fault to fault 
conditions. A hierarchlcal nature b bred into the 
algorithm by making use of three kvels In the de- 
tection process before signalling a fault. The system 
starts by recognizing a “disturbance” and on occu- 
rance of one, the system devotes lts attention 
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figure 3. Olsturbance Oetectlon Routln. 
to trylng to verify if the disturbance qualifier as 
an “event“. An event recognition b followed by an 
attempt to classify the episode into either a “fault” 
or a normal wi tch ing activity. The progression of 
detection scheme from one kvel  to another is auto- 
matte, lrrespecttve of whether all parameters register 
abnormality. Decision is finally based on the confi- 
dence kveis and associated probabllity factors with 
which an episode qualifies as a disturbance, event or 
a fault. 
The progression also implies use of time as a 
discriminatory factor. In a typical distribution envl- 
ronment. a strong adaptiblilty t o  periodic variations 
in the load b desirable for the detection scheme. 
The feature of adaptiblllty has been incorporated in 
the algorithm by making use of hN0 thresholds - a 
static threshold and a dynamic threshold. The static 
threshold b used to adjust to changes In the load 
on a continual basis whereas the dynamic thresh- 
old b used to adjust to  the feeder environment on 
a continuous basis. The dynamic threshold is de- 
fined as the weighted average energy per cycle cal- 
culated over a moving tlme window of predefined 
kngth wherein energy In present cycles are weighted 
more heavily compared to previous cycles. A typical 
weighting scheme would be one where the factors 
exhibit an exponcntiai distribution. A flowchart is 
depicted in Figure 3 for the disturbance detection 
routine and in Figure 4 for the event and fault de- 
tection level. 
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Data analysis was performed to verlty the emcacy 
of the various detection parameters. Test data from 
three different staged fault b a t l o n s  were chosen 
and processed by the algorithm. Figure 5 shows the 
time domain signal for an arclng fault conducted on 
wet roll condltions. The short duratlon nature of 
arcing bursts, n k typical on this type of soil can 
be dearly observed [z]. Flgure 6 mows the varia- 
tion of the ‘In-betwtan” harmonic energy for this 
fault. As b evldent, these frequencies are very Kn- 
sitlve to short duration bursts. Rgure 7 shows the 
variatlon of even harmonics for the same fault. It 
k observed that the even harmonic frequencles are 
also very sensitive to short arcing bursts. The odd 
harmonic frequencles however did not register such 
changes. Thls was due t o  the level of odd harmon- 
ks being relatively high even under normal condi- 
tlons. Other parameters such as 2-6 KHz compo- 
nents, negaUve sequence component, etc. were not 
found to register significant dynamic changes. Fig- 
ure 8 shows the current waveform during an arcing 
fault that was conducted on dry soil. On dry soli, the 
arcing bunts  are of relatively long duration. For a 
fault of this type, it was observed that the even and 
odd harmonic frequencies register a large dynamic 
change as can be seen from Rgure 9 which depicts 
the varlation of odd harmonic energy. Also, the neg- 
ative sequence component indlcated a conslderable 
increase in magnitude as illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Similar analysis was carried Out for faults con- 
ducted on sandy roil. Here, the burst duration h 
considerably long as is depicted In the time domain 
signal of the 2-6 KHz components in Figure 11. The 
dynamic increase in energy of these broad band fre- 
quencies is depicted in Figure 12. 
It b evident from the above analysis that  the 
random burst characteristics of arcing faults to- 
gether with their dependency on roil type dictates 
that no single parameter is equally sensitive to de- 
tect arcing faults in a secure manner. Another fac- 
tor compounding the complexity of detection arises 
from the necessity to discriminate wi tch ing tran- 
sients from arcing bursts. Earlier work has indi- 
cated that switching activity such as capacitor bank 
and load tap changer operations -use considerable 
increase in the level of odd harmonics and several 
even harmonic frequencies [Z]. Capacitor banks also 
attenuate high frequency components by providing 
a low impedance shunt path to ground. The in- 
rush current during the energiution of tranrform- 
err causes an increase in the level of harmonic fre- 
quencies. In view of these constraints it b con- 
cluded that, for effective fault detection, simulta- 
neous monitoring of several parameters k justified. 
The direction to  the fault is many times needed to 
prevent a source side relay/detactor from tripping 
for a line side fault. A technique based on power 
k
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Figure 12. Varlatlon of 2-6 KHr Energy 
flow direction, dmilar to  the operation of volt- 
age restrained directional overcurrent relays has 
been investigated [3]. This method involves deter- 
mining the coemcitntr of the fundamental frequency 
current and voltage components from the dlscrete 
fourier transform of the sampled data in a recur- 
rlve manner [SI. The coefficients are then used to 
calculate a dircctionality factor in the direction of 
"maximum torque". By comparing with a prede- 
fined threshold level, a fault is considered to  be in 
the direction seen by the relay if the directionality 
factor lies in the positive torque region. 
Assuming that the input current and voltage 
waveforms are sampled N times per cycle of the fun- 
damental frequency to produce sample sets t i h  and 
- 4 ,  the dlscrete fourier transform of El, contains a 
filtered fundamental frequency component given by, 
2r 
N 
N-1 2* ' N-1 = + b a r - k  - j- zhn'n-k 
4-0 * 
= AI - jB1 
where Al and Bl are the cosine and sine muiti- 
plied sums In the expression for XI. The magnitude 
and phase of the fundamental component can be 
calculated with respect to the reference waveforms 
ar( pk) and sin( s k ) .  
c1 = d G  = ton-'(-) B1 Ai 
The torque relation for a current-voltage directional 
relay can be expressed as, 
This operating characteristlc b seen t o  be a straight 
line offset from the origin and perpendicular to the 
maxlmum porltlvc torque porltlon of the current as 
Illustrated in Figure 13. The voltage and current 
phason are computed from the coefficients CI. and 
Cli and the directionality factor T determined in the 
directlon of maximum torque angle T using (l), for 
each pair of current and voltage data samples over 
a system cycle. 
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Figure 13. Operating Charrcterlrtlc of Voltaga-Current 
Relay 
Rgure 14 show<*the variatlon of Instantaneous 
power as seen by a down stream relay for an arcing 
fault in Its dlrcctlon. Figure 15 shows the variatlon 
of the directionality factor as seen by this relay. it 
b evldent that  an Increase in Yvei of T occurs for 
a fault in the dlractlon seen by the relay. On the 
contrary. a relay looking in the reverse dlrection will 
register a decrease In kvei  of T for the same fault. 
Figure 16 depicts the power flow for a dlfferent arc- 
ing fault and Figure 17 the corresponding variation 
In the directionality factor. The normal kvei  of T is 
monitored and compared with pndetermlned pickup 
thresholds to determlne the direction when a fault is 
registered by one of the parameters. Time coordi- 
nation is then utilized to block a source slde device 
from tripping out before a load side device picks up 
a fault. 
Current research is centered on Improving the 
senritlvity of this approach by "zero-based" refer- 
encing of the fault current wlthout the load compo- 
nent Included In me caicuirtlon. This would ailow 
sensitive directionality evaluatlon of even very low 
kvei  faults. 
In order to identify the faulted conductor phase, 
a different approach can be wed. it is observed that 
the 2-6 KHz signal Indicates burst phenomena only 
during certain periods of a power cycle. There are 
typically two such bursts occuring every half cycle as 
shown in Figure 18 where the faulted phase voltage 
was superimposed on the high frequency signal to  
illustrate this phenomenon.. 
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The phase voltage waveform is taken as refer- 
ence as it does not register any perturbations during 
arcing fault conditions. These bursts occur when the 
system voltage equals the restrike voltage. The arc 
voltage then drops to a constant e., and current 
begins to flow. Current reaches a maximum when 
the system voltage equals the arc voltage. After 
this time the current decreases till the arc restrikes 
again [SI. An unfaulted phase, on the other hand, 
wlll not register such burst activity in the high fre- 
quency components. It Is thus anticipated that by 
monitoring the variations in the 2-6 KHz signal on 
a sub-cycle basis and latching these bursts with cer- 
taln positions on the voltage cycle, the faulted phase 
can be Mentlfled. 
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KNOWURGE BASE FNVlRONMENT 
The knowledge base interface is to povide rule- 
based '4ntelligence" environment to the signal pro- 
cessor. Numerous functions can be incorporated 
that would result In a secure 8nd sensitive protec- 
tion system. Functionally, it could monitor the sen- 
sitivity of various detection parameters. adjusting 
their levels in case of wer/undor sensitivity to pro- 
vide overriding features in decision making. Other 
u p a b l l i t l a  such as periodic Wustment  of various 
weighting factors, time discriminatory counters and 
decision kgic can also be incorporated. On a contin- 
ual basis, it can serve as a database for monitoring 
load trends, load characteristics, wveform patterns, 
etc. Other characteristics such as arc burst dura- 
tion and burst repetition rate a n  be monitored on 
a sub-cycle basis to  provide discriminatory decisions 
such as faulted Phase Mentiflcatlon. Abnormal con- 
ditions a n  be compared with historical data bases 
using knowledge base algorlthmr to provide reliable 
decislons. Probabilities and confidence kvels can 
be accurately determined by verifying trends In past 
history. Such an interface also facilitates additional 
support for numerous other protaction applications 
such as conventional overcurrent, overvoltage, fre- 
quency variatlon, etc. Adaptive protection concepts 
which permit real time modification of relay settings, 
characterlstla, or k g i c  functions a n  be cfnciently 
incorporated for Improved system reliability and per- 
formance. 
CONCLUSlONS 
An intelligent computer relay for detecting arc- 
ing faults can be constructed using advanced dgnai 
processing hardware and software. The use of a 
vectorial approach monitoring numerous fault sen- 
sitive Parameters allows for improved discrimination 
between low current faults and normal events on 
the protected feeder. By using a knowledge based 
system, it is possible t o  dynamically adjust protec- 
tion weighting factors and improve protection per- 
formance within the relay itself. 
Additional advantages of the proposed design 
include the ability to interface with higher level pro- 
tection systems, the ability to provide detailed fault 
and feeder evaluation Information, and the ability to 
implement sophisticated protection mutines without 
hardware changes. 
Continuing research at Texas A&M University 
has focussed on performance evaluatlon of this pro- 
posed approach and improvements to the indlvldual 
protection parameters. 
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KNOWLEDGE BASE EXPERI’ SYSTEMS FOR IMPROVED 
POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION AND DIAGNOSTICS 
Dr. B. Don RurvU and Dr. KUUI Watson 
Texa6 AkM University 
Coilege Station, T m r  
- Cumnt practices d power protection 
and diagnortia c d  for the use of dedicated relaying devices 
typicdy using preaet p w m a r i c  thraholdr to determine the 
health and state of the power system. It hu long been known 
that cat& t ypa  of power sy6tem fwltr and abbnormd con- 
ditions cannot be detected by these m’sthg relaying and pro- 
tection zneth&logia. Recent work hu shown that knowledge 
b a d  syatanr are capable of signi6cautly improving the detec- 
tion and di.grOrir of art& h d t s  and . b d  amditiom. 
Thir paper presents the result6 of reaeardi investigations 
and field krtr which shor the a d m t y r  of h#rrl* baae 
s y s t m  in the & d o n  of incipient twlt  -&ti- and c=- 
tain low gdc frultr. Expat - 6 t h  are p-ted 
which are to be used in an integrakd fvhion with existing pro- 
tection dgorithrm i m p h d  in v u k r  relays. The abil- 
ity of t h e  new techniques to au toaur twy  adjust for chang- 
ing parer syakm conditioaa h a spcciffc advantage. The other 
advantagea of theae syatcms an given with puticuluemphesh 
on t k  typa of f.ultr which cannot be currently detected, but 
which eur be found by expat ryrkm techniques. 
C- ue i n d u d d  on the im- of spttnm an p m  
tection system uchitectuns and 011 integration with existing 
protection techniques. Work on et r d i t i d  expert 
system software to i m p m  on-line behavior and sped is as0 
discussed. 
L” 
Convmtionrl automation, con td ,  and prokctiorr quip 
menta are @n and rapocuive. Thew dcviar t rpicdy re 
spond to b g a  in the power aptem M m d  in 6md 
threshold. md praat limits. Thac 6ySknu u e  designed to 
prevent catastrophic failure aad incorrect operation and work 
well for mat protection, data qubitka, and nrpembory 
control sitwtionr. However, f d b d  conltd, rjntem diag- 
nmtia,  advanced detecth, and coatingency unuidaationr 
are difficult to impkmcor on the ems c b g i n g  pomx system 
with these eOIlVClltiOIUl approdu. Xauuledge b u d  syatcnu 
have potentid for dollariry the in the par system 
and adjusting the aikri. ucodin&. Thb paper describes a 
knowledge baae a y s t a n  met- fm red time detection of 
a power distribution Mer .  The god of the protection sys- 
tem is to extend schema which focw predomurrrnt ly on over 
current thnsholb  to a rchant rhaa tbe harder to diagnose 
incipient furitr (e.g. high impedance and arcing faults) are 
detected. A secondary objective is to provide for more adapt- 
able uvercurrmt thresholds so that d t i v i t y  to fault8 is more 
consistent. In any protection scheme mme situations demand 
an immediate disgnoris and responae while it is acceptable in 
other situations if the resporw taka a significant period of 
time. Like any real time system, we must be able to respond 
to the fastest time demanded in order to protect the controlled 
network. Thus, protection system responsimesa is one of the 
nuin criteria to be used in j u w  performaace of oun OT any 
propooed protection system. 
The idea of developing a time =trained, mponaive p r e  
tection system d o a  not usually l e d  anyone to the conclusion 
that expert ay&an ob howledge bwd methodologies should 
be wed. Expert rjntanr have trditiondly been consultant 
by nature, req- large memaria, long response time, and 
human input (at the keyboard) of relatin data. However, due 
to the hariatic nature d the adsting techniques for detecting 
incipient t.ultr there are indiurionr that future protection sys- 
tems are d rUikd for an expert system environment. [1-41 
The following are reamxu for using an expert protection sys- 
tem. 
Beauw of the heuristic and d y  empirical nature of 
the techniqua fa detecting h a p k n t  f d t r  then is a de- 
gree of 3uning” required for vuioua feeders with different 
l d  rod in di&rcnt environmentr . An cxpat system 
can nuhc thir t u n i n g e u i a  foc an operata (vaaus the 
P rogunma)  to - P u .  
The st- for adaptable thtasholds .bo nguins tuning 
and constant puuncter adjustment so y s i n  an expert 
system environrnerrt may make it eaaier foi operators. 
The incipient fwlt detection algorithms an subject to 
m;rzly -. Tht ptogunminl( environment of expert 
ayutema, where there ia a dear 6epuation between data, 
t u k  knowledge and infacna proceaes, makes it much 
mu to upd.te the trrk knowledge. 
Having to deal with uncertain or incomplete data, which 
i. common -&en looking toc incipient € a u k  is banded 
-llbYacpatryrkmr- 
The potential for development of a learning tool, which 
can urtawammly tune the protection ayatem and even di- 
agnoae certain nuintenme requirement6 before they be- 
come U t a ,  is much - in an expert system environ- 
ment. 
Expert systems seem to be our b a t  programming environment. 
if we CUL d e v e  acceptable mponaivenea~. 
DOLOGY 
Previously repotted rareuch supports the conclusion that 
the expert system environment can improve both f d e r  de- 
tection and diagnootica [SI. ConGdence WM gained by analyz- 
ing collected field data and applying expert system approaches 
to establish dective performance. Experiments were run us- 
ing data from in service distribution feeden which were either 
faulted or had maintenance problems which needed diagnosis 
Presented at the Symposium on Expert Systems Application to Power Systems, 
Stockholm-Helsinki, Norway-Finland, August, 1988. 1 
Rr#uchcrs at TCXM A k M  conducted two experiments. 
Experiment 1 related to the detection of incipient fault con- 
ditio- which were inrrgiaent in their merity to be detected 
by convention protection and monitoring equipmcnts. Experi- 
ment 2 related to the detection of quipuient breakdown over a 
long period of time which could not be found 01 d i a g n d  un- 
til a catastrophic fdm or tripping of the distribution feeder 
occurred. T h a e  experiments are d d b e d  as follorn. 
It hu long been knom that mauy distribution faults are 
not severe enough to be detected by convmtiond protection 
and monitoring devices. Field experiments, staged fault tests. 
and fault statistics have shown that anany ground faults begin 
and nrmin below conventional detection thresholds. 
In nsporw to this bac te r i a t i c  of certain distribution 
faults, work hu been performed for scvcral yesn to improve 
the overall d t i v i t y  of M t  detectioat devicea to include these 
low current incipient faults. This work h a  provided several 
techniques including thorc dewlopcd at T~XM ALM Univeraity 
[6,7,81. 
T h e  march inveatigatiow have s h a m  that it is gen- 
e r d y  not sufScient to simply monitor changes in 6OHz fault 
eurrent and voltage components to &amine that these incip 
ient conditions exist or that lor current faults have occurred. 
Other a p p d e a  including a much broder data base and the 
use of hirtoncd data M indicated. 
In experiments by Texas ALM Univmity, a b d  data 
base including high frcsucncy infomation a h  2kHz wan 
used to detect these low m t  fadta. Simply stated, since 
a pound fault typically generates an ucing condition w h  1: 
modulated current, high fnquency noise is genaated which 
propagates to the substation. Thia noise han characteristic 
patterns which can be detected and uaed as fault indicators. 
Hamva, in the development of thia technique, it bccame 
obvious that normal syukm changes including f a d a  noim lev- 
eL were dramrtie. If fixed protection threshoh are wd, it is 
highIy probable that many f& t r i p  rill oeeur due to normal 
system &&OM. 
Figure 1 shcm the mwkm for a feeder during 
a ground fault. The d l t a e d  current wweform ia s h a m  t e  
gether with the current wmdorm with the 6OHz component 
s u p p n s d .  It ir obviau trom thir that the faulted see- 
tion has mnaiderabk ’hoise” c0m-b which could be used 
M a fault indicator. Harever, the selection of an arbitrary 
threshold of detection betwen p n  and poet fault levela is dif- 
ficult due to the fact that the normal noise patterns on the 
feeder change precipitously over a b r o d  dynamic range. In 
short, the conventional approach of determining an acceptable 
vs. an unacceptable level of curreot at a given frequency and 
using this M a fault detector is i rudcient  and will yield an 
insecure protective device. 
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Figure 1 - Faulted Feeder Current Waveforms 
Throryh considerable analysis of recorded data, it was 
determined that the high fnquency on the distribution feeder 
tended to change over the short and long term related to such 
fsctors M the level and type of loding on the distribution 
feeder. As an example, noise levela under heavy loading during 
the &Y might be high, whereas corrwponding messure- 
menta taken at  night under light load conditiona might show 
little nobe activity above 2kHz. The need exists for a “wiable 
sensitivity” device which can adapt not only to daily cbanges 
but to long term, d load changes or increed loads due 
to cirmit rcconfiguration. 
Techniques were developed which compared the present 
d u e  of high bqueney m t  of the faulted k t i o n ,  not to a 
preset t h h o l d ,  but to a calculated d u e  which waa a function 
of hiator id  of the parameter. Simply stated. 
the t b h o l d  IVM changed dywnicdly and adapted to the 
changes in the power system providing a detection threshold 
which could rachet up or d o m  b a d  on normal, persistent 
sys-ch=w=. 
Additionally, certain noim generating quipments on the 
distribution feeder have pattam which can be identified M a 
function of their repetitive nature and how they OCN with ref- 
erence to the 6OHz waveform. Other : :tching activity also has 
specific patterm of behavior which are unique and identifiable. 
Expaimcntation haa shown that these features are ideal 
candidates for proceasing by an expert system multing in a 
high probability of fault detection in spite of dynamic, long 
term and short tam chsngea in normal system activity. 
During field t a t s  of the arcing fault detection technique 
it waa shown that a discrimination between a dynamic 
normal system and a faulted system could only be made using 
historical data (Y oppoad to instantaneous measurements of 
parametera. Hence, a knowledge based system with adaptive 
features is indicated. 
It is possible for a human expert to view Figure 1 and de- 
termine that a fault or, at leaat, a very abnormal event is occur- 
ring along the distribution feeder. Possibly this is best seen by 
comparing Figure 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a “normal” feeder 
current which has a relatively low high frequency activity. The 
60Hz and harmonic components have been suppressed, Leann5 
only the high frrquency baud from 2-10 kHz. The time p & d  
is 1 cycle. Figure 3 shorr the s8me feed- current morded 
under during fault. Again, one 60Hz cycle is shown filtered 
with 2-10 kHz bandpaaa. When such a figure is compued to a 
*normal" feeder waveform, several obrcrntions can be m d e .  
First, it is p e r a l l y  the c w  for arcing faults that the fun- 
damentd waveform magritude doea not increw substantially 
and therefore convmtiond protection devicea will not react. 
sensitivity" device which can adapt not o d y  to daily changes 
but to long term, sesclond load chmp or i n m a d  I d  due 
to circuit reconflyration. 
Techniquea were developed which compared the present 
vdue of high frequency current of the faulted section, not to a 
preset threshold, but to a cdculated d u e  which was a function 
of historicd meaaurementr of the puameta. Simply stated, 
the threshold rras changed dynamically and adapted to the 
change in the power system providing a detection threshold 
which could rachet up or down baaed on n o d ,  peraistent 
system changes. 
Additionally, certain noise gmmting quipments on the 
distribution feeder have patterm which CM be identified aa a 
function of their repetitive nature and ha they occur with ref- 
erence to the 60Hz waveform. Other switching activity dm has 
specific patteras of behavior which are unique and identifiable. 
Experimentation has s h w n  that these featurea are ideal 
candidates for processing by an expert system resulting in a 
high probability of fault detection in spite of dynamic, long 
term and short term changes in n o d  system activity. 
During field t a t s  of the arcing fault detection technique 
it wna shown that a discrimination between b'dynamk 
normal system and a faulted system could only be made using 
historical data M opposed to instantmeow measurements of 
parameters. Hence, a knowledge bued system with adaptive 
features is indicated. 
it is possible for a human expert to view Figure 1 and de- 
termine that a fault or, at leaat, a very a b n o d  event is occur- 
ring dong the distribution feeder. Paslibly this is b u t  seen by 
comparing Figurea 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a "normal" feeder 
current which haa a relatively low high frequency activity. The 
6OHz and harmonic components have ban s u p p d ,  leaving 
only the high fnqucncy band from 2-10 kHz. The time period 
is 1 cycle. Figure 3 shorr the s a m e  M e r  current recorded 
under during fault. Again, one 60% cycle ir shown filtered 
with 2-10 kHz bandpaw. When auch a @re ir compared to a 
"normd" feeder waveform, aeverd ohmations can be made. 
First, it is generally the c u e  for Ueiry furlts that the fun- 
damentd waveform mrrgritude does not increme sub tan t idy  
and therefore conventiad pmteetiar device will not react. 
Secondly, the energy leveta at dl noofundunentd frequencies 
including harmonics and high hquenciea, generally increase 
substantially and provide a spectrally rich environment with 
much information for fault detection rad  charsctcrization. 
A human expert viewing a p&dt and portfault wave- 
forms would eaaily conclude that an abnormal event had oc- 
curred or an arcing fault waa proven. If time were available for 
the expert to study the w a v e f o ~  urd m a l p  their behav- 
ior over a period of a few seconds to a few minutes, it would 
be possible to determine whether the event was load switch- 
ing, capacitor switching, or a low grade fault. The information 
to make these determinations is generdly present in the wave- 
Figure 2. Nonnd, High Rcquency Curra t  Waveform 
Figure 3. Faulted, High Rcswncy Current Waveform 
forms, but relaying devices, to date, have not been "intelligent" 
enough to make the neeesllvy discriminations. 
.-,?& 
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During the numemu field testa and mezmremmts made 
over aeverd yeam, it WM determined that equipment break- 
down and deterioration may occur over long periods of time. 
For exampk, an incipient t d o r m e r  fault due to insulation 
b r e a k d m  may occur very slowly before multing in a catas- 
trophic failure. Other apparatus such M insulators on distribu- 
tion feedera m y  have intexmittent breakdown due to incipient 
mechanicd failure which persists for weeks or months prior to 
causing a high current fault. During experiments with Public 
Service Cornparry of New Mexico, changes in current waveform 
frequency components were detected on a specific feeder over 
many weeks of monitoring. The changes in high frequency 
activity were eaaily measured and at times were precipitous 
resulting from inadation breakdown. However, since the fault 
was not mechanically sustained, system integrity WM restored 
and dl indications of the presence of the breakdown were lost. 
By careful study of this fetder, it was determined that 
certain arrestors and insulators were failing and repairs were 
needed. Effecting these repairs, the current waveforms on the 
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feeder c h ~ g d  accordingly, resdting in a reduction of the noise 
pattuna pmioualy mcslund. Careful audysia of theae noiae 
patternr M correlated to o t h a  data ptedicted the line prob- 
l a .  
Thir experiment indicatu the potentid for diagnosing the 
need for equipment repair and line mahtamn ce. A cucfuiiy 
designed expat system looking at numctoua parunetm CM, 
through infaen-, determine the mort prob.bk c u w  of in- 
cipient conditiollll and prioritize the utionr taken to restore 
the system to 100% iategxity. 
mrm acpat to the proteeth nly EO that with a very intel- 
ligent and &Able yet rigorous system, furltr and other ab- 
normd c a n d i t w  ht u e  pnwntfy and undiy- 
n d  could be properly ehurtcrucd . S e w d i m a m u a t  be 
CMfUuy d v e d  before auch relap EID be wc#srfully im- 
plemented. A dflurrt probbm ia the need for "real time" 
expert syatanr capable of pmvidiry the msponae necesrary for 
It hu b g  becn d & d  to t m  the &Sty Of thc hu- 
relaying purp#g. It im t hb  d tu i8 next d k u a d .  
"he desire to mrkc atpert s y s t e m  mon rapondve is not 
a new coneem. Many ~h w m t l y  dkmpting to 
6nd suitable metbob Sor ut- expert system in red time 
applicrtionr. One system which ham .rhieved nome notable re 
sulta im the PICON system [9]. Thb ~ f e m   devlcioped to 
run on the LMI I,unbd~/Plua a h a d  LISP mvhine aud to 
be a user fiendly system for program dcvclopmcnt and a re- 
sponsive system for red-time opemtma * h t i d l y t h e s y s t e m  
provides a standud pmceaaor for data d p u l r t i o n  and more 
numerid t u k r  and a LOSP procaror for the expert system 
rea8onillg tukr.  
Another d - t i m e  expert qakm ~n*iropmcnt hu ban d e  
veloped in the Hmton (for Hybrid Expert System Controller) 
system [lo]. Thb system u a a  a luge mrrhinr with ita 01lll 
knowl* bMe to Inanage microawprrkrr which r t d y  in- 
t a f a a  with the suuom and cflcctar. The daoccnnputera 
contain compiled code for their know- bue and inference 
procaring. Hexuon chore to uae PASCAL h a t e d  of LISP 
beuure a compiled eode by nature NOI hter  than an inter- 
preted &. 
system for robotia [Ill, computer aperatioma [12], nuclear re- 
actor diynort io  [13] u d u othem UD be f o u d  in the lit- 
erature. B. G. Silvermau pr#ntr an inkrating methodology 
for red-time wpervimq emtrdlar [U]. In hb approach Sil- 
verman dircur# the d u e  of dirtributad inference engina and 
knowledge b.ra in order to i m p m  the raponsiwnem of the 
system. He a# diseuwa dual calculw which im an approach 
where the expert syatcm h u  two dirtinct mod- of operation. 
h the 6rst mode, which is m a t  common, the system uaea fast 
remoning &qua to p fronr the d.t. to the mort likely di- 
sgraaia or proporition. In the aeamd mode, the system worb 
to resolve c d c t i n g  diagrortia or propaitiolu using fuaion 
dgorithma. The fuaion d g o r i t h ,  which can involve Baysian 
representation [15], combinatorics [IS] or the Shafer-Dempater 
technique [17], work to-resolve the condict when two or more 
sources have come up with condicting propositions. 
0th- .~plic. t ioo rpccifie -+ d d - t i m e  arpert 
We have .pprorehcd out protection system trying to c a p  
i t k  on thae other rorkr. We do Dot intend at this time 
to u e  a LISP pmcawn but we M intcrated. yet not tied 
to, muitiptoccrror implanuntationr. We feel that a compiled 
code wi l l  p s t l y  mhurcc the raponriwnsrr of the system, so 
we u e  developing coda  in the C Irryiyc. We are confident 
that a distributed inference strategy will lead to a more &ec- 
tive protection scheme and a mort fawrabh environment for 
development. A h ,  the approach is well suited for dud  cdcu- 
lua since some catastrophic faults demand immediate response 
while other incipient fad& require mort time to coDfirm due 
to the uncertain or incompkte data available. The archits- 
ture en*iroclmcnt our protectiorr system ir to operate in and 
the progrmming envimnment being developed are hereafter 
dircurrd. 
We enviaion a hierarchicd computing structure for the 
protection of power rystemr. In this structure the top level 
contaim SCADA Qp sy8tem. Thia level will provide graphic 
and repating up.bilitia along with high levei control tech- 
niqua. Thb levd UII be impiananted on a porerful comput- 
ing t.ciiity since the mrrhine can be locued in a relatively 
envmmmuat ally fiendly afe~ Much of the operator interface 
unbeh .nd lcda t thb Icvc l .  O n a d u r n l e v e l w e e m i s i o n  
smlllnmvhlnca which are morc t u k  oriented than operator 
directed. Thb level may receive comman& aud information 
from higher le*eL a d  infonnrtion from lower levels. At this 
1 4  such tsrka M load -, system reconfiguration. 
and fault loution may be handled. "he lower level of the hier- 
uchp ia involved in q n d c  diqzmtic and protection functions. 
Thir levd receivea information and annmaud h m  higher lev- 
&. Thir 1- led =quirea d.t. which it formuhtea into usable 
inbamrtioa bedwt pawing it up the he. The best situation 
d d  be to provide M much intelligence M clac to the feeder 
being monitored. The lomt Inl of the hierarchy is to be 
The dcrrbpmcnt ofaymtema at the low level of the hier- 
uchf indiakr that standud microprocarors u e  potentially 
the b a t  m#li. for implemenktiolr. Thb im because of the 
s p . c c ~ d a 8 t i o M , ~  .I roburtnar, and the eco- 
nomic anui&atii. We have appmukd the problem with 
procaron in the Motol.ol. 68ooo and Intd iAPX 86/10 fami- 
l i a  in mind. W e  ue awue of romc SISP miaoproauors under 
d e w b p d ,  but we do not feel t h a e  are required. 
level of the computing hierarchy we envision a 
very dirtributed syatem in which individud processing systems 
have no need for intercommunication. Any communication be- 
tween procumiq s y s t e m  at the lor level CM only be accom- 
plished by information up the hiaatchy accomplished 
by p c w i q  information up the hierarchy and then passing it 
back d a m .  E.ch of the distributed processing systems will 
monitor a particular s u b t i o n  of the distribution system. 
Within erch of the distributed procuaing systcms we may 
have a single or multiprocusing system depending upon the 
timing and complexities rquired. If multiprocessors are used 
they will be tightly coupled and have extensive intercommu- 
nications. Regardless if one or more processors are used. a 
On this 
distributed inference methodology is utilized. 
CING FQEJAUU' DETECTION 
In the distributed inference methodology we envision a 
decen tmbd  expert ryutan. That is, instead of having a cen- 
tralized knowledge b u c  containing a luge number of da and 
a sometima complex resolution methodology we b r e d  the ex- 
pert up into many s m d k  experts. If time or p r ~ ~ ~ ~ h g  power 
dlm 4 of the smdl experts mrbc their analysis and con- 
clusionr b u t  the present situatiool and then con&ctr are 
dd. In other situations where time is short certain ex- 
perts wil l  be given more priority than the 0 t h .  and at time 
will not be the sune in cvcrjr situation. The generation struc- 
t w  of the cnrironmcpt under development is shown in Figure 
4 and #ch block is diKwred bclor. 
h l u t e  domiMtion d the system. The high priority expert 
The h c t i o n r  pertwmed by the si& and punm- con- 
ditioning function of the p r o g d ;  include dl the p r ~ e e ~ k  
meters iix dbpning the statu of the par network. Some 
of the functianr d fix hudwue dunneaoftwue. Figure 
5 the g e n e d i d  steps pdixmed in this area Sensor 
data en- the mystem d is dinctal to a t h a  high d u t i o n  
or lor resolution, fut udog to di6t.l cwvcr~ers. The con- 
version is handled by hardrue,  but the decision u to  hi& 
sensom go to whichconvertesisumtdd by lurarpa*aya-, 
r e f 4  to M the fOcW expert system. 
ing required to trumhte #2uoI output8 into lu-iIw p1- 
Thir expert aystem gets data &om the system chuacteri- 
zation block of Figure 4 and decides which si& to c o n e .  
The maingod o f t h e a r p a t  ryrtcmistoget M m ~ l y  si& 
M pauibk amvested with the appropriate d u t i o n .  For ex- 
ample m y  we have four incoming si* and two a& at a 
time go through the fut A/D con- and ODC si& at a 
time goes through the high nsolutioo converter. Now let ua 
wume the conversion rate of the fut amverter u three timea 
fmter t h  the high rcrdutian convute. The lor resolution 
convder rllm up to 10% amr in the signal d u e  where 
the high d u t i o n  converter dum brr th.o 0.1% c1101. Sup 
poeewe ue in  a n d  ( n o U t r  swpated) qnntingmode 
where we are 4 bclor the- thresholds and n do 
not c0nrida.g t d t i o a i a t h e  rJrrtrnr ler than 2096 to be 
significant. In this u#,  ut foewing expert spkm would de- 
tamine the futat  cffnenioll pr#sr  which is acceptable to 
sending the four signah, two .t a time, through the f u t  A/D 
converters. Nor suppac that we get a agulhm the system 
chuackrizrrtion bbck which indiuta a surpcckd fault, but 
we require more ptbciv data from the 6mt signal to be sure. 
Th&, our focusing expert system d d  caue the h t  sig- 
MI to be directed to the high resolution A/D while it passea 
the other three sign& (two at once then the third) through 
the fast converter. Our expert system aL0 warns the follow-up 
functionr to wait for the appropriate time for high r-lution 
conmion to be umplek. Of course, none of this is required 
if high resolution fast converters are &ordable for every sensor 
signd, but we CM as0 imagine some complex situations where 
certain sign& are temporarily ignored in order to provide M 
much pertinent data M possible in a minimal time framc. 
sensor rnpotr 
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Figure 4. The Distributed Inference System 
After digitization of sensor nluu we usually go through 
Wiow filtering u~angementr. Sometimea we filter noise from 
the primug. hquency si&. Other times we isolate certain 
hrvmonio and subhasmonies in the system. In this case, an- 
other idaena pmceaa in the focw arpat system considers the 
mode dacribed by the ayatem chuscterization function, and 
detamina  the type of Glkring to be done. In a normal, no 
fault mode, the %king" section might not be too concerned 
about short r o l l d i n  the trmaitiona from paw to nopass are=. 
However, in certain s i t ru t im  we may chace to neglect one 6l- 
kt while we sharpen the edga of another filter. We could also 
consida what type of compcwtion for the spreading of the 
signd d y  cuucd by digitd Glkring w i l l  be activated at a 
givm time. 
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Figure 5. Si& and Parameter Conditioning 
F d y ,  certain puametric valuea or transforms may be of 
intereat. Information such M sliding averages, Fourier trans- 
f o m t i o n a  or energy calculatiolv are a few of the parameters 
of intereat. In a noneventfd n o d  mode t h e  parameters 
may have a certain sequence of cddat ion .  In the mode where 
diagnoetica are being attempted, this regular sequence may be 
preempted by a new sequence of cdculations which are more 
relevant to the present situation. The outputs of the signal and 
parameter conditioning blocks are the facts which Seem rnosr 
relevant for the present situation. 
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The block labeled “historical recorda“ in Figure 4 ir pre- 
dominantly a Ymannry”, however it does have a v a t  
expert sprtcm which determine8 rh.t pea into and aut of 
the memory (w Figure 6). In a aormrJ mode of operation 
(no faults), thir system d d  accept f u t r  and system chu- 
acteriutionr into the memory. Thia data could be continu- 
ally tranamitted a FIFO type farhion or could be buffacd and 
t d t t e d  to a higher point in the computing hieruchy. It 
is even more likely that the data in would be thrown 
away uplerr somc event indicates a record d to be saved. 
The memory mumgem& ryrtcm, MMS, d d  get ng-ts 
for certain data in order LO nubc aome parametric dculations 
from the focw expert system in theaigndmd puuneter eon- 
ditioning block. The MMS d d  .Ira gd ngwt from the 
system ehwcterization block for certain hiatorid data it re- 
quires. The MMS d d  rL0 hmdle certain comman& from 
the action block, such u purge all current d&a, transmit all 
data in sequence, t d t  partial bk in memory, etc. The 
amount of manag  being handled by this block d d  be aomc 
where between 2 .Ird 10 cy& u x t h  of data. T b ,  if your 
data eomcl in every m;l:--nd b m  a 60b line, and we are 
starting 12 facta with I6 bit rcIo1utio(L and 8 syatem charac- 
krizationt with 8 bit d u t i o n ,  we d d  need 
(16.6 -‘la x (12 + 8) bib  = 4260 bits/cyde. 
pcnnrcpcl. 
Thcnfole, to rtan 10 cydaofdatan d d  need -42k bib  
of memory. Tbia cal&ion u provided to show the or& of 
memory requirement. 
t& a g e n d  &toring p.Lkm with no intenae focua on b 
parti& Now, if one of the incoming facts undergoes s 
si@- t d t i o n  m shift to a mode ulled the transition 
mode and invatigate what uncertaintier have been gener- 
ated by thir truuition. Tb. level of uncertaintier d d  help 
to begin a foaming p m a u  of the r e k t  area of activity. 
The characterization block in Fw 7 represent s Kction 
of progunmiry which armputa a belief i n t d .  The belief 
in tend  for auy propoition in the system diqnootics can be 
computed. Honcra ,  not every inrani must be calculated ev- 
ery computation cy* The MOES wil l  help determine the 
mode of opemtbn we M in (e.g. normal, tramition. discon- 
nect emiaent, dusting UI incipient fault, etc.) md the Io- 
belief iplcr*.L are m a t  patirwpt to the given mode of opera- 
tion. The belief inkrva is represented by a pair of fractronal 
numbera, each numbcr fdling between 0 and 1. The fir, e t  Rum- 
ba rep- the mnount of evidence ue have supporting a 
given proporition. The wcond nuxnber gim the maximum 
likelihood that given propooition is true. Thus M the first 
inm~a have m ~ n  evidence supporting the proposition 
and ar the -d number decrures we have more evidence 
supporting the in- of the proporition. The belief intervals 
for a given proporition u e  demonatrated in Table 1. 
faarcc strategy sdcctia system, Isss, rill determine which 
coinmaad%- 
ru ts  
memories 
brlief intrrvds 
Chuuwriracion UnCr,I.,nll~ bclref5 
Thew-- * ion bbck is a combination of 
seycf.1 djatribukd inference ay~tanr. These aptema are il- 
lustrated in Figure 7. Initially, indbimcrtion about p-t 
facts, the nccnt history m d  variow comman& an input to 
the Modw operandi expert system, MOES. Thin system ws 
this information plus the current uncataintiea to determine the 
moot deetive mode to proceed in. For example, if no fact8 have 
undergone a SignScant tmnaition, no commanda from higher 
up in the hierarchy, and no significant uncertaintia about the 
current state of the system exists, we would enter the normal, 
no fault mode. This would indicate to other systems to main- 
Figure 7. Sptem Characterization 
‘hble 1. 
Propaition: There u m ucing f .Jt  on Mer #l. columns 
Meanipl Evidence 
(0,O) f.bc no evidence for 
strong evidence 
against 
(W) no knowledge no evidence for or 
against 
(L1) true strong evidence for 
no evidence against 
(4.6) poruible but two cycles of data 
uncertain indicated fault but 
next two cycles 
showed no fault 
. :  
Two & in the belief interval c l u ~  be uaed to deta-  
miPC the upcQt.1ELc * iea by subtracting the first number from the 
second. The d d e n c e  level in the propoeition is described by 
the &at number in the bcliaf intad. 
The MOES operata in a forward chaining mode, i.e. data 
comes in and a gcml or propaition u infand from the data. 
The ISSS operata in 4 b r h r u d  Fbrining mode. It receives 
the moot likely prOparitiaar &om tbe MOES and detemhes 
what ktr and belief inkmala are m a t  relevant for proving or 
disproving t h a z  propxitiom. Thia information is p d  on
to the foam expat system of the SAPC b l d  (u well M the 
charactahation block. Thus the fact8 will come in with the 
proper SDCur and will be ubcd to characterize the moot r e h t  
areM of the sprlem. 
Thia block t aka  the information dakrmined by the chat- 
a c t a h t i o n  block of Figure 7 and determines when and what 
actions should be taken. The actions can be in the form of ef- 
fector si& of memagen on the h i d y .  The masages can 
requeat variour nuinknurcc routina be undertaken if a poa- 
sible f d t  hu not reached a certainty lcocl .Aer 4 given time 
period. The action b i d  cau dm rhift the prokction sptem 
into certain moda d data acquisition or t- if porrr 
dlwmne&- eminent. The actio0 block cau dm put the 
protection eystem through certain self d i e i c  s t e p  to de- 
tamine if there are MY problem in the computing hudware. 
It h u  ban rhcnm that the nature a n d c h u a d a m  * tica of 
1- grade Wtr and 0th- .bnonnJ conditionr dbtribu- 
tion fadar u e  such that detection rod ** 'on i8 
mydif8eult. Thecomp~tyoftheelectridsiguLproduced 
by theae menta mrlca it impowiblc to dirthguhh than  using 
c o n v e n t i d  relay and protection practioa or equipment. Thir 
detection problem is further complicated the d m c  and 
changing n8ture of the electric 8ptan. 
Field studiea have shown that ui Yinklliet' ' protection 
system wing h 1 e d g e  buc and expQt system methodole 
and abnormaleventa. Thir ir p r h d r d u e  to the i n d  
ability of mch rptcmr to do dct.ilad a& p p  in light 
of historid signal pat- and diatnhtkm feeder behavior. 
Expert sptcmr der the pouibility d "daptive dying"  M 
well M the poaibilie d probmbiiic &termination of the a- 
istencc of the fault. Given the subjective nature of some of 
the fault data indicston and the numaow pmuuetera to be 
Expert syatema also offer the porribiliv of designing self 
modifying, self tuning hardware sysrcmr. Advan tap  can be 
obtained in signal conditioning and conversion performance, 
red t h e  dgorithm modification, and statistid evduation of 
the mulk of detection d g o r i t h .  
giea C m  ri@CMtiy imptan the prohbility ddetsttiry frLe 
evduated, expert sy8teIna der dilltinct advmtaga. 
Further work is needed to fully test the suggested architec- 
tures and methoda presented in this paper. Work is underway 
to implement the architecture and test it using both recorded 
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AN ARCING FAULT DETECTION TECHNIQUE 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING RECORDED MELD DATA 
USING LOW FREQUENCY CURRENT COMPONENTS - 
B. Don R u d l  Ketan Mehta Ram P. chinch& 
Senior Member Student Member Student Member 
Texas A&M University 
college Station, Texas 
Ab.tnct - libr distribution bk~, ~ c d  brr h u m -  
cier d the current wwdorm ahibit m~dificd khanor uuda 
fault conditionr. Two kquenaa, 180 Ek and 2 l O  Ek, were 
alected for dudy due to drong d t u d e  vuiationr &- 
ated with ucing hulk. A hieruehid w t h m  with d a p  
tire churctcrirtiu im presented with the pCrt~rm.n~e 
mul t r  when applied at thew bw kq#ncia. The vuious 
parameten which & u t  the rnritirity d the dgorithm ue 
dircuucd. The mult r  d the t a t r  uing morded tieid dmta 
ue dircn. Dbcurrion i included d the diectr d 6% a 
digital fllter front end br the m t h .  
I” 
Some distribution primary hulk exhibit b o  br fault 
currenu to be detected by Qnrcurrent protection. Tbm im 
a very drong &sire in the utility indastly to dekct theae 
to public mfety. ”here hu been mrch investigation d the 
nature d there high impcd.nce hultr md cak in  devica 
and demea b v e  been dcrelopd which cam detect some d 
theme butltr. A dstMd Jgonthm ‘IU &doped by Power 
T d o g i e s ,  lac. [l] for the drkctiao d ligh impedance 
faultr bucd m changa in rquence current unbdanee. The 
n6crocomputer-b.wd Mer Protection a d  Monitoring Syr- 
km (FPMS) derdopd at Tau A&M Umrmity 121 included 
wercrrcnt d a y  br  QceKtlltcllt prokction and .bo iden- 
tified mow bw current faults not deued 1*. the overcur- 
rent protection. Phdke 131 implemmkd a microprocarot 
bued digital rrlaying lchmc in which in the paitirc, 
negative, rrrd aero rquence wmponenb d the fundamental 
power kquenq ue m~nitored contin- in real-time and 
the presence d high impedu~ce Uta im detected bued m 
oped at PPkL [4] b provide detection d broken amductor 
faultr. A hult detector ‘IU .Ira daigd  by nruebm at 
Texu A&M Uninnity Is] br the detection d tbcae W t r  
which i n d v e  gound d which re. “him &tutor identified 
the bunt noise uwd by uang Uta at high kquencj, 
hdb, bU8- UDdCtded f a d 8  p#rrt 8 p o k d d  hwd 
there c h v .  A po(Otyp Mi0 Gmrwl Rda~ wu dml- 
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rpccifiully 2 - 10 IrH. componentr. This .rang hult detec- 
tor apt- QI an mvcue in the widebrrrd frtguency com- 
ponentr d current generated by uc bunt noise. Although, 
d y  the 2 - 10 U s  amponentr d ucing were investigated, it 
m d-h that ucing generata amponentr both above 
and kiorr thir kequency rurge. Hence, it wu deaded to 
further inratigate the @ i f i c ~ c ~  d the bw kquency wm- 
ponentr m indicatorr d the presence d hultr 00 dirtribution 
PimUJ linea. The @fit frtguencia placed under conid- 
mtion in the ruyt d 30-360 Ex. It wu alm demred 
to ampare the d t i r i t j  d the two detectorr - the high 
kquency and the low bquency udng h d t  cktecton. 
Prior to dcrdopmcnt d the detection syltcm, it wu w- 
CI.~J to identify specific kqwnaa from the range d 30-360 
Ex which d d  be d m pod indiuton d fault occur- 
rence at the dirtribution 6rm. Hence, &ta h m  - hultr 
which had been nxorded m d o g  tape wu d a t i r t i d y  M- 
dysed. Fkqumcia dudied included 30 Ek, 90 H I ,  150 Ha, 
180 Ek, 2 l O  8.. Thae were dudied b r  their d a t i o n  drom 
onhalted b durlkd arnditionr. Tbc nriour h t r r i n t i c r  
that =re conridered included bunt kngtha, nvgitudcr urd 
6eq-q d occurreace d there buntr. It wu concluded that 
.mon(( the harmonic and in-bet- h n w n i c  ( a t r e b u d )  
kqwncia in the br kquency ~ g e ,  the two kquencia 
that eve a very good indicstion d W t r  uere 210 Ek and 
180 IL. One d the criterion foa a good indicstor wu the nec- 
preuutkn that the annponent ahodd not N s e  E.Lw 
dunr d U t a  doring mr-dtch opcrrtion, capacitor b m k  
operation, and other w n d  wwitehing oQcrationr. Another 
criterion wu a @ifiunt dynunic change in the magnitude 
from d d k d  to hdkd amditionr. The prccir algorithm 
r#d to detect butltr m dirtribution primuy Ena b u d  QI 
the .km two kquenaa mnd their corresponding chuuter- 
mtiu in apluned rfkr a hid d i d o n  .bout the amdl 
qr tcm d t u t u r e .  
The syrtem uchitecture of the low kequency m i n i  h d t  
detector can be a b e d  M b U m .  The input ignd, after 
attenuation through a cumnt tranmformer, in Icd to a low 
pur filter which atknuata  d hquender above rloo Ex. The 
output meal fraan the bw-pur filter m then pued into an 
analog-tdidtal converter whore sampling mte in adjusted to 
ut i+ the Nyquirt criterion. The  pled W W ~ O ~  ir then
mbjeckd to a mftwue detection algorithm, the progun be- 
ing mident in a lnicroprocaror baed system. The roftwue 
detection algorithm in mad and determines the performance 
of the entire detection grtem. 
A flowchart to indicate the logic incorporated in the de- 
tection dgorithm b shown in Figure l. The dgorithm CI- 
m t i d l y  drtermines the energy contuned at MY time in the 
low frequency ignd .  "he detection technique utilires the 
summation of the q u e  of the filtered low frequency data 
samples over an entire cycle of 60 Hs. The detection dgo- 
rithm does not consider individud impulm in the filtered 
ignal but attaches importance to their cumulative effect over 
a predefined interval of time. Charuterirticr of the software 
detection dgorithm include itr adaptability, hierarchical n e  
ture, and "expertncll". 
It is imperative for the dgorithm to track variation8 in 
the low frequency dgnal which are not uaociatcd with faults. 
Each M e r  may have a different normal noise kvel which 
itself may he dependent on and vsry with the bad. A typi- 
cal distribution ryrtem exhibits a periodic load cyde. Hence 
the detection algorithm must be adaptive to these changes 
in the load and at the same time avoid a complicated proee- 
dure Tor calibrating ubi t ruy  pickup k v d r  for fault detection. 
Hence, the dgorithm used to detect ucing faults in a typical 
distribution ryrtem should have drong adaptability to thew 
periodic variationr in the bad m as to maintain reliability d 
detection. The feature of adaptability h u  been incorporated 
in the detection dgorithm by d i n g  use of two threrholdr - a 
dynamic threshold and a static threshold. The thresholdr ue 
w d  to adjust to changes in the load on a continuour basis. 
A hierarchical nature in bred into the algorithm by 4- 
ing use of three kvelr in the drtection p r o m  kfore rip 
nding a fault. The syrtem dutr by recognizing A "dirtur- 
bance" and on the occurrence of a disturbance, the yrtem 
devotes itr attention to trying to verify if the dirturbmce 
qualifies u an "event". An went &tion u bUowul by M 
attempt to classify the epirode into ather a "fault" or a nor- 
mal occurrence. The progreuion of the detection d e m e  kom 
one level to another and the updating of dI d u e s  through 
this progression ia automatic. The m i o n  dm implies 
the UIC of time M a dircriminatory factor. The dcfinitionr b r  
these hierarchical kvdr CUI be @veri Y bllowr : 
Dhturbmnce I A cyde d data ahowing a ortain percent 
increme of energy over the avermge energ per cycle, the 
average being calculated over some previous period d 
time, comtituta a disturbance. Thus, if a cyde shows a 
certain percentage (e.g. !Z5 percent ) increase in energy 
over the previous average, a disturbance b rrid to have 
occurred. If the energy present in the prmnt cycle ir 
rewnably q u d  to the pnviow average, then s otw 
average ia dculated and d i r tu rkce  detection b begun 
again. The purpoae of the brturbance detection routine 
ir to identify changes in the br frequency current on the 
kder .  Such an occurrence could be m e  of my number 
d crcntr such u load dmp or addition, switching event, 
bolted kult, or high impedance fault. 
Event : Once a clirturbmce ir detected, a preselected 
-ria of cycles of data are tested. If a r t  percentage d 
theme cydes show a certain percentage increue of energy 
Figure 1. Flowchart for the Detection Algorithm. 
per cyde over the average energy per cycle (the average 
being alculated over rorne prcviour period d time), then 
an went is said to have occurred. A point of intemt here 
m the fact that the dynamic threshold b updated even d- 
k r  the recognition d a disturbance. Statirticd mdyrir 
h u  shown that a 75 percent increue in the low frequency 
oomponent energy b muonable for event identification, 
and thir k t o r  w u  wd in the prototype pmgrun. Typ- 
icdy, five qdes could k tested where 3 of 5 rhowing 
the requisite increue might dictate a neccuity to pro- 
ceed onto the next hieruchical level of fault detection. 
By varying the number of t a t  cycles, the wnritivity of 
detection can be varied. 
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h u l t  : Once event is rrcognired, control is trans- 
ferEd to the fault identification routine in the detection 
dprithm. The dynunic threshold u hoKn in the fault 
identification routine. This action u ncraaary because 
percentage (relative) change in the &nd magnitude is 
wd to detect faults m appored to absolute changes &om 
preddned fixed thresholds. One choice involved is the 
number d cydes after an event, required to show M 
increase in low frequency activity, before a fault is qec- 
ified. The compromise is betmen correct identification 
of intermittent or very bw grade faults and the possi- 
bility of identifying a normal event M a hult. Thus, an 
important m e t e r  involved is the choice of the length 
of time dkr an event that h d o d  for enlua&ing the 
low frequency current to d e  the trip/notrip decision. 
The &ow puMeten involved M adjusted mo as to 
obtain m Moptirnd " detection scheme which takes a rea- 
sonable kngth of time for making decirionr and is sensitive 
enough to d e  distinctions between wing  faults and nor- 
mal operatiom. The didation of this detection dgorithm ia 
explained in the following action. - 
Data mdyris was performed for two specific frquencicr 
to vdidate the & c u y  of the dgorithm pn*ioprly &scribed. 
The frequencies chorcn were 180 Iis md 210 H.. Statisti- 
c d  andysis performed on arcing fault mad normd mitching 
data indicata that r v e r d  humonic md  subharmonic fre- 
quencies in the range 0 - 360 HZ CUI be wd to distinguish 
arcing faults from normd mitching events. Srverd of the 
'in-between' humonic frequencia CUI be used to d e  din- 
tinctions betmen hdts m d  normd switching operations and 
210 Ht hrd the added feature of a muimum dynamic change 
in energy during arcing faults. Similarly, the 180 HZ compa- 
nent indicated a IIyximum dynunic chenge for the harmonic 
fmqucncia. In this ketion, we proceed to d i d a t e  the algo- 
rithm wing t h m  two specific frequencia for various arcing 
faults and switching conditions. 
The data o b t u n d  born the %Id b r  staged faults N 
furt low-pur filtered urd then it WM eunpled u s i q  a 12-bit 
andog-ta-digitd converter. Each mord d hulted data was 
~ m p l e d  for a duration of 10 mondr md then filtrred for the 
above two specific frequencies uing lineae phue FIR digitd 
filterr. The Puks-McClebn dgorithm wu utilimd b &sign 
the two digitd filters - one for the ' in-between' humoniu 
end the other for the humonic frequencier. Each filter had a 
length of 128 coefficients. The filtering was done in the time 
domain wing discrete convolution of the digitired data with 
the filter coefficients. Numerous such filtered data ncords 
mre subjected to the arcing fault detection algorithm. 
The use of a digitd filter imposes r v e r d  limitations on 
the proceuing of the data. Due to the f u t  that the digital 
filter selected waa of order 128, the use of the convolution 
technique dictates that the fist 128 output samples from the 
filter be ignored. Thus the transient rrrponle of the filter im- 
poser one limitation. The filter dro results in a considerable 
amount of 'ringing' in the output. This, in dect, means that 
a smdl bunt of energy in the input waveform results in a 
spreadout of energy over a few cycles in the output waveform 
from the filter. For an arcing burat spanning k cyclea of the 
fundamental frequency, the digital filter output will indicate 
M increase in energy over the n x t  (n It + 128) a m p l e ,  
where n is the oampla per cycle of the fundamental frequency. 
This phenomenon is exemplified in the unfiltered time domain 
waveform of Figure 2. which rhows a single cycle burst be- 
tween sample numben 3841 and 3969 that gets translated 
into a bunt of severd cycles in the 180 Ht filtered output 
waveform d Figure 5. The u m e  point is stmred by com- 
paring Figure 2. urd the 210 Hz filtered waveform of Kgure 
4s for the m n e  range of umple numbers. The two limitations 
have been taken into account and can k somewhat mitigated 
in the h r d w u e  implementations of the system through the 
u e  ol front end and- filten. 
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Figure 2b. Variation of Ilnfiltrred Signal Energy 
over Time. 
Both the unfiltered data Lorn staged faults and the fil- 
- t e e d  data were processed using the detection scheme and the 
corresponding energy variation of the signal. Figure 2b shows 
the energy nriation of the unfiltered signal over time. As can 
be m n  from the figure, there is a considerable increase in thr 
energy of the mgnal for long duration arcing bursts occurring 
between sample numbers 5316 and 5160. Even for single cy- 
cle buntr, a detectable increase in energy is evidenced. The 
detection dgorithm adaptively tracks these changes in energy 
by correspondingly incrementing the dynamic threshold. 
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Similuly, W y n  3b ahows the vuiation d the i g n d  energy 
d the 180 HZ component for both, d md bng duration 
bunt*. A i  mentioned eulier, the h n g e  in energy in thir 
cue h Icca to perrirt aver a somewhat exaggerated duration 
due lo the mporuc of the mter. Figure 4b shows the corre- 
aponding energy wiation of the 210 EL dgnd. The output of 
the dgorithm h shown in Table 1. Thir output correapondr 
to the proenring of the unfiltered data by the algorithm. The 
increme in energy d the i g n d  between v m p k  numben 3841 
and 3969 in Figure 2b ia detected I a disturbance at ~ p l e  
number 3920 M ahown in Table 1. However, Y the increue in 
energy did not m i s t  for a auffiaent duration, the dynunic 
thmhold w u  automatically me t  and the epiaode did not 
progrear into U I  event. Similar N& dirturbancea were de- 
tected at runple numben 4704, 4848, 3344, 5108, 5156, a d  
5472. T h e  dirturbancer corrcrpond exectly to incrcucr in 
dgnd energy in R y r e  2b. 
The entin progmrion of the detection Kheme from a 
dirturbance to a event md eventually to the recognition of 
a hult h indicated in "able 1 atuting at aunple number 
5520. This entire epiaode originated M the detection of a 
disturbance at rmple number 5520 when a sufficient dynamic 
change ru detected in the i g n d  energy. At this juncture, the 
control d the dgorithm ia transferred to the went detection 
routine when a counter is incremented to track the number of 
subacquent cycles that ahow increwd i g n d  energy mer the 
dynunic threshold, which ir dao updated every 9de .  Thir 
counter reporta a count of 3 which is deemed sufficient 
mo - 
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Figure 3a. Variation of 180 He Wltered Signal 
Over 'Iime. 
' Dis tu rbance  found a t  3920 
Dis turbance  found a t  4704 
Dis turbance  found a t  4040 
Dis tu rbance  found a t  5 3 4 4  
Dis tu rbance  found a t  5400 
Dis turbance  found a t  5456 
DiStUrbanCe found a t  5412  
Dis turbance  found a t  5520 
Itvent found w i t h  3 coun t s  a t  5520 , ? a u l t  s t a r t  a t  5520 
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0 Figure 4b. Variation of 210 He Filtered Signal Energy Over Tim. 
to dauify the episode M an event. Hence, control h trans- 
ferred to the kult detection routine. The purpore of the fault 
detection routine h to identify a event and dauify it on a 
kult/no h d t  buir. The kult detection routine uaca time 
M the dirriminating h t o r  to &eve this objective. In the 
example at hnd ,  the epiwde ru found to pmgreaa into a 
fault mad b reported u ueh in 'hble 1. The performance of 
the detection acheme waa teated ruccarfully with the lid of a 
number d ~ c h  arcing hult data kom Merent a te  locations. 
The nmrining problem ru to teat the dgorithm for ita per- 
formance during n o d  switching aperations where no fdae 
duma ye apected. The three n o r d  operations placed un- 
der comideration mxc a p u i t o r  bank aperationr, u r  mitch 
operations and kd tap changer operations. 
e 
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In Figure 5. ir &OWXI the 180 Ha a& energy variation 
over time when a capuitor bank u ChaMected from the 
feeder. The mitching t ruulata  into a rkp decmre of i g  
nd energy between umple numben 4225 and 4481. The 180 
I 
? 
ae 
aa , 
I 
1 
I 
Hz aignd energ variation of Figure 5b, m the other hand, 
l o r r  a step increue due to a capacitor bank king switched 
onto the M e r .  The dep decreue in the i g n d  energy is 
e n  to l u t  for the entire intervd of time (sample numben 
4481 to 6657 from Figure 5a and Figure 5b) for which the 
caprCitor b.nk - h t .  E y r e  6. and Figure 6b corn- 
wond to the 210 Hz signd energy wiatiaa br the rame data 
record. In th io  B, the switching aperation tmnrlata into 
crrentidy en knpdrc, rather than a step Y in the QK of 
the 180 Ha component. Thur, only a brief &rturbance ir ob- 
served in the i g n d  energy. T h i n  characteristic of the 210 Hs 
component a n  be utiIiGtd to dincriminate vchg fault# irom 
m r m d  witching evmtr. Table 2 ir the output malting from 
the detection algorithm due to the pmceaing of the 180 Hz 
filtered data. Aa desired, the detection uheme 'rmutly' r+c- 
ogniza t h e  truuientr M dirturbracer and not u IYL event 
01 a fault. The output due to the proceuing of the 210 Hz 
filtered data ir depicted in Table 3. 
1 
1 
I 
I I 
Figure 5s. Variation of 180 Hz Wltered Sgnd Energy OICT 
Timecapacitor Bank Switched off. 
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Figure &. Vuiation of 210 HS Wlteml Signal Energy over 
"imtCapacitor Bank Switched off. 
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Figure 6b. Variation of 210 HZ Filtered Signal Energy over 
TimtCapacitor Bank Switched On. 
Table 2. Output from the Detector with the we of 
180 Hc Filtered Data born M Arcing Test. 
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Finally, the performance of the algorithm mr tested for 
d r  mitch operationr. A part of the styled kstr included an 
air mitch being repeatedly switched. The energy vuiation 
for the 180 Hs i g n d  and the 210 Iir i g n d  for thir operation 
m ahown in 6gurem ?a and ‘Ib rerpectively. The detection 
algorithm did not t b g  MY events but ruccnrfully rrcogniscd 
the disturbances, Y dedred. 
0.0 1 I 
Figure ?a. Variation d 180 Ht Altered Signal Energy over 
Time-Air Switch Operation. 
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Eyre 7b. Variation of 210 Hz FEltmd Signd Energy over 
TimtAir  Switch Operation. 
The wnritivity d the detection rchcme described above 
ir determined by various puameten ineluding the traarient 
mponre of the front ad digitd filter b r  the hquency under 
conrideration, the huency i t d f ,  the rate d varying the 
dynamic threuhold to d a p t  to the ambient noire in the M e r  
and the pmct  d u e  d the rtatic thmhdd.  A quditative 
andyrir WM undertaken to determine the mnaitivity of the 
dgorithm to the above parameters. To determine the dects  
of the frequency in UIC for detection and the digitd filter 
mponre, both unfiltered data and data filtered at two specific 
frequencies w u  proceued. Table 4 dcpictr the output from 
the algorithm when 1 0  Hz mr wed to detect arcing kultr. 
The data record ia the ame Y the me wd to obtain output 
of Table 1, except that it WTU prefltered b r  a 180 Hz i g n d  
content. Due to the ‘ringing’ dec t  of the filter, the ingle 
cycle burst at umple number 3920 which wan merely a dis- 
turbance in Table 1 ia now durified to be M event in Table 
4. h order to compeautc for thin over-wnsitivity, the time 
duration in the event detection routine hsl to be increased. 
Thir modification ia imperative due to the w of a digital 
filter but may become ndundant with the w of an andog 
filter. If digitil filtm ue to be used, this phenomenon must 
be carefully conddered, put iculdy in light of the processing 
time required to implement the filten. 
The rnritirity a€ the dgorithm to the hquency in use 
can be apluned  by comparing Tables 2 and 3. In a certain 
fixed period d time, there d r t r  a greater number of cycles 
of 210 tk thm d 180 Hz. Becauae of this fact, a ingle 
180 Hz cycle brurt dl r p d  over a larger number of cycles 
of 210 HI. Since time ir wed Y the dircriminatory factor 
in the event detection routine, the parameterr need to be 
fine tuned to &tun the ume rmitivity for both frequencies. 
Thin aplainr the momdy between the detection of M event 
in Table 3 and the detection of a dirturbance in Table 2. It 
d m  aempiifia the complexity of mtting ‘sensitivity’ levels 
dven the wide wiationr in fault cbuacterirticr. 
0 
Table 3. Output from the Detector with the use of 180 Hz 
Filtered Data horn a Capacitor Bank Operation. 
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D i  8 
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Di 8 
D i  
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t 
t 
t 
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t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
r 
r 
:urbance found a t  4352 
:urbance found a t  4400 
:urbance found a t  4592 
:urbance found a t  4600 
:urbance found a t  4104 
:urbance found a t  4000 
:ucb8nce found a t  5168 
:urbance found a t  5456 
;urbance found a t  5552 
iurbance found 8 t  5640 
;urbance found a t  5744  
;urbance found a t  5000 
:urb8nce found a t  6000 
xrbance found a t  6128 
:urbance found 8 t  6212 
xrbance found at 6448  
:urb8nce found a t  6120  
:urbance found at 6136 
Lurbance found a t  6152 
:urbance found at 6760  
it found with 5 count8 a t  6161  
If r t a  r t r  a t  6600  
:urbance found 8t 4916 
:urbance found 8 t  5072 
:uKb8nCe found 8 t  5264 
:UKb8nC8 found a t  5360 
:urb8nce found 8 t  6104 
Table 4. Output from the Detector with the use of 210 Hz 
Filtered Data from a Capacitor Bank Operation. 
Di8tUKbanCe found at 612 
Dirturbance found a t  681 
Dirturbance found a t  691 
Disturbance found a t  100 
Di8turbance found a t  110  
6 
An adeptire, hierarchical and 'expert' algorithm has 
been praented far the detection of high impedance arcing 
fadtr  on distribution feeden. The detection dgorithm was 
~ ~ ~ a r f u l l y  krted with kulted and m a l  switching data 
obtsined at different test iter. A quditative d y r i r  WM 
performed wing two specific frequencia b identify the var- 
ious parameten that affect the secnritihty of the detection 
scheme. The algorithm can be implcwnted inexpendvdy in 
a tnicroproceuor b e d  architecture and can be intwated 
with other detection schemes for more mure Lult identifica- 
tion. 
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BEHAVIOUR OF LOW FREQUENCY SPECTRA 
DURING ARCING FAULT AND SWITCHING EVENTS 
B. Don R u s d  Ram P. chinchali C. J. Kim 
Senior Member S t uden t Member Student Member 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 
ABSTRACT - Dirtribution feeder fadtr madulak pri- 
current and gmerate noise through w i n g  phenomna. The 
d a t i o n  and khaviour of rlected b w  frequenck during f8dt 
conditione ue herein prmnted. "hm arc contrukd to nor- 
d eventr ~ c h  m feeder switching and upu i to r  bank q r -  
atioru. h r d e d  field data b been ~ d y d  and b datirti- 
c d y  in the paper. Specific behariour chuacterirtiu 
such M arc duration, arc repetition rak, .Ird -dude d b w  
frequency w t r a  ue pwenkd. C o m w o n r  u e  d e  b r  
difierent 4 t y p  and coaditionr. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L" 
figh i m p c d ~ ~ e  bdtr 011 be *bed M thoor dirtribu- 
tion M e r  t d t r  that do not draw mfficiant fault current to be 
detected by conventional protective devica mch M phur mer- 
current and/or ground rclaya. Such faultr may be uuwd by a 
downed wnductor on a poody conducting d a c e .  Often, uc- 
ing h .uociated with the  b d t r  which porn a potential has- 
ard to public de ty .  It b themfore important that theme faultr 
k detected quickly aad the faulted Mer blated. "hen hu 
bren conriderable intemt in miring thir problem multing in 
armal major meuch  eftortr. 
Phadke 111 hu megcrted a microprocawor bued digital 
playing ochew in which changer in the p i t i w ,  negative and 
zero rquence componentr of the fundunmtd power frequency 
w monitored continuously in real time. The prerence of a high 
impedance fault h detected baed on chuyer in the ratio of 
the symrnetricd componentr. h h e r  [2r mggemted a technique 
which maniton the imbalance in the fundunentd, third and 
fifth harmonic M e r  current8 and performa a rtatirtical d u -  
ation of the present imbalance relative to the paat imbdance. 
hing  hypothesir tenting, the pmcnce of a fault h detected if 
the chi-square test datirtic accede a pre-determined threehold 
value. Graham (31 mggentr monitoring the distribution M e r  
input impedance at high kequencier in the range 50 KHc to 
100 KHc. Hurrell [4,5] nrggerted monitoring the energy d high 
frequency componcntr in the range 2 KHs to 10 Mic to 
87 SM 633-1 A paper recommended and approved 
by the IEEE Power System Relaying Committee of the 
IEEE Powr Engineertng Society for presentation at 
the IEEE/PES 1987 Summer Xeeting, San Francisco, 
California, July 12 - 17, 1987. %nuscript 
subaltted January 29, 1987; made available €or 
printing April 28, 1987. 
detect arcing kultr. Thm are &her i@fic.nt achemen in- 
duding the ratio pound d a y  resulting bom m u c h  at West- 
h g h o u r  aud PP&L. @,7] 
Thir paper praenk the behariour of r v e n l  b w  frrquency 
spectra during ucing fault and normal owitching conditionr. It 
haa been obmrCa that the d n g  phenomena &ated with 
high impedance hultr u u m  certain bw kquency spectra to 
change in +tude and phue &om pn-fault conditions. The 
frequency spectra dected br  investigation were : 
1 . 3 o E k  7 . 6 t l I i s  
2 90 Es 8. 120 Es 
3. IM E¶ 9. 180 E8 
4. 210 Ek 10. 240 HI 
6. 330 Ek 12. 380 Hr 
5. no E8 11. 300 E8 
Of there rpectra, the h t  U cornprime the 'in-between' 
harmonic freqwnua and the l u t  ix, the humonicr of the 
power &qwncy. The cliffmnt m t r  that were inveatigated 
to Quutc r iw  the khaviour of the above mectra included : 
I. Arcing faultr on different dl conditione. 
2 Arcing faultr with upacitor bank mitched df. 
3. Arcing faultr with upacitor bank mitched on. 
4. Arcing faultr with air mitch operations. 
5. Air mitch operations. 
6. Capacitor bank operations. 
7. Load tap changer operations. 
The flrrt b u r  erentr are fault conditione on dirtribution 
fccdera and the l u t  t h m  ue normal mitehing eventr. The 
behaviour d the magnitude of the low hquency mpectra for 
the erentr Wed above m the primary subject d thir paper. 
ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 
A kquency domain a n d y a s  wan performed for each went 
investigated udng certain digitd i g n d  procerdng techniques. 
Analog recording of waveformr were h t  converted to digitd 
domun by umpling them at a suitable d e .  The umpling rate 
choren muat take into conrideration the &mum frequency 
of intemt and dno utirfy the Nyquist sampling rate in order 
to avoid aliasing eflectr. The maximum frquency of interest 
being 360 Br, the andog i g n d  waa h t  bandlimited to 360 
Hs by M andog bandpau filter of paarband range 0-360 Hz. 
The bandlimited i g n d  wam then Mmpled at a rate of 960 Hz 
using a 12 bit A/D converter. 
0 1987 IEEE 
In der to ntcut  the .pecific kqueney d inkmt, the 
-pled data w u  further procrucd by Rtcring with two rrp- 
U 8 t C  multi-band- lineu phuc Knite Impulr Reoponr 
(FIR) digital flten - me for flkring the 'in-between' hrmon- 
i u  and the other for filtering the b n i c  kquencica. The 
Puka - McC1ell.n dcrign af linear p h w  FIR digital filten w u  
dopted to duign the tw digitd Nkn. A En- pltuc filter 
ia maruy to preurve the phuc c h u u t n i r t i u  d the M.- 
b g  ignalr. The hqurncy m p o n r  d theae flkn b ahown 
in W y n  la lor the 'in-between' h u m w i u  urd Figure Ib b r  
the humonic h u m c i u .  A p8b-d width of 10 HS .bout 
the center freguency wm used for arh p r r b d  in the digitd 
filter &sign. 
"1 
-Y 
am J I I  K --- 
.. 
W M Y U  
Fylre 3a Vuiation af 90 HZ rpcctrum during ucing kult. 
Wgure 3b. Vuiation d 180 Es rpcctrum during ucing 
Figure lb. Fkquency mpow d hrmonic digital filter. hdt. 
Next, the h u e n c 7  aputra d the Nkred data w u  o b  
k i n d  by performing h t  buria 'Ihplform d the filter 
output. The time d o d n  igral ( na~& amplitude va. M- 
lUll&?X ) UU m O a r t N C k d  frmn the -pled d8t. urd 
plotted Y &OWU in F w  2. Tbe k q u ~ n ~ ~  W t -  d iatrt- 
ai we- ala0 plotted Y afunction aftinwin der to &&ne 
their umgnitude d a t i o n .  Ekunpla u e  &own in Kgurc 5 
br90 EL oomponent mnd F5gure 3b br the 180 EL component. 
Tbe dut and end dan ucing 'burd' M be &t&d from 
the trequcncy p&ta by comparing them with the comrponding 
time & d n  mveform. Thir procrdun w u  repeated in order 
to obtain the &.tion d e u h  freguacy rpectrum b r  dl d 
the ~TCII  ermtr that were innrtigated. 
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In order to M ~ J H  the data, hr plotr were created b r  
each m n t  indicating the change in V n i t u d e  d the spectra 
from pre-cvent b M went condition. There wen contruted 
to tlw muimurn d u r a  attuned by the rprctra during pre- 
event urd event conditionr. The nmgnituder ahown reflect the 
avrrmge d the d u m  attained by the apcctra during creral 
identical katr conducted br rrch event. 
Figure 4 rhowr the da t ive  change in average magnitude 
ol r ~ m d  'in-betwen' humonic urd humonic Lcguencica b r  
uciog krtr performed during mitching opcrationr. The plot 
indicatu that dl the Lcguenciea ahow M incnuc aC 0 
O - m ia in in IW WI = 
WLOVCKY m nz 
Figure 4. change in spectrd mqnitude during nritching 
conditions. 
at kut 10 db in magnitude under arcing f d t  conditions. The 
150 11s and 210 11s components indicate the muimum change 
for the 'in-between' harmonia ( - 20 db ). All the harmonic 
fqiiencira l o w  M incnue d at kut IS db under tu l t  con- 
dition~. The IZO & and 240 Hs components indicate the mu- 
irnurn diange krr harmonic kequencier ( - 25 db ). 
Figure 5 shows the Lwlraviour of the lolr frequency mprc- 
tra b r  a capacitor bank operation. It m obrerved that the 
'in-between' Iiarmoiiic Erequencirr remain fairly constant dur- 
ing the rwitching operation whereu the harmonic fmluenciea 
show a grater change in q i t u d e .  This is rspecidly true in 
the UK of 180 112 and the 300 HZ component. Figure 6. bows 
the variation d the third humonic during a capacitor b.at op- 
eration. Ifgure 6b rhowr the variation of the filth b N c  br
the name operation. It is obaerved from thew %urn that both 
the 180 HZ and the 300 11s apectra show a rtcp incmre in mag- 
nitude which pcdsts the entire duration the capacitor bank ir 
witched m. On the other hand, the 'in-between' humonice 
dv not indicate such phenomena. Their magnitude change is 
mow d an impulse nature lasting for a rhort duration d time 
due to the transients d the switching operation itrlf. In the 
cuc of other rwitchinn operationr ouch u M air mitch or a - .  
load tap changer, ouch anomlien were not observed. Figure 7 
shows the behaviour of the low fkequencj rpcctra for a loul tap 
changer operation and figure 8 for M air witch operation. 
3 
L 
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Figure k. Vuiation d 180 Hs spectrum lor capacitor 
bank operation. 
z -a- 
' m m ia im im zio w mo 
Figure 8. Behavior d lor frequency spectra for air nritch 
operation. 
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A statuticd ~ d y ~ i i r  wu performed to investigate the de- 
pendency d the low hqucncy .peetra magnitude upon udng 
bunt duration mad roil conditions. Arcing hult data w u  ob- 
tained b m  t h m  r p u a t e  test locationr rrpmmting different 
roil conditionr. In test i t e  1 the w i n g  tests were conducted 
on wet ail, in a t e  2 they were conducted on dry roil and on 
nmdy roil in i t e  3. E d  ate  data record rm then rubdivided 
into at k u t  three different durten, ach durter compriring 
ucing buntr d approximately the ume burrt duration. The 
different ucing burst durations typically conridered comprised 
‘rhort’ duration bunts ( 1 - 3 q c h s  ), ‘medium’ duration 
buntr ( 5 - 20 cycler) and ‘long’ duration b w t r  ( > 20 cy- 
cler ). At k u t  50 different arcing menta were considered b 
colnprir a ingle durter d n g  a total of at k u t  150 event8 
investigated at each ate  bcation. 
tudt E m h t i o n  
A frequency domain andyrir rm performed b r  the indi- 
vidual events in a durter to determine the relative change in 
+tude d the vuiour spectra 6vm pre-fault b fault con- 
ditionr. Next, the mean and rtuidud deviation d the mag- 
nitude &an@ wu determined b r  crch frequency rprctrum by 
averaging mer dl the 50 odd event, in the clurter and de- 
termining the nriation about the man .  Thir procedure rm 
repeated b r  4 of the durters at the three test i t e  bca- 
tions a d  the statistics indicated by b u  plots. Figure 9. rliowr 
the average relative incnuc in mmgnitude of the rpectra due 
to rhort duration arcing buntr on wet mil conditions. The 
r t m d u d  deviation indieaten the dispersion d the magnitude 
b u t  the mean for short uang burrti. It u that the ’in- 
between’ humonic frequencies indicate a luge dynunic change 
in xmgnitude ( 20 - 50 timer greater ) under ucing fault con- 
ditions. However, this change k m)r random u indicated by 
the luge standud deviation. Thir m e w  that even though 
the ’in-between’ btmoniu show a large percentage increue in 
magnitude, the &pcAon about the mrm im Jlo large thereby 
indicating that the precise .mount dmcreue  i unpredictable. 
The harmonic frequencies however ahow a reliable change in av- 
erage magnitude Y indicated by their d l e r  d u e  d standud 
deviation. Thir ruggestr that the dative ch~e in e t u d e  
E consirtent for the different events compriring the durter. 
Figure 9b rhows the dat ive chmg in e t u d e  d qu- 
tra for medium duration burrtr on wet roil conditionr. In this 
UH, it E reen that the &we in magnitude d the ‘in-between’ 
humonicr m mre reliable u indicated by their low d u e  d 
standud deviation. Figurer 10. k b ahow imi lu  plotr b r  
u a n g  h d t r  on dry roil conditions. Agun, the ’in-between’ 
humonicr show mndomnerr for ahort arcing buntr Y com- 
purd  b d u m  duration burrti. R y m  11. k b  ahow the 
relative & M ~ U  in spectra magnitude when ucing testa were 
amducted on m d y  roil. 
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Figure 9a. Statirtiu of l o r t  duration burstr on nrt mil. 
m o u o m w m  
Figure 9b. Statistics of mdium duration burrtr on wet 
mil. 
w m z  , 
- * m  
Rgurc 100. S18ti8tia of short duration burst8 on dry mil. 
Fire lob. Statirtics of nrdium duration bunts OQ dry 
roil. 
f a a w a Y m w I  
Figure lla. Statistics of d u m  duration buntr on undy 
roil. 
- m I e  
Figure llb. Statirtics of long duration bunts on undy 
roil. 
Slimmarising, it can be emid that the ‘in-between’ hu- 
monic hequencicr an random noie nppcctra which &ow a large 
dative change in magnitude under ucing fault conditions. 
Tlw change in magnitude ia inore predictable for mdium and 
kmg duration arcing bunts M compared b short bunts. The 
harmonic rreqiiencicr rhow a more conristent change in mag- 
nitude without myrct to bunt duration. 
Rcrultrof c o  rrelation by roil tvp+_ 
The dependency of arcing bunt duration on loil condi- 
tions wat~ d.o inveatigatd. Figure 12r &owe the distribution 
of arcing bunt duration on wet o i l  conditionr. It ia r e n  that 
a large prrcentage d the events compriaed rhort ucing bunts 
typically 2 or 3 cyclcr in duration. Figure 12b shows the dis- 
tributioti of arcing bunt duration on dry roil conditions. On 
m m l ~ n a C I c r a r r  
Figure 12. Dirtribution d bunt duration on wet soil. 
*m Duum IN m a s  
Figure 12b. Distribution of burst duration on dry soil. 
U n w U n a C m c r r r n  
Eyre 12c. Distribution of bunt duration on randy mil. 
T.Me 1. Statirtiu of low lrcquency spectra. 
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dry a i l ,  the ucing w d l y  luted for 4 to 20 q c l a  and nmmt 
d the menta kll in thir at%-. 12c rborrr the &I- 
tribution on m d y  roil condition. Here it i. obrcmd that the 
arcing pcrrintr b n w ,  urudy pester than 20 q c l a  in d u e  
tion. T h e  plots indicate that 00 wet a i l  COIIditiOM, uang h 
of wry ah& duration. 00 dry roil, the ucing persirtr b n v  
and thew type d buntr M k duified Y mdium duration 
bumtr. 00 mndy ail, the bumtr u e  of w q  lvng duration and 
un k d e g o r i r d  Y bng duration bontr. The datirtiu d 
the relative mmgnitude changa 00 the three roil conditionr u e  
indicated in 'hble 1. 
The period duration between aacccrrire ucing buratr w u  
dw, i nmt ip t ed  a~ thc t h m  differed a i l  typea and their br- 
tribution jdotkd Y a function d the a i l  type. Figure 13. 
ahorr the dirtribution d the i n t a d  between auccetrire UC- 
ing buntr on wet mil. On compuiron with Rgun 12a, it ir 
ObKned that the i n t e r d  between burst. ham a dintribution 
imilu to the dirtribution d the kurt duration itself. Thir 
indicata that on wet roil, the udng buntr are m t l y  d rbort 
duntion with ahort interds ktrrcrn mccarire buratr. Rgum 
13b rborn tbe dirtribution d the 'd-interval' between mce# 
rive ucing bumtr on dry mil. A+, 011 compuiion with 
Figure 12b, it ir obwrred that the ' & - i n t d r '  hn a dirtri- 
bution andat to the burst dudion ,  i r .  on dry dl mnditionr, 
the arcing is d nwdium duration ( 4 - P q c l a  ) upuated by 
'off-intervdr' OC mmilu duration. Rpre 13c lhorr the dirtri- 
bution d the 'off-interval' between a m c d r r  buratr an nndy 
roil. On armpariaion with Figure 12c, it i. meen that the 'off- 
interdr '  ahor a dirtribution rimilu b the uaq duration on 
amdy roil. 
17.8 
+re 13.. Dirtribution d i n k d  betwen ~ c c e r r i n  
burrtr 011 wet ail. 
Figure 13b. Dirtribution d i n t e d  between auccewire 
buratr 00 dry roil. 
1 m L mu Ij JOD 
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Figure 13c. Dirtribution of intend between auccenire 
buratr oa mndy roil. 
Findyl the &pendency d the -tude af the 'in- 
between' humoniu m roil amditioor u u  invatigated. The 
dat ive  mmpitude change d rmd 'in-between' rpcctra .t 
each i t e  w u  plotted Y &own in figure 14. Ai reil &om the 
6guxe, the magnitude d 'in-between' rpectm dcpendr on mil 
type. The e b g e  in +tu& L higher 00 wet wil Y am- 
pued to dry or r n d y  d. "hi1 i. @bly due to the initial 
higher conductivity d wet roil. The Ilrgnitude dependency of 
humonic hqueuaa m roil type were not inratigated becauae 
these bequcncia were down to depend and mry u a function 
d other kcton including ayakm imped~ce  and loading. 
Rgure 14. Dependency d aput rd  -tude on dl type. 
The data preKntcd h u  pmmed of p a t  d u e  to TAMU 
meuchern inratigating high impedance hd t r .  The ruture of 
theae h d t r  ir amre dearly underatood &om thir data analyrir. 
Since rrd other m e u c h  teuna are atudying the problem UI- 
ing nmgnitude, p h w  and time d o m h  cbaruterirtica et low 
kquenaa, it w u  klt that the data ahodd be d e  avail- 
able. The data eomer from the TAMU databue, probably the 
mmat cornprehemhe in exirtence. Howem, we are eonntmtly 
a~cerned that more data and data andyair for different fault 
acenuioa and M e r  conditionr dl m d t  in modified conclu- 
~ O S U  Q multn. Thw wing thir data ahodd recognize it i 
atdirtied and only W u t e l y  d i d  for the rpecific Uta that 
were atudied. In apite d thir, we believe the m l t r  ue e n -  
a d y  true for m y  hdtr and & ghe an iruight into fault 
behariour. 
6 
The khaviour d r d  low frequency rpectr. WBS in- 
mtigated b r  arcing h d t r  md normd htching  rvcnk. k 
mr obwrvcd that the 'in-betwen' hrrmonic ffequenda a n  
be & to diocriminate the pmence of rcing hultr on de 
tribution feederr. Mom importmt, th- k q u m c i a  UII be 
wd to dirtinguish s a n g  hultr from w b r  h n k  awitch- 
ing opcrationr. Thr humonic brequenck indicate reliable 
i n c n u t  in nmgnitude during vcing hult conditions. How- 
ever, they ue not immune to awitching and apacjtor bank 
Statirticd ~ d y h  w u performed to rtudj the khaviour 
d the bw hquency rpcctra on diiTerent loil conditionn. It 
wu found that the nmgnitude d 'in-between' humoniu de- 
pend on b u d  duration and roil condition. The C ~ U I ~ C  in
magnitude w u  bund b be bigher b r  short duration w i n g  
burrtr and on wet d l  conditions. Finally, the diatribution 
of uung bunt duration and the inkd k t m  lucc&rr 
arcing burrtr mr determined different roil anditionr. It 
wu obnrved that the ucing bunb were m t l y  d ahort du- 
ration r e p m k d  b dwrt intcrrrlr d inactivity on wet d, d 
d u m  duration r p u r t e d  tq irnilu i n t d r  d inactivity 
on dry roil md d long duration r p e k d  b bng interr& 
d inactivity QO nndy d. 
Op?fBtiOM. 
The nectric Power M i t u t c  at Taur ALM wishes to 
dnowkdgc  the haadd mpport ai rmmc~our dectric utili- 
ties, DOW Chemicd, urd 3M Corporation without which thir 
reoeuch would not be porrible. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a digital system 
architecture used to diagnoses the operating 
state and health of electric distribution lines 
and'to generate actions for line protection. The 
architecture is described functionally and to a 
limited extent at the hardware level. This 
architecture incorporates multiple analysis and 
fault detection techniques utilizing a variety of 
parameters. In addition, a knowledge based 
decision maker, a long term memory retention 
and recall scheme, and a learning environment 
are described. Preliminary laboratory 
implementations of the system elements have 
been completed. Enhanced protection for 
electric distribution feeders is provided by this 
system: advantages of the system are 
enumerated 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Designers of distribution protection systems 
generally agree that technological advances in 
the electronic computer industry should be 
incorporated carefully into new fault detection 
and protection systems. New systems must 
retain the level of security and reliability 
acheived by current relaying devices. Existing 
devices typically use preset current thresholds 
to detect faults, sometime resulting in 
excessive fault currents in the lines before 
tripping or a lack of sensitivity to faults. A 
level of sophistication has been reached in 
placing these devices, with various preset 
operations, in a protective network which not 
only protects generation and transmission 
equipment, but also attempts to disrupt the 
distribution system in a minimal way. However, 
a new protection system wil l  improve 
performance while providing more extensive 
diagnostic capability for abnormal conditions. 
New protection systems under investigation 
To be presented at the Intersociety En 
Washington, D.C., August, 1989. 
'attempt to bring a higher degree of diagnostic 
intelligence toward the load in the electric 
system. This effort must be continually 
balanced between the performance to be gained 
and the cost of the system. The desired 
protection system allows for adaptability in the 
setting of parametric thresholds used to detect 
abnormal fault current situations. This is 
coupled with the ability to store, and possibly 
transmit, event situations to decision 
processors and operating personnel up the 
monitoring hierarchy, to enable better reactions 
to catastrophic faults in the system. 
Research has shown that monitoring the 
parameters used for overcurrent protection, 
even when allowing adaptable thresholds, is not 
sufficient for detecting many faults on the 
distribution lines. [l] Many faults, such as high 
impedance arcing faults, downed lines, and 
incipient faults, pose a danger to the public, 
without necessarily drawing a level of electric 
current which can be classified as overcurrent. 
The development of methods to detect these 
non-catastrophic faults have been based on 
I observing a number of distribution system 
I parameters in addition to the fundamental 
currents and their harmonics. (21 However, no 
single set of parameters and algorithms has 
been documented to give complete detection of 
unhealthy situations in the distribution systems. 
Ancillary factors such as line construction, load 
types, weather, time, and even soil types affect 
the diagnostic ability of the proposed methods 
of detection. Therefore, the current knowledge 
in the development of a diagnostic system for 
'power distribution lines indicates a combination 
of parameters and algorithms must be used to 
adequately protect the power system. Recent 
research indicates that knowledge based System 
programming techniques will enhance the 
capability of a protection system to combine 
various detection algorithms and allow for 
l flexibility and adaptation. [3] 
gineering Conference on Energy Conversion, 
b 
The development of a protection system 
which goes beyond catastrophic fault detection 
IS desired for both terrestrial and long-term 
space-borne systems. In both environments, 
low-current faults may not cause immediate 
damage to equipment, but they pose a Significant 
danger to personnel. However, unlike 
catastrophic faults where a clear reaction to 
detection is almost always prescribed, low 
current faults do not always create such clear 
reaction alternatives. Some situations should 
allow a low current fault to persist, as long as 
warnings have been issued, instead Of 
disrupting parts of the power system which may 
be supporting life sustaining functions. 
Likewise, a choice of leaving a live wire on the 
ground may have to be weighed against cutting 
power to traffic controllers or hospitals. The 
protection system must be tuned for the 
environment where it operates. 
The protection system describd in this 
paper would be positioned as close to the loads 
as electrically and physically managable. We 
have envisioned this location to be at the 
distribution substation level with possible 
distributed data collection points on the feeder. 
The system provides a suitable architect for 
detection and reaction in a real-time frame. 
Rerouting, load adjustment, and even fault 
location are not necessary feature8 at this level. 
However the provision of information to higher 
processing levels as they make these types of 
decisions is desired. 
All of the desired protoction system 
attributes were considered in the development 
of a digital system architecture for the power 
distribution environment for terrestrial, three 
phase 60 hertz systems. Nonetheless, this 
architecture seems flexible enough to be 
suitable for space-borne systems, even those 
' using 20 kilohertz power. 
This paper plasents thu architocture under 
: development. Emphasis on the intelligence, both 
' the knowledge based environment md learning 
techniques under investigation, will follow the 
. description of tho protection and diagnostic 
system hardware. While confidence remains 
lhigh in the performance and flexibility of the 1 hardware, discyssion and input from many 
'experts in the design of protection systems is 
still required in order to maximito diagnostic 
capabilities and reactions. Therefore, the 
knowledge based techniques and learning 
environment represent the current methods 
being investigated by the authors, and as 
I 
always, the hope is to stimulate constructive 
inputs for future developments. 
. .  
2. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
A detailed description of the flow of data 
through the hardware of the protection system 
architecture can be found elsewhere. [4] Here 
the concern is to outline the architecture in 
order to understand the limitations which are 
presently imposed on the knowledge based and 
functional block diagram of the architecture is 
found in Figure 1. The primary functions in the 
system include the Signal Conditioning and 
Conversion element ,SCC, the Data Distribution 
element, DO. the Processing elements, PE. the 
Intelligence element, and the Interface element. 
learning environments of the system. A 
Condi t 1 oni ng 
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I Figure 1.  System Architecture 
The SCC element (Fig. 2) contains a data 
acquisition board for each phase current of the 
.line being monitored and an acquisition board for 
/line voltages and other signals to be monitored. 
The choice of board separation is made with 
electrical isolation and system fault tolerance 
more in mind than board population. On these 
boards, signals are input after being 
transformed and conditioned to maintain safe 
levels for the digital equipment on the boards. 
The first conditioning steps on the boards 
' involve analog filtering. These filters provide 
anti-alaising for the soon to be sampled signals. 
In addition, the currents are filtered further to 
provide various frequency ranges of information. 
For example, the anti-alaised signal is passed ' 3  
a notch filter which eliminates the primary 
frequency to provide a signal for monitoring 
current harmonics. This signal then passes 
through a high pass filter to provide a signal 
c 
with only high frequency information. Al l  Of 
these signals are amplified before Sampling. 
Each signal has an independently controlled 
variable gain amplifier. Present versions of 
these amplifiers allow four discrete levels Of 
amplification to be Set for each signal. The 
processor on the acquisition board monitors the 
level of sampled data, and with consideration 
given to messages received from the 
Intelligence element, determines the 
appropriate gain setting for each signal. The 
processor also directs the sampling and 
digitization of the signal values. After 
conversion to 12 bit digital data, the data are 
serialized and passed through optic conditioners 
to transfcrm from electric media to optic media. 
The. data is output from the SCC element O n  
optic fibers. These fibers are mainly used to 
enhance the electrical isolation of the elements 
to follow. However they also allow various SCC 
elements to be somewhat remotely located from 
the rest of the diagnostic system. 
Transformed electric currents and Voltages 
I 1 1 1 1 1  I I I l I I I I I I  . 
a 
1 
Optic Fibers 
Figure 2. SCC Element 
i The DO element (Fig. 3) has a small data 
receiver board for each SCC optic fiber input. 
This board separation is made strictly for fault 
tolerance and replacement considerations. 
These boards function as convorters from the 
the optical media back to electric media. Then a 
processor on board checks for transmission 
errors in the incoming data. Presently the data 
is simply flagged as 'dirty' when a transmission 
error is detected. Dirty data is not processed in 
the fault detection algorithms. All data and 
flags (clean/dirty, signal number, amplifier 
gain) are formatted into 16 bit words and stored 
in dual port memory found on the data 
distribution board. This board maintains the 
real-time system clock, provides the 
communication link between the Intelligence 
element and the SCC elements, and pushes data 
in.a preset order onto the Sample Data Bus. In 
addition, this system watches for short term 
trends in dirty data to help warn the 
Intelligence element about drops in system 
. integrity due to lost data. The processor on the 
data distribution board is the sole controller of 
the Sample Data Bus. Every processing element 
and the Intelligence element all receive a copy 
of the sample data being transmitted on this 
bus. 
L 
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Figure 3. DO Element 
The final board in the DO element is the 1 parameter distribution board. The processor on 
this board is the arbitrator for the Processed 
Data Bus. This bus allows Processing elements 
and the Intelligence element to share processed 
and partially processed information. The 
Intelligence element sends system messages to 
'a l l  the other elements, excluding the Interface 
element, via this bus. Information is provided to 
the bus with an interrupt signal. The parameter 
distribution board sorts through these 
interrupts in order to optimize the flow of data 
through the bus. 
The Processing Elements can have a variety 
i of forms. Presently two forms exist, one has a 
standard 16 bit processor, with or without a 
floating point coprocessor, and the other has a 
32 bit digital signal processor. (Fig. 4) Both 
types of PES have a 1 KByte dual port RAM to 
interface to the Sample Data Bus. After 15 Sets 
of sample data have been written in this RAM by 
the data distribution board, the oldest Sets Of 
data begin to be overwritten by the newest Sets 
of data. The processor on the PE must access 
the data before it is overwritten or there is no 
easy way to regain the data. A variably sized 
scratch pad RAM is provided on the board for 
storage of partial results and data which must 
be retained for longer periods of time. Another 
1 KByte dual port RAM is utilized to interface to 
the Processed Data Bus. In this RAM each 
parameter has a preset address and the 
responsible PE for that parameter updates the 
RAM and then generates an interrupt for the 
parameter distribution board to distribute the 
new data. Each PE assumes the parameter 
values in this dual port RAM are the most 
currently available values. The PES also have 
program memory space. The PES function as 
algorithmic processors to extract relevant 
system parameters from sampled data and to 
utilize these parameters in fault detection 
algorithms. The outputs of the PES are 
parameter values, such as high frequency noise 
llevels or third harmonic energy levels, as well 
las detection and confidence levels of various 
isuspicious situations on the power line. The 
ldetection indicators and their confidence factor 
'are used bv the lntellimnce element to reach a 
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diagnosis of the Gate of the power lines. 
Co-processor 
Figure 4. PE 
The Intelligence element is a multi-board 
environment which is the focus of the following 
section. First the Interface element is 
described. There are three functions the 
Interface element supports for the diagnostic 
system. The Man-Machine interface allows 
limited amounts of information to be read from 
o i  input to the system by on-site operators. The 
Communication interface provides the path for 
information exchange to other processing 
environments or personnel in the overall power 
protection network. This is the path utilized for 
initial programming and program updates. 
Finally, the Output Control interface generates 
the required signals to cause power system 
actuators to respond to diagnosed situations on 
the power lines. 
3. INTELLIGENCE ELEMENT 
This element is responsible for three primary 
functions in the diagnostic system. (Fig. 5) The 
first of these functions is the system decision 
maker, DM. The DM determines the ultimate 
diagnosis regarding the health of the power 
system and the degree of certainty gained for 
this diagnosis. The second intelligence function 
is found in a unit called the Archivist. This unit 
maintains the long-term memory for the 
diagnostic system, and works to relate this 
'memory to present events. The third function is 
,the Learner unit. As indicated by these units 
the goal of the Intelligence element is to 
capture the knowledge and thinking which human 
iexperts, in our case operators and/or engineers, 
lutilize to diagnose and react to the health of the 
power lines. These functions should be 
automated since there are not enough human 
experts available to monitor all power lines in a 
tireless manner, and even if a line were being 
continually monitored by a human, he may not be 
able to respond fast enough for true system 
protection. In capturing human expertise, we 
still have the. goal to keep final implementations 
on board level micrcomputers. 
. .  3.1 
Several techniques for the detection of 
faults on power lines have been proposed. To 
date no single technique seems adequate for 
detecting all faults. Therefore, we utilize 
several of these techniques before the DM makes 
the final diagnosis for the system. Examples of 
detection techniques incorporated are: - Amplitude Technique: a signals amplitude is 
compared to threshold values over different 
time periods. (Generally overcurrent detection 
met hod) - Energy Technique: the energy found in a 
certain frequency range, or a discrete 
frequency, is compared to self-adaptible 
thresholds. - Phase Relationship Technique: monitors 
abnormal shifts in the phase relationship 
Interface Bus 
Decision Maker 
Archivist 3 
a 
Figure 5. lntelllgence Elrment 
between combinations of primary and 
harmonic frequencies. 
- Harmonlc Sequence Component Technique: 
monitors abnormal levels in harmonic 
frequencies. 
- Amplitude Ratio Technique: monitors 1 amplitude changes of certain frequencies with 
I respect ot other frequencies. 
j -Randomness Technique: Monitors nonharmonic ' frequencies for large random noire patterns. 
'Each technique can be applied to a number of 
different parameters in the system. The number 
1 of technique and parameter Combinations 
I activated concurrently influences the number of 
PES reqired in the implementation. The DM must 
[combine the information from the multi- 
I techniques into a single diagnosis. 
To formulate the ultimate system diagnosis 
the DM accepts fault detection indicators and 
I confidence levels from the various techniques 
,running. In addition the Archivist will supply 
1 the DM with information from similar 
'experiences in the past. The primary output of 
the DM is a description of the diagnosis of the 
power lines with a belief level. The confidence 
I factors are somewhat probabilistic in nature, 
'although realistically they can sometimes be 
described as heuristic odds. Presently OM 
implementations explore the us0 of Dempster- 
Shafer calculus, or fuzzy set theorems , or a 
combination of the two in order to resolve 
multiple beliefs in detected faults into a single 
belief level. (51 Implementations are rated 
based on their success at detecting faults and 
their tendency to give false alarms. Potential 
users have indicated that in some situations no 
false alarms are tolerable even if some faults 
go undetected, while in other situations limited 
numbers of false alarms are acceptable. [e] 
The diagnosis and confidence level generated I I 
by the DM is processed by a subunit in the OM 
which determines, with the utility operating 
procedures in mind, what the anpiopriate 
actions are for the diagnosis and protection 
system. Some possible actions include: 
adjusting the SCC amplifier levels, modifing 
parameter computatlons, changing the 
techniques which are active, transmitting a 
!warning, alarm or rctp0t-t to other processors or 
operators, or operating a breaker on the power 
line. Thus the OM will form a diagnosis and plan 
appropriate actions for the situation at hand. 
3.2 . .  
One important tool available to human 
experts is the ability to draw upon past 
experiences to form a conclusion and to plan a 
course of action. On line computing systems 
typically represent past experiences only in the 
form of algorithms or parameter values. Our 
system retains past experiences in a more 
accessible and adaptable format. The Archivist 
i monitors parameters and beliefs available in the 
system. This data is compressed to a level 
which retains the essence of experiences 
relevant. in fault detection. Compression also 
enhances the speed in which the information can 
be accessed. As well as classifying, or 
I clustering, instantaneous experiences for 
I storage, the Archivist classifies sequences of  
I states. 
After the classification process the 
Archivist informs the DM of the most similar 
l previous experiences to the present situation. 
1 The measure of similarity is also indicated. ' Finally the Archivist and DM determine the way 
the present situation should be remembered. 
This involves determining if this is another case 
;o f  an previosly seen experience and should be 
I used to augment the description of that previous 
experience. In contrast it may be decided that 
this is a new experience with too little 
; similarity with previous experiences to affect 
their description. In this case the new 
I experience is retained until it resolves into an 
old experience or becomes a new class of its 
own. 
I 
i 
3.3 
The Learner attempts to look at the 
information available from the power signals 
and the diagnostic system with fewer 
preconceived notions about what will be good - 
fault indicators and what will not. In this sense 
the Learner may request various parameter 
calculations that the DM has not activated. The 
OM'S action subunit decides if this request is to 
be honored or not. The Learner monitors System 
data in order to derive its own diagnostic 
classification rules. This process can proceed 
in an unsupervised manner. However, we have 
allowed for a level of confirmation to be input 
to the Archivist and Learner through the Man- 
Machine interface unit. We expect our Learner 
to be most helpful in modelling non-fault 
situations to help reduce false alarms. This is 
due to the vast amount of non-fault data, with 
respect to fault data, usually encountered on an 
operating power line. In the long run, learning 
what is normal in a given environment, while 
using predefined detection techniques, should 
provide a quality combination for a diagnostic 
system. 
The Learner represents the state of the 
system in terms of a multi-dimensional vector 
space. A similarity metric is used to classify 
new input vectors. Metrics range from complex 
correlation functions to simple Euclidian 
distances. The methods for clustering are 
numerous. We have given attention to methods 
such as the K-mean pass method [7] which 
utilizes a square mean error criterion for 
I clustering. Although somewhat successful at 
I classifying certain situations, i t  is an 
i extremely slow and computationally expensive 
method. Another approach, Competitive Learning 
[SI, is receiving the most attontion at the 
writting of this paper. This approach is much 
faster and simpler to implement, but as 
predicted does not always result in clusters 
that correlate to actual events. Tuning of the 
implementation of this method should provide a 
very reasonable and helpful Learner. for the 
diagnostic system. 
4. CONCLUSION 
A diagnostic system to determine the health 
of electric power distribution lines has been 
designed to enhance the level of fault detection 
and protection beyond existing overcurrent 
protection capabilities. The architecture 
presented allows flexibility for tuning and 
future developments in detection for not only 
overcurrent faults but also, high impedance 
arcing faults and even incipient faults. 
Diagnosis relies on inputs from multiple 
detection techniques followed by intelligent 
resolution of conflicting' or uncertain 
information. A long term memory controller is 
important for the intelligent resolutipn to a 
final diagnosis. A learning environment is also 
involved, although not necessarily set up to 
modify decision ' making procedures in a closed 
loop fashion. The system promises enhanced 
detection and protection capabilities which are 
tunable to the economic and operational 
constraints imposed on the implementation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTR ODlJCTION 
Artificial intelligence is currently a very active research area. Industry and 
academia alike are energetically searching for ways to employ artificial intelligence 
technology in useful applications. The branch of artificial intelligence research 
which has had the most commercial success thus far is the area of expert systems, 
also known as knowledge-based systems. Expert systems are computer programs 
which attempt to follow the human reasoning process in solving problems in a 
particular domain. 
In  the past. expert systems were developed to work in an off-line, advisory 
capacity. Typically, a user would use a computer terminal to input a problem and 
some pertinent information to  the expert system, and at  a later time the expert 
system would return an answer to the problem. An extension to this type of use of 
expert systems is presently being pursued. This extension is the incorporation of 
on-line, real-time control and monitoring capabilities into an expert system. There 
are major obstacles in the way, the most obvious being the inherent slowness of 
expert systems. 
A class of expert systems which is receiving much attention in the research 
world today is rule-based systems (RBS). hlost of today’s RDS shells arc designed 
wi th  the assumption that the database of facts changes slowly. This is the 
assumption made by the designers of the most popular matching algorithm used 
in RBSs known as the Rete match algorithm [l]. This algorithm is usually very 
effective because this assumption is true in almost every case, but not in the case 
of monitoring problems. In monitoring problems many sensors are watched which 
Journal model is IEEE Transactions on Compulem. 
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causes the database of facts to change rapidly. This is the area of RBS research 
being addressed by this work. 
There exists an obvious need for the development and implemention of a 
RBS shell which uses a matching technique that will work more effectively than 
the standard Rete matching technique for monitoring-type applications. In order 
to help satisfy this need for increased speed, parallelism should be explored. 
In creating a new matching algorithm to  replace the Rete match algorithm, 
straightforward adaptability of the algorithm to a true multi-processor machine is 
highly desirable. 
A .  Objectives 
The objective of this work is the creation of a RBS shell which runs faster than 
existing RBS shells for problems which have the property of a rapidly changing 
fact base, such as is found in monitoring type applications. The development 
and implementation of this new RBS shell requires the design of a new matching 
algorithm. This matching algorithm will. run in parallel on a true multiprocessor 
computer for the purpose of obtaining faster response times. The ultimate goal is. 
the creation of a technique for allowing the use of expert systems in monitoring 
applications. 
The Rete match algorithm often used in RBS shells is considered by many 
to be the best matching algorithm available today. It attempts to cut down on 
searching requirements by storing partial match results from previous searches. 
This work shows that when the Rete match algorithm is used in a RBS developed 
for monitoring, the process of storing the partial matches causes the RBS to be 
very inefficient. This is due to the significant amount of time necessary to store 
3 
partial results, which in the monitoring problem are rarely used. A replacement 
algorithm €or the Rete match algorithm is developed and implemented on a true 
multi-processor machine as a means of achieving faster response times. 
By exploring techniques for increasing the speed of RBSs used in monitoring 
problems, the probability of more intelligent monitoring devices being constructed 
in the near future increases. In a time when many companies are seeking to  add 
intelligence to  existing conventional technologies, this research appears to have the 
potential of helping achieve that very goal in the limited subarea of high-speed, 
intelligent process monitoring. 
B. Dissertation Organization 
The following chapter examines expert systems in general and how they are 
starting to be used in real-time applications. Examples of existing and proposed 
real-time expert systems are discussed. An analysis of the differences between 
standard real-time systems and conventional expert systems is also given. Chapter 
111 presents CLIPS, a rule-based system shell developed by NASA, which is used 
as the basis for the implementation of the modified matching algorithm developqd 
to run on a parallel machine. The Rete match algorithm as implemented in CLIPS 
is also discussed. 
In Chapter IV information concerning parallel programming and parallel pro- 
cessing is reviewed. Techniques and methods which are available to parallel pro- 
grammers are examined. Data about the Sequent Balance 8000 multi-processing 
computer is presented since this is the target machine for the parallelized modified 
match algorithm. The details of the new match algorithm are presented in Chap- 
ter 1'. How this algorithm differs from the Rete match algorithm and how it lends 
1 
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itself well to a parallel machine are discussed. .4n analysis of results obtained from 
test inputs is also given in this chapter. 
Conclusions about the final results of this work are presented in Chapter 
VI. The influence which the Sequent Balance 8000 architecture had on the final 
results is discussed, as well as the possible advantages of other target machine 
architectures. Finally, the overall usefulness of the new parallelized match 
algorithm and what further work can be done on it are addressed. 
I CHAPTER 11 
REAL-TIME EXPERT SYSTEMS 
-4. Introduction 
One of the most useful outgrowths of artificial intelligence research has been 
the development of expert system technology. Expert systems are presently being 
built and used in a wide variety of applications. Most of these applications are off- 
line processes in which the expert system receives a problem and some pertinent 
information and, at a later time, retiirns a solution. Expert systems have been 
very useful in these interactive, advisory types of applications, and will continue 
to be. 
A potentially beneficial extension of the use of expert systems beyond the 
standard off-line applications level appears to be developing. This extension is 
the integration of expert system technology with on-line, real-time control and 
diagnostic systems. Conventional expert systems and real-time systems are very 
different in their basic structure. However., each technique has properties which 
could enhance the value of the other if an integration could be performed. Expert 
systems could benefit from the higher execution speed of real-time systems, and 
conversely: real- time systems could profit from the higher level of problem-solving 
ability inherent in  expert systems. 
An analogy of these two technologies can be drawn from the business world. 
An expert system may be thought of as a very knowledgeable consultant, and 
similarly, a real-time system (especially a real-time controller) may be thought of 
as a fast-acting manager. -4 consultant is typically well-versed in the technology of 
the company, but may not possess great organizational skills. Likewise, a manager 
6 
is normally a good motivator and organizer, but may lack some skills in the finer 
details of company work. Both people are interested in helping the company make 
money: even though individually they are very different. If it were possible for the 
consultant and the manager to merge their positive traits into one, the resulting 
employee would be extremely valuable to the company. So it is with expert systems 
and real-time systems. 
Many practical problems need to  be overcome in designing a useiul real-time 
system using expert system technology. The degree of difficulty varies depending 
on the particular application. For example, a system which requires control 
information in relatively long time intervals can more easily incorporate a slow- 
runring expert system than can a system which requires control information in 
short time intervals. 
In this chapter, expert systems and real-time systems initially will be de- 
scribed separately. Then a comparison of the two techniques will be made, followed 
by a discussion on what is required to achieve their integration. Next, previous 
work on real-time systems will be examined, along with some actual examples. 
Potential applications and areas of needed research will then be addressed before 
summarizing. By performing this study, the direction in which expert system ap- 
plications are going will he better understood. In the not-too-distant future, these 
systems will constitute a major part of our technology. 
' 
B. Description of Expert Systems 
.4n expert system is a computer program which embodies artificial intelligence 
techniques in order to simulate the reponses of a human expert in a given field 
of expertise. It is generally agreed that expert systems are presently the most 
:. 
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useful application of artificial intelligence. Expert systems are being developed at 
a rapid rate as new beneficial uses are discovered. 
There are several well-known expert systems in operation today[2]. One of the 
most famous is MYCIN, which was developed at  Stanford to aid medical doctors in 
diagnosing bacterial infections and to make antibiotic therapy recommendations. 
Another well-known diagnostic expert system is PROSPECTOR. This expert 
system is used by geologists in locating mineral deposits, and is credited with 
actually finding a previously unknowi deposit of molybdenum. 
In these two examples, as in most conventional expert systems, the expert 
system is simply a program running on a computer which gives advice to the user 
interactively via a computer terminal. Information is fed to the expert system 
by the user, and after a period of time, the system returns a written response 
on the screen. This type of expert system obviously has many practical uses. 
However, a new idea being developed is to have expert systems automatically 
receive information from sensors or other sources, and automatically transmit 
control signals to whatever they are monitoring and controlling. This new idea 
will be discussed in more depth in section E. . 
Expert systems differ from standard procedural programs in that expert 
systems do not have a simple sequential control flow throughout the program. 
Symbolic processing, as opposed to numerical processing, is emphasized in expert 
systems. This is why LISP (LISt Processing language) is often used as the 
underlying programming language. One drawback in using symbolic processing is 
its inherent slower execution speed and greater memory requirements. In many 
applications, however, this is more than offset by the higher level of decision- 
making sophistication which is made possible. The general operation of an expert 
. &. . .. . ' 7.7% 
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system will now be discussed. 
There are three main parts to  a conventional knowledge-based expert system 
- the knowledge base (rules), the da ta  base (facts), and the inference engine (rule 
interpreter). The knowledge base is the set of rules which provides the reasoning 
for taking specific actions. Generally, these rules are written in a modular IF-{set 
of antecedents)-THEN-{ set of consequents} format which makes it easy for rules 
to be added, modified, or deleted. Xn antecedent is a pattern that may or may not 
exist in the data lase.  When all the antecedents in a rule are present in the data 
base, the associated consequents may then be fired (executed). These consequents 
are usually assertions of n e w  facts to he placed in the data base, which may then 
cause a different rule to have all of its antecedents satisfied. X consequent may 
also initiate some type of control action, such as sending a message to the screen. 
'The modularity of the knowledge base makes development of the system more 
organized, and therefore simpler. 
As already alluded to, the data  base of facts, also known as the working 
memory, is the set of data or patterns that exist in the expert system at a specific 
time. Generally, the knowledge base of rules is static once the expert system is 
running, but the data base is very dynamic with facts being continually inserted, 
modified, and deleted by the consequents of rules which are firing. 
- 
Since the rules in the knowledge base do not fire sequentially, some form of 
control must be implemented to manage the ordering of events. This function 
is performed by the heart of the expert system, the inference engine. It is the 
responsibility of the inference engine to determine which rule fires when, since i t  is 
possible that several rules have all of their antecedents satisfied concurrently. The 
inference engine is also responsible for making a11 the pattern matchings necessary 
' *  
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to  determine which rules are ready to fire, as well as making sure a rule fires only 
once each time its antecedents are satisfied. 
There are two main strategies that an inference engine uses to  control program 
flov:. It is the data-driven 
control strategy, also known as forward-chaining and antecedent-reasoning. In this 
method, the inference engine checks rules to see which have all of their antecedents 
present in the current data base. Rules that have all their antecedents matched 
are fired, arid rules that do not are left alone. This process continues until no 
more rules can fire, or until some desired goal is reached and execution is halted. 
Figiirc 1 shows the control flow found in forward chaining. 
The first has already been indirectly discussed. 
The second main control strategy used by inference engines is called the goal- 
driven control strategy. The terms backward-chaining and consequent-reasoning 
are also used for this method. In this method, a goal (problem) is initially posted 
(asserted) in the data base. The inference engine then takes that goal and searches 
through the rules to see which consequents match the goal. If such a rule is found, 
the antecedents of that rule are searched for in the data base. If all the antecedents 
can be satisfied, the problem is solved. However, if some antecedents are not 
satisfied, they are either posted as subgoals so that the process may continue 
recursively, or the program prompts the user via the terminal to  see if the missing 
antecedents are true or not. A t  this point, the expert system can easily explain to 
the  user why it is needing the information - it just shows the goal that is solved 
if  the antecedents in question are true. Figure 2 shows the control flow found in 
ba c h a r d  chaining . 
Expert systems have been a topic of research for two decades, but only 
Now that the wheel is turning, rercntly have actual systenis been developed. 
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ii  is gaining speed rapidly. Although previous expert system work was oriented 
twiards off-line, interactive advice, that limitation may soon change to include 
r r  a1 - t i me act i vi t. y. 
C. Description of On-Line, Real-Time Systems 
Real-time systems are systems which are guaranteed to respond within a fixed 
period of time. The value of the fixed period of time can vary greatly, depending 
( J I I  the specific system in question. For example, the term “real-time” in a water 
rwrvoir coxitroller refers to something considerably slower that what is referred 
[(I by “real-time” in a fighter aircraft navigation controller. In general, real-time 
rcfers to some type of strict time requirement that  has been placed on a particular 
>!‘5tCXTl. 
“On-line“ is a ierni v.-hic.h implies automatic and autonomous control of 
a process. 111 t he  seiise of a system controller, this means the controller is 
continuously in operation receiving status data and transmitting control signals. 
Usually, when a process is referred to as “real-time”, it is implied that the pro’cess 
is “on-line” as well, but not always. This is discussed in more detail later. 
As mentioned earlier, real-time systems are characterized by their high-speed 
execution. How fast a real-time systems needs to run depends on the particular 
application being considered. Real-time systems are generally used in control and 
diagnostic applications, with the most common of the two being control. 
A typical real- time controller consists of a small microprocessor-based system 
u-hich has a limited amount of memory. The emphasis of the controller is on high 
speed and not on sophistication of operation. A limited number of operations are 
required of the system, arid these are performed by the processor via numerical 
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manipulation, which the processor is well suited to  do. 
The typical microprocessor-based real-time controller is partitioned into 
highly modular tasks which are coordinated by a well-defined algorithm. Often, 
in an effort to increase operating speeds, a table-driven scheme is set up. The 
program code in a processor is usually able to  manipulate data  in tables more 
quickly than to repeat calculations. The code is also completely compiled, which 
gives it a faster execution speed than an equivalent interpretive system. 
.4 real-time controller is on-line because of its closed-loop configuration. A 
real-time diagnostic syste~ri, however, does not exert control on the process it 
is monitoring, arid thus is not on-line, even though it senses in real-time. This 
illustrates another feature of real-time systems - the manner in which they handle 
input/output requirements. In the typical real-time controller, the input is a set 
of sensors, and the output is a set of effectors. This is a distinguishing mark of 
most real- time sys tems. 
There are many applications in which on-line, real-time systems are being 
used. Some of these include process control, robotics, fault detection and diag- 
nosis, and signal processing. In such systems, when the complexity increases, the 
controller becomes very hard to  construct. This is due to the inherent inability 
of real-time systems to handle sophisticated decision-making requirements. Obvi- 
ously, this is an area of real-time systems technology which needs to be researched 
and developed. 
D. Comparison of Expert System and Real-Time System Characteristics 
The characteristics of expert systems and real-time systems are quite different. 
One of the most noticeable differences is execution speed. A real-time system 
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tvpicallv responds in less than a tenth of a second, whereas an expert system 
may take ten seconds or more to respond. The difference in execution speeds 
may be understood by esamining the way real-time systems and expert systems 
normally process data. Real-time systems are usually implemented on standard 
microprocessors which are designed to do fast numeric calculations. Expert 
systems, however, are usually run on computers with LISP processors which 
process data symbolically. Symbolic manipulation is inherently a slower process 
than  number crunching. 
.ho ther  characteristic which influences execution speed is the program code 
form. Program code for real-time systems is normally compiled to run on a 
microprocessor. Expert systems, on the other hand, because of their LISP basis, 
generally have program code which must be interpretted. Interpretted code 
execution is slower than compiled code execution. 
Real-time systems and expert systems are typically used for unrelated pur- 
poses. Real-time systems are normally found in controllers and diagnostics sys- 
tems, whereas expert systems have thus far been most useful as interactive ad- 
visors. Expert sys tems have also been used in diagnostics work, but only in the 
sense of receiving symptoms entered at a terminal and returning a diagnosis of the 
problem. The differences in application areas of real-time systems and expert sys- 
tems can be attributed to their individual strengths and wea.knesses. For example, 
expert systems are capable of a high level of sophistication in decision malting, 
which makes them suitable for advisory work. Real-time systems generally are not 
capable of making decisions based on complex information. However, they have 
the ability to have closcd-loop control over a process. Expert systems typically are 
not able to directly control any process. Obviously, as far as system capabilities 
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are concerned, expert systems and real-time systems are far apart. 
The physical structure of real-time systems and expert systems is also quite 
different. As mentioned earlier, real-time systems are normally implemented on 
standard microprocessors, while expert systems usually use a LISP processor. In 
addition to this, there is a great difference in the memory requirements of the two. 
Real-time systems do not need nearly as much memory as do expert systems. 
A s  a rough estimate, a typical real-time system will use 64 Kbytes of memory, 
while an expert system will use 4 Mbytes. The amount of physical space taken 
up by the two types of systems also differs considerably. A real-time system may 
require only a single board, whereas a typical expert system requires a complete 
computer system. Because of the expert system's extra computer resources, more 
highly developed system development interfaces are possible. Real-time systems 
typically have only rudimentary system development interfaces, if any at  all. In 
this sense, expert systems are easier to develop than real-time systems. 
One last physical structure which may be contrasted between real-time 
systems and expert systems is their respective input/output devices. Real-time 
systems, especially real-time controllers, generally use sensors as inputs and 
effectors as outputs. Conventional expert systems, however, use a computer 
terminal for both. 
.A summary comparison of real-time systems and expert systems is given in 
Table I. 
E. Integration of Expert Systems with Real-Time Systems 
Expert systems are known for their slow response time. This is due to the 
basic control flow of the expert system. The system must generate the conflict set 
il ', 
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TABLE I. 
Characteristics of Real-Time Systems and Expert Systems 
Typical Speed 
Processor Type 
Processiiig Method 
Program Code Form 
Typical Use 
Decision Capability 
Coiitrol Type 
Memory Required 
Physical System Size 
Development Iiiterface 
Iiiput/Output Devices 
Real-Time System 
< 10-'sec. 
microprocessor 
iiu mer ic 
compiled 
control 
low 
closed-loop 
64 Kbytes 
single board 
rudimentary 
se nsors/effectors 
Expert System 
> 1O'sec. 
Lisp processor 
~~ ~ 
symbolic . 
interpret ted 
advising 
high 
no control 
4000 Kbytes 
complete computer 
liiglily developed 
teriniiials 
.. ,.: 
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from the entire set of rules and then resolve the conflict set before any action is 
taken. Therefore, the integration of an expert system with a real-time system at 
first appears to l e  an almost impossible task. Indeed, for this operation to take 
place, some constraints must be placed on the resulting system. However, even 
with these constraints, very useful on-line, real-time expert systems are possible 
even with today’s technology. This will be demonstrated very soon. 
There is at least one trivial solution to  the problem of integrating an expert 
system with a real-time system. This trivial solution is to begin with a real-time 
system where the timing const.raints are very lax, as in the case of a water reservoir 
controller[3j. Almost any expert system technique could be used to control this 
process. While this solution is trivial. it is valid since it satisfies the definition of 
real-time by responding within a fixed period of time. 
Another solution, which is not trivial, is to  have faster computers running 
the software. This is a solution being addressed by the designers of many new 
computing systems, including the LISP and Prolog machines. Since expert systems 
are often written in LISP, a speed up in the execution of LISP would result in 
a speed up of the execution of many expert systems. The best way to speed up 
LISP is to have specialized hardware which is designed with that goal in mind. 
LISP processors and LISP machines using these processors have been designed 
and built with significant speed increases[4]. Continued development of faster 
and faster LISP processors will aid in the on-going processs of integrating expert 
systems with real-time systems. 
In special cases, the response time of an expert system may be sped up by 
translating the original computer code into a language which usually runs faster[5]. 
Sinre many expert systems are written in LISP, i t  is conceivable that translating 
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from this slow running language to a faster one, such as C, could result in a 
more compact and faster code. Another minor technique which may help in a few 
special cases is to cut down the number of rules in a knowledge base to the bare 
minimum. This could result in a faster running system. 
For most applications, the use of parallelism appears to be the best solution 
to the problem of integrating real-time systems with expert systems. In this 
techcique, a trade-off is made between space and time; the response time is 
reduced, but more space is needed. In space-restricted applications, such as on 
the space station, this may riot be the best method to use. However, in general, 
this appears to be the most promising solution. 
An architecture for a parallel inference machine has been developed by Tanaka 
of Japan[G]. This machine, known as PIE, is organized into two distinct levels. The 
top level has 64 identical subsystems, each of which contains 16 inference units. 
This makes the total number of inference units to  be 1024. Within each inference 
unit is a memory module, a unifying processor, definition memory, a fetch buffer, 
and an activity controller. Inferences are conducted in parallel within the inference 
units under the global control of a central system manager. Simulations using this 
architecture have shown cases of problem solution speeds being increased by a 
factor of as much as l i 0  over the speed of a single conventional processor. 
The concept of parallelism can be used in different ways. One potentially 
useful configuration is to have a special LISP microprocessor present to  process 
knowledge-based inferences quickly. Other conventional processors would be 
present to do standard calculations in parallel with the LISP processor, as well 
as each other. If an efficient and effective interfacing of the processors could be 
developed, this parallel scheme would be very useful[7]. 
... 
. . 
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In some problems, parallelism will not be able to  make the total computation 
time short enough to be classified as real-time. Another technique known as 
tnctaplanning may be able to help in such situations(81. Metaplanning is a strategy 
in which a separate monitor (metaplanner) overlooks the activities of the lower- 
level process controllers. The metaplanner itself must run in real-time, but the 
lower-level process controllers may be non-real-time algorithms. The metaplanner 
plans the overall operations, assigns tasks, keeps track of time, and, in general, 
manages all activity. When problems arise, it replans the operations in order to 
keep the system within the real-time constraints it has been given. 
The main techniques for integrating expert systems with real-time systems, 
then: are faster specialized hardware, metaplanning, and parallelism. Of these, a 
combination of faster specialized hardware and parallelism appears to be the best 
general solution. 
F. Examples of Real-Time Expert Systems 
By examining some of the real-time expert -systems being developed today, 
more information may be extracted on the characteristics of this type of system. 
The next several paragraphs will deal with the design concepts used by different 
groups in constructing their real- time expert systems. 
Lockheed Aircraft has designed a real-time expert system which controls the 
chemical processing and coating of aircraft parts[9]. This is one of the few on-line, 
real-time expert system designs which has actually been implemented. Lockheed’s 
esperience led- them to conclude that the real-time control process should be 
separated from the expert system by a special interface. In this setup, the real- 
time controller is composed of a network of microprocessors which are responsible 
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for controlling the mechanical hardware. The expert system part, which is 
implemented on a separate minicomputer, communicates with the network of 
microprocessors and is responsible for scheduIing the overall activities. With’ 
this arrangement, the expert system itself is not operating in real-time, but it is 
contributing to the overall operation of the system. To handle its problem of not 
being a real-time process, the expert system is designed to output a contingency 
plan when it does not have time to make a complex analysis of the system’s current 
status. 
An on-line, real-time expert system has been developed by IBM to  control 
tlic operations of a computer systern[lO]. A modified version of OPS5 was used in 
constructing the expert system. Part of the strategy used in building the system 
was to use a virtual memory computer to allow the total system to  be modularized. 
Inside the single virtual memory computer, three interconnected virtual machines 
were built. These three machines are the expert system, the display controller, and 
the communications control facility (CCF). The CCF interacts directly with the 
computer to be monitored. It translates messages from the monitored computer 
into code which can be understood by the expert system virtual machine, so that 
the expert system does not have to  bother with communications requirements. 
This allows for faster inferencing. The display control is connected to  a terminal 
for external operator control, when desired. This overall strategy is similar to 
that proposed by Lockheed in that  the real-time controller and expert system are 
separated. IBM has built and used this system successfully. Since the development 
effort was great: and the resulting system was very machine dependent, expansion 
of this idea to  other systems will probably be slow. 
The concept of adaptive trip levels is discussed by Henkind in his paper on 
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the use of real-time expert systems in medicine[ll]. In a standard intensive care 
unit (ICU) monitoring system, several sensors which measure various physiologic 
parameters are attached to the patient. When one of the sensors measures a 
reading which is outside of its preset range, it activates an alarm. In some cases, 
the preset range could be inappropriate for a particular patient. For example, 
the left ventricular filling pressure for a normal patient is 8 to 12 mm, but for a 
patient who has had ventricular hypertrophy, the appropriate range is 14 to 18 
mm. The expert system which is monitoring this condition should have a rule 
which checks for a ventricular hypertrophy condition, and adjusts the trip level 
accordirigly. This is an example of one type of adaptive trip level mechanism. The 
more general type makes adjustments according to on-going measurements. 
For proper operation, the trip level of a sensor may need to be adjusted 
according to physiological changes: as well at to changes in time. For this reason, 
Henkind has proposed an expert system scheme which has blocks of rules which 
are applicable depending on the time and physiological state. This type of system 
is not on-line in the strict sense since it only sets off an alarm, but it effectively can 
be classified as on-line in the sense that the activity is continuous. It is real-time 
since data is being processed within a given time-frame. 
More intelligence can be added to this system by having it compare readings 
from different sensors. Some serious conditions can be detected by looking at  
the values of multiple sensors, even when all the sensors are individually within 
their safety limits. This multivariate interaction has not been considered before 
in ICU monitoring systems, and is obviously an area where a real-time expert 
system would be valuable. To handle the multivariate interaction problem and 
the adaptive trip level problem, Henkind has proposed to divide his rule base into 
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(KO parts. the permanenr ruie bzse and ihe \yoib-ing rule bhse. The working rule 
base has time-dependent ruies, and the permanent rule base has non-changing 
rules. \Vhile the actiial implementation of this system is not complete, it appears 
that  when i t  is, i t  will Le a useful real-time expert system. 
-4 system has been built in England named Escort (Expert System for 
Complex Operations in Real-Time)[l2]. This system has been configured to  assist 
process operators in oil production platform control rooms. One of its main 
objectives is to keep operators from being so overloaded with system warnings that 
their performance is lowered. Escort monitors all activities and when problems 
arise, i t  displays the problems to operators in order of importance. Only the six 
most important problems are visible to operators at one time, which makes it 
easier for operators to start taking corrective action. 
Escort is implemented with LISP and Loops (an expert system building tool) 
on a Xerox 1108 LISP workstation. It responds in real-time, which in this system 
is defined to be within one second. It is on-line in the sense it is continually 
in operation sensing the status of the plant. However, it does not exert any 
active control. By monitoring the plant status, Escort is able to warn operators of 
problems, and to  even make suggestions. In the future, when Escort has stabalized 
and  proven its reasoning ability, it may be given power to automatically control 
corrective processes. 
Escort has broken its duties down into modules which are then regulated by 
a scheduler. The first module is the filter. The filter is designed to recognize 
situations which may require operator attention. The next module, the initial 
prioritizer, takes the data from the filter and attempts to arrange the plant 
problems in order of importance. This prioritization process may be rather crude 
- .  . . -  
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a t  this point since the underlying problem has not yet been determined. The 
diagnostic module then analyzes the output of the initial prioritizer in an attempt 
to determine the main problem. Instrument failures, such as open or closed circuits 
and stuck valves, as well as operator errors, are considered in the diagnostic phase. 
After this is done, final ordering is performed in the final prioritization module. 
This data is then displayed for the operator. All of the activity is controlled by 
the scheduler. 
\lrhile Escort is implemented on a single fast processor, a distributed system 
with multiple processors could potentially speed up the system even faster. 
Escort’s built-in modularity could make the transition relatively easy. Overall, 
Escort is a good example of a useful real-time diagnostic expert system. 
All of the above examples have two characteristics in common: the timing 
requirements are not very strict, and a large computational system is available on 
which to build and run the system. These factors cause the resulting system to 
look more like a conventional expert system than a conventional real-time system. 
The addition of input sensors, however, is a major development over standard 
espert systems. Apparently, very little work has been done to incorporate expert 
system technology into space-restricted applications. The only known work in this 
area will be looked at next. 
SRI International has developed a prototype real-time knowledge-based con- 
trol system which runs on a microcomputer[l3]. The name given to this system 
is Hexscon, which stands for Hybrid Expert System Controller. The goal of the 
project was to produce a framework on which controllers could be built which 
were small and fast, as well as sophisticated. Hexscon itself does not have any 
domain-specific knowledge, but rather contains an inference engine which knows 
. ... 
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how to run a knowledge base. The information that goes into the knowledge base 
is provided by experts in a particular field. Therefore, Hexscon can be used in 
many different types of real-time control problems. 
Figure 3 shows how Hexscon is organized. As the figure indicates, knowledge 
engineers communicate with experts in order to get the information needed for the 
system's knowledge base. This information is first loaded into a larger machine. 
In  order for the system to be microprocessor-based, the knowledge base is then 
compiled into space efficient code to be loaded into the microcomputer. Inside 
the microcomputer system the compiled knowledge base resides with the Hexscon 
inference engine and conventional logic. 
The conventional logic is the main guarantee that real-time response will be 
achieved. If it determines that there is not enough time to do more detailed 
thinking about how to respond, it responds in the same way a conventional real- 
time controller would. If time is available, a second level of reasoning is performed 
by the knowledge-based portion of the controller. Up to four levels of reasoning 
are possible if time permits. The three top levels of reasoning are all carried out 
by the knowledge-based portion. 
The designers of Hexscon decided to use Pascal as their implementation 
language since it compiles into a fast, compact code. Ideally, they would like 
to have a LISP machine on which to develop the original knowledge base, and 
then have this data converted to Pascal or directly into machine code. To do this, 
only a subset of LISP could be used. Future versions of the Hexscon system will 
probably incorporate this idea. 
Preliminary test results of systems using Hexscon appear good. An Intel 
8086-based system with 256 Kbytes of memory was able to respond in a time 
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range of 0.25 to 0.50 seconds. In this set up, a moderately sophisticated rule set 
\vas used which contained about 5000 rules, of which about 250 were actually used. 
This example run shows that fairly fast response times are achievable with small, 
microprocessor- based systems. 
A fairly new system on the market which claims to  be useful in real-time 
expert system applications is PICON (Process Intelligent CONtrol)[l4]. PICON 
runs on an LMI Lambda/PLUS enhanced LISP machine. This machine is 
essentially a dual processor computer in which one processor is a specialized LISP 
chip and the other is a standard 68010 microprocessor. These two processors are 
tightly coupled by a direct bus. Operations which require very fast response times 
are handled by the 68010, and operations which need more high level reasoning 
tire handled by the LISP processor. 
PICON can be arranged in a heirarchical order in two ways. First, rules may 
be arranged in a heirarchy for efficiency. Secondly, separate PICON rule sets may 
be arranged in a heirarchy so that the results of one rule set may be input to a 
higher rule set. The developers of PICON feel i t  will be a highly used system 
in the near future. Its main apparent drawback is its strong ties to a particular 
machine. 
G .  Potential Applications 
I t  is fairly easy to think of applications in which real-time expert systems 
would be valuable. -4ny system which has a need for fast response and intelligent 
decision making is a potential candidate. 
One field of research which is an obvious area where real-time expert systems 
could be used is robotics. A robot system with any capabilities will have a large 
-1. I .  
. .  
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number of sensor inputs and effector outputs which must be processed rapidly. 
This requires real-time processing ability. To handle the large amount of sensor 
da ta ,  expert system qualities also will be needed. 
Process control of complex systems is another obvious potential application 
area for real-time expert systems. Complicated signal processing problems also 
could benefit from this technology. 
Other uses which have been proposed are as an aircraft pilot assistantIl51, a 
mass spectrometer controller[l6j, a computer system debugger[l7], and a nuclear 
power plant controller(l8]. 
One especially interesting pot entia1 application being looked into at  Texas 
Akhl is a real-time expert system for monitoring and protecting power systems. 
Ideally, this system could make diagnostic checks of the state of power systems 
and take corrective actions when necessary. This type of system could be used 
in earth bound and space bound systems. Since space bound power systems will 
not be very accessible, some built-in intelligence on self-diagnostics and correction 
could make its operation more reliable and manageable. 
H. Areas of Needed Research 
As mentioned earlier, most existing real-time systems using expert system 
technology lean more towards being conventional expert systems than conventional 
real-time controllers. Usually a large computer system is available on which the 
system can be developed. In many cases this is very convenient, but there exist 
many other applications which could use real-time expert system technology if the 
total physical space requirements were reduced down closer to the size of a typical 
mjcroprocessor-based real-time system. This is precisely the case in the Space 
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Station power system where space is at  a premium. It would be absurd to ship 
up a complete, large-scale computer system to  do the controlling and diagnostics 
operations. 
Some research needs to be performed to determine how to build powerful, but 
small: real-time expert system controllers. A study should be made into which 
artificial intelligence techniques would provide the best speed results in this type 
of system. This would involve checking timing characteristics of techniques such 
as forward and backward chaining, and depth-first and breadth-first searching. 
I. Summary 
Expert systems and real-time systems in themselves are very different. How- 
ever, by combining the positive traits of both of these technologies, an extremely 
powerful new technology emerges, Countless potential applications for this new 
technology already exist! and once the technology has been refined, many more 
will be found. At present, the real-time expert systems which do exist are not as 
powerful as future systems hope to be. As parallelism techniques are developed, 
many more useful real-time expert systems should appear. Real-time expert sys- 
tems will be a major part of our technology in the near future. 
The €ollo~ving chapter takes a look at  an existing RBS shell which uses an 
efficient matching algorithm, A discussion is made of the problems which arise 
when using current RBS shells to implement real-time expert systems. Much work 
needs to  be done in this area. 
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CHAPTER I11 
CLIPS A N D  THE RETE MATCH ALGORITHM 
CLIPS is a rule-based system shell which was developed by NASA as a tool to 
allow for the easy creation of expert systems. The matching technique employed 
by CLIPS is known as the Rete match algorithm, and was developed by Charles 
Forgy at Carnegie-Mellon University. This chapter discusses some details about 
CLIPS and how the Rete match algorithm it uses operates. CLIPS and the Rete 
match algorithm are discussed here because they are progenitors of the new match 
algorithm and its implementation which are presented in Chapter 1‘. 
A.  CLIPS 
CLIPS stands for “C Language Intelligent Production System.” It is written in 
the C programming language, which is a fairly recent trend in expert system shell 
writing. In the past, LISP was used almost exclusively in writing expert system 
shells. CLIPS has several basic features which make it attractive to many users. 
These features are enumerated in the following subsection. Next, the structure of 
programs input to CLIPS is looked at. 
Basic Features: As mentioned, CLJPS is written entirely in C. The developers 
choice of doing this brought several advantages. One of the main advantages of 
the C language is its high portability. Programs written in C usually can be 
moved from one machine to another with little or no modification of the source 
code. Another advantage of programs written in C is their run time performance. 
C is closer to assembly language than most programming languages and tends to 
produce fast, compact code. These advantages of C are inherited by CLIPS. 
c-- x 
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-Another basic feature of CLIPS is its reasoning technique, which is forward- 
chaining. Forward-chaining is designed to efficiently take a set of premises or 
conditions and arrive at a conclusion by going through a series of inferences. The 
matching technique which is used in performing the forward-chaining process is 
the Rete match algorithm, which is described in detail in section B. 
CLIPS is very versatile. It can be totally embedded within another C program 
and called as a subroutine, or it can be run independently. This freedom allows 
for enhanced usefulness. Users are even capable of defining their own functions 
to be called within CLIPS. This demonstrates CLIPS notable extensibility which 
makes adding new features very easy. 
From a development point of view, CLIPS is well designed. Interactive 
development is possible for the relatively easy construction of rule sets to be run 
under CLIPS. Debugging aids have been included to  help in quickly tracking down 
problems in coding. 
For system developers, CLIPS has the added features of available source code 
The main source of documentation is the reference 
Obviously, the source code contains complete information about 
and some documentation. 
manual [ 191. 
CLIPS, but in a cryptic form. 
Input Code Structu7.e: In general, rule-based systems are made up of three 
components: rules, facts, and an inference engine. CLIPS is no exception. The 
inference engine is simply the run time portion of the rule-based system shell. 
CLIPS provides this for the user. The user, however, must supply the rules and 
facts in  order to create an expert system. Different rule-based system shells have 
varying capabilities and restrictions on how the rules and facts may be described. 
The characteristics of CLIPS rules sets will now be examined. 
I .  
' , I  
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Rule declarations have two main divisions, a left-hand side (LHS) and a right- 
had side (RHS). The LHS corresponds to the conditions of the rule, and the 
RIiS corresponds to  thc actions to be taken if the rule is fired. In CLIPS the 
LIIS contains some information in addition to the list of conditions. Each rule is 
required to have a unique name and a comment about what the rule does. Even 
though the comment may not say anything, the creation of the slot is still required, 
which strongly encourages documentatioin of rule sets. These are included in the 
LHS. 
The most important part of a rule is the set of conditions in the LHS. CLIPS 
is very flexible in what it allows in the set of conditions. Essentially every 
combination of Boolean logic is legal in setting up the individual conditions of 
a rule. For example, for a rule to be satisfied, it may be required that both of the 
first two conditions be true, and only one of the iollowing three, and not the last 
condition. Even more flexibility is achieved by the unlimited number of patterns 
possible within each individual condition. 
In CLIPS a pattern looks like a LISP list, which is a pair of parentheses 
enclosing one or more elements. Each element in CLIPS is a character string 
which represents something, usually a constant pattern, a single variable pattern, 
or a multiple variable pattern. A constant pattern element in a condition must 
rnatcli the exact same constant pattern in a fact for it to be possible for the 
condition to be satisfied. The single variable pattern in a condition is a little 
more flexible, and will match any single constant pattern in a fact, as long as the 
elements are in the same location in their lists. Multiple variable patterns are 
even more flexible than single variable patterns since they will match with zero or 
more constant patterns in a fact. Obviously, with this high level of flexibility also 
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comes a high level of complexity. hlany rule-based system shells do not allow for 
this much leeway in rule writing. 
CLlPS conditions are even more flexible than what has just been described. 
Each element in a condition may also have logical operators attached to them 
which limit the scope of possible matches. Essentially every combination of “not,” 
‘*and,” and “or” are possible. Also, predicate functions may l e  attached to 
individual elements which can perform almost any additional restrictive checks 
desired. Thereibre, conditions may be extremely general or extremely specific, 
depending on what the intended goal is. 
The salience of a rule is also stored in the LHS. Whenever a rule has all of 
its conditions satisfied by the current fact base, it will fire if its salience value 
is higher than the salience values of all other rules which have their conditions 
satisfied. This is a means of giving more relative importance to certain rules, 
which is what the human mind often does in making decisions. 
The RHS of CLIPS rules is where the actions to be taken are described. There 
are two main actions which typically take place when a rule fires. The first is the 
assertion of a new fact into the data base of facts, and the second is the retraction 
or deletion of an old fact from the fact base. Some rule-based system shells allow 
for the direct modification of an existing fact, but CLIPS does not. However, 
CLIPS is able to  accomplish the same results by simply perfornling a retraction 
and an assertion together. 
In addition to assertions and retractions, the RHS may also perform some 
type of input-output function, such as write a message to  the screen. Indeed, 
alrnost any funtion call may be made, since CLIPS allows for the insertion of 
user defined functions. Very powerful code can be generated because of this easy 
-. , 
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extensibility. 
The RHS also is capable of performing conditional execution of actions by 
providing an if-then-else statement. This certainly in not a necessity for writing 
a rule base, but at  times it makes the code more understandable. Looping is also 
possible with the while statement provide. 
-4s mentioned earlier, the user of CLIPS must provide a set of initial facts in 
addition to the set of rules. Facts are very straightforward in their declaration. 
Each fact is a list of element,s, just as in a rule condition, except fact elements 
are not allowed to be variables - they must be constant character strings. As 
a program runs, these facts are constantly retracted and asserted to signify the 
present state of the system. 
When a CLIPS program is to be run, i t  is first loaded into the system with a 
load command. Next, it is reset with the reset command, and finally it is executed 
by typing the run command. Depending on the contents of the rules and facts, 
the program will prompt the user for inputs, or else run to completion on its own. 
Other interactive commands are available to the user, such as a command which 
prints the facts presently in the fact list, and another command which shows the 
contents of the agenda. These are helpful in debugging rule sets. 
B. The Rete klatch Algorithm 
Rule-based systems cycle through three steps when they are running. These 
are select, act, and match. The selection step is known as conflict resolution 
and involves deciding which instantiation from the set of possible candidaks (the 
conflict set) should be selected to be fired next. The action step deals with 
executing the RHS of the instantiation that was selected. Typically the actions 
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cause a modification of the fact base. The final step is the matching process, 
which is concerned with matching facts with rule conditions to determine which 
rules should go into the conflict set. It is this final matching step which can 
consume more than 90%( of the total execution time, and is therefore the area that 
is considered when speedup is desired. The matching algorithm used by CLIPS 
and other rule-based systems, such as OPS5, is the Rete match algorithm. Its 
operation will be examined next. 
The Main Components: X rule-based system using the Rete match algorithm has 
four main components: the agenda, the fact list, the opnet (or pattern net or 
condition net), and the join net (or web or rule net). These four components work 
together in providing the structure needed to  execute the rule set. 
The agenda is essentially an ordered conflict set. It holds all the instantiations 
which are satisfied by the rule set but which have not yet fired. The instantiations 
are ordered according to their salience values so that the top number of the agenda 
\,,.ill be the next one to  fire. 
The fact list is a list of facts stored in the. machine which represents the 
state of the system. Facts are constantly added and deleted from the fact list 
ii5 execution of the expert system continues. The initial state of the fact list is 
determined directly by the programmer, but thc final state is determined by the 
110w of the program. 
The word “rete” means network, so i t  is logical that  the Rete match algorithm 
wec two networks. The first network used is the opnet, which is utilized during 
r u n  time to match facts from the fact list with condition patterns from the set 
of rules. The opnet is a compiled indexing structure which helps cut down on 
I!!#: nced for an exhaustive search between facts and conditions. Facts are fed 
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into the top of the opnet and compared, element by element, with the nodes of 
the opnet. Mismatches of elements cause a redirection of the matching search, 
so that unfruitful branches are not taken which would waste time. If a fact is 
able to match all the way to a terminal point in the opnet structure, a pointer is 
provided for the fact t u  know where to attach to  the join net, which is discussed 
next. -4 single fact may rnatch several different condition patterns since patterns 
are allowed to contain variables that will match zero or more elements. The actual 
flow of things should be more apparent when an example rule set is explained in 
the next. section. 
The join net mentioned above is used by the Rete match algorithm to perform 
intercondition consistency checking of variable bindings. This is in contrast to the 
opnet, which does intracondition consistency checking. In the join net, all the 
conditions of a rule are checked to see if they have consistent variable bindings. 
Each condition may be satisfied by a fact in the fact list, but if a common variable 
name is bound to different elements, the rule is not yet an instantiation. 
The join net contains a set of nodes, each with a right-hand side (RHS) and 
a left-hand side (LHS). The RHS of a node is used to hold information about 
facts which satisfy the particular condition represented by the node. This is the 
location pointed to by the opnet when a fact is successfully fed through the opnet. 
The LHS of a node is used to  lioid the set of variable bindings which is consistent 
up to that point. Variable binding information stored on the LHS is compared 
with the binding information on the RHS to determine if any combinations for a 
consistent set exist. All consistent sets of variable bindings are sent up to the LRS 
of the next higher node. The comparison process continues as long as new legal 
combinations are found. Whenever a set of variable bindings is to  be passed up 
.I. 
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past the last node of the rule, that  indicates an instantiation has been found. The 
set of variable bindings is then used to  create a new member of the agenda. To 
dctermine the location of the new member in the agenda, the associated salience 
d u e  is used. 
When a fact is to  be retracted, all variable binding sets in the join net which 
use the fact must be located. Facts in the fact list keep pointers to where they are 
being used in the join net to make this operation more efficient. The fact to be 
retracted is first traced to the RHS of a node in the join net. Next, a comparison 
is made between the fact and the RITS of the node to see of it has been pushed up 
10 the nest join. If it has not, no more action needs to take place, but if i t  has, the 
same type of process must be done up the join list as far as possible. All variable 
Linding sets using the fact to be retracted need to be excised. If an instantiation 
l i s t s  t he  fact, it needs to be taken out of the agenda since it can no  longer legally 
fire. The example given in the next section should explain the details of the Rete 
match algorithm more clearly. 
C. A n  Example of CLIPS Execution 
Figure 4 shows the source code of a small CLIPS program which represents 
a problem in which blocks on a table are moved around, one at a time, to achieve 
some specified goal. In this case, the goal is t o  end up with block B on top of 
block D. Figure 5 shows graphically the initial set up of the system and the fact 
list which describes this state. 
This rule base has three rules which are used to manipulate the fact list until 
the goal is satisfied. The first rule, move-block-from-table-to-goal, is activated 
when a single mo\ve of a block from the table to  the specified goal state can be 
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(deffacts initial-facts 
(on A B) 
(on B E) 
(on C D) 
(on nil A )  
( o n  nil C )  
(ontable E) 
(ontable D) 
(goal B on-top-of D)) 
(defrule move-block-from-table-to-goal *. 
(declare (salience 100)) 
?clause-1 1 -  (goal ?block-1 on-top-of ?block-2) 
?clause-2 3 -  (ontable ?block-1) 
(on nil ?block-1) 
?clause-4 s -  (on nil ?block-2) 
(assert (on ?block-1 ?block-2)) 
(ietract ?clause-1 ?clause-2 ?clause-4) 
(printout ?block-1 " moved on top of " ?block-2 * . .  crlf)) 
I ,  
(defrule move-block-from-block-to-goal .. 
(declare (salience 100)) 
?clause-1 ' -  (goal ?block-1 on-top-of ?block-2) 
?clause-2 1 -  ( o n  ?block-1 ?block-3) 
(on nil ?block-1) 
?clause-4 ' -  (on nil ?block-2) 
(assert (on ?block-1 ?block-2)). 
(assert (on nil ?block-3)) 
(retract 'clause-1 ?clause-:! ?clause-4) 
(printout ?block-1 " moved cn top of " ?block-2 *. .  crlf)) 
( de f rule move-block-t 0- table " " 
(declare (salience -100)) 
(goal ?block-x on-top-of ?block-y) 
(on nil ?block-1) 
?clause-3 1 -  (on ?block-1 ?block-2) 
(assert (ontable ?block-1)) 
(assert (on nil ?block-2)) 
(retract ?clause-3) 
(printout ?block-1 " moved on top of table." crlf)) 
Fig.4 Example CLIPS Code 
FACT LIST 
1- (ON A B) 
2- (ON B E) 
3- (ON C D) 
4- (ON NIL A) 
5- (ON NIL C) 
6- (ONTABLE E) 
7- (ONTABLE D) 
8- (GOAL B ON-TOP-OF D) 
f / 
TABLE 
Fig.5 Depiction of CLIPS Example 
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legally made. This rule has four conditions which must be satisfied in order for 
the associated actions to fire. 
The second rule, move-block-from-block-to-goal, is similar to  the first rule, 
escrpt it is activated when a block, which is presently on another block, can be 
moved to achieve the desired goal. This rule also has four conditions. The salience 
values of the first two rules are high because their actions indicate the goal has 
heen reached. Further action will not be necessary after either one of them has 
fired. 
hlost of the real work is done by the third rule, move-block-to-table. This 
rule has a low salience since it should be performed only when nothing else can 
Le done. It is used to move a block off of a stack of blocks onto the table. 
Figure 6 shows the opnet generated by CLlPS to be used in the Rete match 
algorithm. I t  is used to efficiently match facts with rule conditions. In order to 
create the opnet, CLIPS takes all the conditions from all the rules and checks them 
to find similarities between them. For example, the condition (on nil ?block-2) 
from the first rule starts out the same as the condition (on ?block-1 ?block-2) of the 
second rule. The opnet uses this observation to create a network which matches 
the element “on” a t  the same location for both conditions, but will then branch 
o r  i n  matching the rest of the elements. This can be seen toward the bottom of 
figure 6. This indexing scheme helps cut down on the search space when matching 
i3 being performed. 
, 
When a fact matches all the way through the opnet, it is then pointed over to  
the join net. For example, the first fact, (on a b), goes through the opnet and gets 
directed to the join net by the 45-degree angle pointer at  the bottom right corner 
of figure 6. This pointer points to two places in the join net as seen in figure 7. 
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Fig.7 Example Join Net 
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The opnet pointers always point to the RHS of the nodes in the join net since 
they represent intracondition consistency. For example, the first fact is stored in 
the second condition of rule 2 and the third condition of rule 3. By looking at  the 
source code in figure 4, this makes sense. The nodes (square boxes) listed in the 
join net are in reverse order compared to the source code listing of the conditions. 
By taking all the initial facts and going through the opnet, their correct locations 
in the join net may be determined. The numbers on the RHS of the nodes in figure 
7 show the number of the facts which match the associated condition patterns. 
Looking at  figure i ,  i t  is seen that the bottom nodes of each rule are different 
in that they do not have a KHS. This is because these nodes represent the first 
condition of their respective rules and do not have any previous conditions to  
compare variable bindings with. The numbers on the LHS of these nodes represent 
facts which match these conditions. The LHS of the nodes directly above the 
bottom nodes contain the same facts as the bottom nodes, except when the bottom 
node uses negative logic. Negative logic is used to mean that there must not be 
any fact which matches the condition for the condition to be true. 
In general, however, the LHS is used to hold the lists of consistent variable 
bindings of all the nodes below the present node. For example, in rule 3 of figure 
7 :  the LHS of the top node shows two list, (4 8) and ( 5  8). This means that the 
facts corresponding to these numbers make the first two conditions true. The next 
step is to see if either one of these lists is consistent at  the top node with any one 
of facts 1 through 5. In this case, there are two such cases which are consistent: 
(1 4 8) and (3 5 8). Since these two lists of facts satisfy the conditions of rule 3, 
they are sent to be put on the agenda for firing at  a later time. 
\\Then z rule fires, i t  typically modifies the fact list. In the Rete match 
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algorithm, when a new fact is asserted, it is added to  the fact list and then 
immediately goes through the opnet to find its place in the join net. When the 
proper location in the join net is found, it attaches to the RHS and straightway 
compares itself with the lists of variable bindings on the LHS. If a new list of 
consistent variable bindings is found, it is shipped up to the LHS of the next 
higher node. At this point, the new list compares itself with the facts on the 
RHS of the node. If new consistent variable bindings are found, they are similarly 
shipped up to the LHS of the next higher node. This continues as far as possible. 
In  some cases, the agenda may even be reached with new members. 
Retraction in the Rete match algorithm is similar to assertion, except the 
chaining process described looks for places the fact was used and deletes those 
variable binding lists. Members of the agenda may also end up being deleted. 
The process of going all the way through the networks to  delete lists which use 
excised facts would normally be very expensive, but since on the average not many 
facts are retracted in a production cycle, the total cost is usually acceptable. In 
cases where several facts are to be retracted each cycle, the cost may become 
excessive. 
On each cycle, the list of facts typically changes, which causes a change in 
the agenda. The top member of the agenda is fired after all modifications to  the 
fdct list performed by the last rule firing are finished. This cycle continues until 
I I O  more members are left on the agenda, which should indicate the desired goal 
has been reached. 
I). Summary 
The Rete match algorithm is a normally efficient technique for matching a 
I 
, I  
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large set of constant objects with a large set of patterns(201. There are some 
restrictions on the effective use of this match algorithm, however. First, the 
patterns used must be compilat~le, which means they must be in a form which 
makes it possible for an opnet and joiri net to be constructed. Secondly, the 
objects (or facts) must be constant. Finally, 
the set of objects should change relatively slowly. This is due to  the way the 
algorithm stores partial matches between cycles. In monitoring problems, the fact 
list changes rapidly, so another matching algorithm should be found for dealing 
with that type of application. 
They cannot contain variables. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PARALLEL PR.0 CESSIN G 
Parallel processing is a research area which is currently receiving much 
kterest. Specialized computers are being created which can be utilized in 
many types of problems to achieve significant speed increases over conventional 
uniprocessor computers. This chapter will discuss some of the techniques used 
in programming these specialized multiprocessor machines. Also, the different 
architectures used in designing these computers will be looked at .  A closer look at 
the shared memory architecture will l e  taken by examining a particular machine 
with this type of architecture, the Sequent Balance 8000. 
A .  Parallel Programming Techniques 
Eficiently programming a multiple processor machine is much more complex 
than programming a single processor machine. Many more options are available, as 
well as potential hazards. Care must be taken in coordinating the activities of the 
individual processors, or else unpredictable results may be obtained. This section 
looks at some techniques which may be employed in effectively programming 
parallel applications. General concepts and basic methods are discussed. 
General Concepts: Parallel programs may be catagorized according to several 
characteristics. Perha.ps the most important characteristic is communication, 
which is the passing of information between processes. If an excessive amount 
of time is needed for communication, the efficiency of the implementation will 
drop drastically since little time will be left for computing[21]. 
Three factors affect communication in parallel programs. First, how much 
Large messages take a long time to  transmit. information is being passed? 
. 
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Secondly, how often are the messages sent? Frequent communication requires a lot 
of overhead. Finally, what is the topology of the interconnection network which is 
ileing used to transmit the messages? If the physical layout of the processors and 
interconnection network does not match the logical layout of the parallel programs, 
messages may need to be routed through several processors before reaching their 
intended destinations. This could lead to a significant drop in performance. 
Parallel programs may also be catagorized by the granularity of the units 
of computation which are performed in parallel. Granularity refers to the 
rc4ative size of the code segments which are executed before synchronization is 
required. A course grained implementation contains code segments which are 
long, and a fine grained implementation contains code segments which are short. 
Obviously, granularity is inversely proportional to  the frequency of communication. 
Fine grained implementations pay a penalty for requiring a high frequency of 
communication. 
Another important characteristic of parallel programs is the amount of 
If an implementation must run 10 inherently serial code which must be run. 
percent of its code sequentially, then no matter how many processors are available, 
or how efficiently they may be used, the speedup possible is no more than a factor 
of ten. This is because even if zero time were needed for the parallel portion of the 
algorithm, 10 percent of the time would still run sequentially. Some algorithms 
are simply not adaptable for efficient implementation on a parallel computer. 
-4s mentioned, parallel programs have some inherent complexities not found 
in serial programs. One complexity is data consistency. In some parallel programs, 
different processors may have access to a single shared variable. Extra care must 
be taken when reading and writing this type of variable from memory. Locking 
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mechanisms are typically used so that two processors will not clash in storing 
and accessing a shared memory segment. If two processors could write the same 
variable at  the same time, chaos would result. 
Process synchronization is another consideration which must be made. Often 
one running process will need another running process to be at  a certain point 
in its execution for correct operation to occur. In these situations, events and 
barriers are set up. Events are used to tell a process to wait until another process 
bays to continue. Bnrriers are used to synchronize a set of processes to a certain 
point in their code. Processes wait at  the barrier point until a specified number 
of other processes arrive at that point. Regular execution then proceeds at  that 
h e .  IJsing these techniques helps keep the overall operation from becoming 
uncontroiled. 
There are two main kinds of parallel programming: multiprogramming and 
multitasking. Multiprogramming is a technique in which unrelated programs are 
executed concurrently. This type of operation is typically handled by the operating 
system and is not of much concern to application programmers. However, multi- 
tasking is of extreme importance to programmers who could benefit from having 
several processors running simultaneously on a single application. The two main 
branches of multitasking are called function partitioning and data partitioning. 
These two technjques will l e  discussed in the following two subsections. The dis- 
cussions offered have a slight tendency to be oriented towards the shared memory 
architecture since this is the type of architecture which was used in implementing 
the parallelized match algorithm(221. 
Function Partitioning: Function partitioning, also known as heterogeneous mul- 
titasking, is a parallel programming method employed when the algorithm to be 
--. 
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implemented is so structured as to lend itself t o  having different tasks executing 
in parallel. In this arrangement, the complete data  set is available to  all of the 
processes being executed, but each process does something different with the data. 
Each process is unique and can be thought of as a specialized program function 
which has a specific .job to do. 
Obviously, trying to coordinate and organize a group of unique processes 
to work together in such a way as to create an efficient implementation of an 
algorithm is a very arduous task. Indeed, function partitioning is typically 
utilized only when no possible way of using data  partitioning can be found. Data 
partitioning is described in the next subsection. 
There are, however, cases where function partitioning fits quite naturally. 
For example, a process control program typically contains a ho.st of independent 
functions, all of which look at a set of sensor parameters. Function partitioning 
could potentially be used to assign different process control functions to different 
processors so that  all of the functions could be performed in parallel. Another 
example which seems to fit the function partitioning mode is program compilation. 
In this case, various passes through the source code could be performed in parallel. 
Each pass would perform a different function in compiling the code. Alternatively, 
separate modules of the source code could be compiled concurrently and linked 
tugcther when all are finished. However, this would actually be a better example 
of data partitioning than function partitioning. 
There are two basic techniques for doing function partitioning: the fork- 
jnin technique and the pipeline technique. The fork-join technique is the more 
straightforward of the two and requires that each of the main functions be 
independent of each other. The results of a function are not needed by any 
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other function which is executing in parallel. In this technique, processes which 
correspond to the different functions are initially created. Next, each task is 
assigned to a process and begins running. M'hen a process finishes executing, it 
waits for the rest to finish before continuing on into the serial code. 
The pipeline technique is quite different. As its name implies, processors are 
logically arranged in a sequential fashion so that data may be sent through the 
pipeline. Each processor performs a unique function and when finished, passes 
the results on to the next processor in line. Once the pipeline has been filled, all 
the processors are working simultaneously on their own special jobs, much like the 
way i t  is done in a factory assembly line. 
Data Partioning: The second main multitasking programming method is data 
partjtioning, also called homogeneous multitasking. This method is essentially 
just the opposite of function partitioning, since in this case the processes are 
not unique, but rather they are all identical. Also, the way the data is handled 
is different. In function partitioning, each process uses all of the data, but in 
data partitioning, each process is assigned only a portion of the total data set. 
In general, data partitioning is more efficient and easier to use than function 
partitioning. However, it is not always possible to fit the algorithm to  be 
iiiiplemented into the data partitioning method. 
The classic example of where data partitioning is useful is matrix multiplica- 
tion. In matrix multiplication, rows of the first matrix are multiplied by columns 
of the second matrix. The exact same operation is repeated n times, where n is 
determined by the size of the matrices. By assigning different processors the exact 
same multiplication code to execute, but on different rows and columns, the time 
Iwded to perform the rnatrix multiplication can be drastically reduced. 
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Just as there are two basic ways of using function partitioning, there are 
also two basic ways of using data partitioning. These two way correspond to the 
manner in which execution of a parallel program is scheduled. The two general 
scheduling techniques are known as static scheduling and dynamic scheduling. 
Static scheduling is used when it is known that the computation time needed 
for each process is approximately equal. In this arrangement, data segments are 
assigned to processors before execution begins. Since each process will take about 
the same amount of time, processors will not have to  wait too long for other 
processors to  finish their part of the work. This method has the advantage of 
not requiring any communication between the processes. Communication is a 
major cause of parallel program inefficiency. The matrix multiplication example 
mentioned earlier would fit well into the static scheduling technique since it is 
known that each row-column multiplication takes approximately the same amount 
of time. 
If the length of time for each process in a set of processes to be executed 
varies significantly, then static scheduling becomes inefficient; processors spend 
too much time waiting for others to finish. In this situation, dynamic scheduling 
may be more suitable. In dynamic scheduling, the set of processes which need 
to be executed are put in a task queue and fed out one at  a time to available 
processors. When a processor finishes a process, it goes back to the task queue 
and is assigned a new job to do. This continues until the total job is done. Before 
execution begins, it is not known precisely which processor will be working on 
which subtask, so pre-execution assignment cannot be made. Jobs are assigned 
dynamically. 
Dynamic scheduling has the positive characteristic of keeping all of the 
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processors busy, which tends to increase the overall efficiency. This is known as 
load balancing. However, a price is paid to  achieve this constant activity, and that 
ii communication costs. Dynamic scheduling requires communication between the 
processes in order to  keep the overall execution ordered. Static scheduling creates 
no communication overhead. The application to  be implemented dictates which 
trade-off to make. The parallelized match algorithm discussed in Chapter V makes 
use of dynamic scheduling. 
11. Parallel hlachine Architectures 
Currently there are two main architectures used in designing computers: 
the distributed memory message passing (DMMP) architecture and the shared 
memory architecturel23-261. These two basic architectures are differentiated by 
thc  manner in which they interconnect the processors present. The following two 
xbsections discuss these two parallel computer architectures. 
Distributed Memory Adessage Passing .4rchilecture: The DhlMP architecture, also 
known as the multicomputer architecture, is characterized by the presence of direct 
comniunications links between processors. Every processor is not directly linked 
to every other processor, typically, but there do exist sufficient links to allow 
for messages to be routed Letween a11 processors. There is an obvious trade-off 
Letween the cost of including extra communications links and the time needed to 
send a message from one processor to another. The more links present, the lower 
the transfer time of a message. 
.inother cheracteristic of the DMMP architecture is the way system memory 
i b  organized. In this architecture, each processor contains its own local memory 
I e n k  and no global sharcid memory location exists. For some applications, this 
< '. 
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structure works well, but in many cases programming this type of computer can be 
extreme11 awkward. Applications which are well suited for programming on this 
architecture include many simulation problems, such as heat diffusion and solid 
st  ress simulations. DifTerent processors may be assigned to represent different 
physical locations of the object being simulated. The message passing capabilities 
naturally handles the boundary condition requirements. 
Figure 8 shows an example of a DMMP architecture. This figure represents 
a three dimensional hypercube network which contains eight processors. The 
system memory is not shown, but physicaIly resides in individual segments with 
each processor. Hypercubes are currently very popular in the parallel computing 
\:.orld. They consist of 2" processors, each of which is connected to  n other 
processors. The longest distance between two arbitrary processors is n links. 
In the esample hypercube in figure 8, each of the eight processors can directly 
communicate with three other processors, and the maximum distance which has 
to be traveled between any two processors is three. 
Shared h!femoTy Architecture: The shared memory architecture, also kno'wn as the 
multiprocessor architecture, is characterized by the lack of direct communication 
links between the processors. Communication is achieved by using a single shared 
memory to which all processors are connected. The complexity of this architecture 
cnrnes in designing the interconnection network used to connect the processors and 
the shared memory. 
One extreme possibility of an interconnection network for the shared memory 
architecture is the crossbar. This type of network connects all processors to all 
memories simultaneously. Obviously, there would be no bus contention with this 
ietup, but for most systems of zny size, the cost would be prohibitive. 
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The other extreme possibility of an interconnection network for the shared 
memory architecture is the single shared bus. This network will not allow more 
than one processor at a time to access memory, which severely limits the number 
of processors which niay be used. If a large number of processors are connected 
to a single shared bus, most of them will spend a large percentage of their time 
just waiting to access the bus. Obviously, this would be wasteful. Single shared 
bus networks are, however: relatively inexpensive to  implement. Figure 9 shows a 
shared memory architecture which uses a single shared bus. 
The two estremes of parallel computer architectures are the DMMP and the 
shared memory architectures. In the real world, some systems have been designed 
which are hybrids of these two extremes. For example, the Sequent Balance 8000 
is classified as a shared memeory machine, but in actuality each processor contains 
a small amount of local memory. Because of this, the Balance 8000 is not a true 
shred memory machine, but for all practical purposes it is close enough from the 
programmers point of riem. 
C. The Sequent Balance 8000 
The Sequent Balance 8000 is an example of a shared memory parallel 
computer which uses a single shared bus. It is versatile in that it may be used 
for dedicated parallel applications, as well as in a general purpose, multiuser 
cnvironment. Since is release in 1984, the Sequent Balance 8000 has enjoyed 
rclatively good commercial siiccess. This section will look at the architecture and 
components of the Balance 8000!27]. An overall view of the structure of this 
rriachine may be seen in figure 10. 
lia!oncc 6'000 Bus: The heart of the Sequent Balance 8000 is its single shared bus, 
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called the SBSOOO. It is 32 bits wide and is used to connect the CPUs, memory, 
and I /O devices. Its simple structure eases the process of adding and removing 
components. More processors and memory may be added with minimal difficulty. 
Data packets of 1, 2, 3,  4, and 8 bytes may be sent across the SB8000, which 
has a bandwidth of 40 h*Ibytes per second and a sustained data  transfer rate of 
2 6 . i  hlbytes per second. This tr.ansfer rate is fairly high, but there are other 
machines with higher rates, such as the FX/8, produced by Alliant Computer 
Systems Corporation, which has a bandwidth of 188 Mbytes. 
Processor Boards: The Balance 8000 contains between two and twelve National 
Semiconductor 32032 CPUs which are packaged two to a board. These chips run 
d l  10 MHz. Recently, Intel 80386 boards have become available which make the 
machine run five or six times faster, but at a fairly high financial cost. The system 
used to run the parallelized match algorithm contains ten 32032 CPUs. 
Each processor in the Balance 8000 has some added specialized hardware to 
make operations more efficient. The 8 Kbytes of cache memory available to each 
processor helps reduce bus contention, even though bus contention is still often a 
problem. Each processor also has another 8 Rbytes of local memory, as well as a 
floating point unit, and a memory management unit. 
.lltmory Alfodules: l i p  to 28 hIbytCS of physical memory may be used on the 
Balance 8000. This memory is located in up to  four separate modules. Each of 
these memory modules contains 2 Mbytes of RAM used by the memory controller 
and  an optional 2 to ti Mbytes of extra memory. The reason the maximum total 
availalle is not 32 Mbytes is because one Mbyte of memory is reserved for use by 
up to four MULTIBUS adaptor boards. 
Memory response time for a read request is 300 ns. By using the pipeline 
:. 
- .. 
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capabilities of the system, better performance than this may be achieved. Each 
process that is running has a limit of 16 Mbytes of virutal memory. This is 
obviously enough for most applications, but does present a problem for some very 
large programs since this limit is unchangeable. 
Other Balance Components: The Sequent Balance 8000 also contains other 
components in its architecture. The System Link and Interrupt Controller (SLIC) 
is a single bit data path used for low level communications between system 
components. This bus is located within the SB8000. 
Another Balance 8000 component is the Small Computer Systems Interface 
[SCSI) bus. This bus supports high volume, high speed data transfer between 
peripherals and memory. The SCSI is connected to  the SB8000 through the 
SCSI/Ethernet/Diagnostics (SCED) board. The SCED also connects the Ethernet 
to the system, as well as provides a link for the system console. 
As mentioned, up to four MULTIBUS adaptor boards may be used to  connect 
Devices that may be attached include tape drives, printers, 
Essentially any RS232-C compatible device may be 
external devices. 
disk units, and terminals. 
connected through the MULTIBUS. 
D. Summary 
Parallel processing techniques and machines are currently very hot research 
topics. As more advanced parallel machines are designed and built, and as more 
sophisticated parallel programming techniques are discovered, problems which 
previously could not be handled with uniprocessor machines will be solved. One 
area being helped by parallel processing techniques is rule-based system shells. 
The  following chapter looks at a particular rule-based system shell which does 
sc 
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c iiiost of its matching in parallel. Significant speedups are achieved by dividing the 
work among the available processors. In this example, parallel processing is very 
? valuable. 
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CHAPTER. V 
A PARALLELIZED MATCH ALGORITHM FOR 
USE IN A RULE-BASED SYSTEM SHELL 
Two research topics which are currently receiving much interest are expert 
systems and parallel computing. Until recently, these two areas were fairly 
independent. This chapter discusses an attempt which was made to merge 
these research topics. A match algorithm which was designed for effective use 
O:I a true parallel machine and for rapidly changing match objects is described. 
The implementation details which were involved in incorporating this parallelized 
match algorithm into a rule-based system shell are also presented. The name given 
to the  parallelized rule-based system shell is PMCLIPS. Test results of PMCLIPS 
are given which demonstrate the effectiveness of the parallelized algorithm in 
monitoring applications. 
A .  Background Information 
Rule-based systems (RBS) have been used successfully in many applications, 
most noteably as interactive advisory systems. One area in which RBSs have not 
been utilized very successfully is in on-line monitoring problems. In applications 
v;hich have the property of a rapidly changing fact base, such as in the monitoring 
problem, most RBSs slow down drastically. The reason for this can be traced 
back to the assumptions mad,e when the matching algorithms for the RBSs were 
designed. Most matching algorithms used in RBSs assume the list of objects to be 
matched on each cycle will stay fairly constant. This assumption is true for most of 
the common problems handled by RBSs (i.e. interactive advisors). However, this 
assumption fails for monitoring applications. Even the most advanced matching 
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algorithms used in RBS shells, such as the Rete match algorithm, suffer from 
performance loss in monitoring type problems. This is usually caused from an 
uririecessary storage of data. 
Besides not performing well in monitoring type problems, the Rete match 
algorithm has another inherent limitation in that it is serial in nature. As described 
in Chapter 111: the Rete match algorithm is not well suited for implementation 
un a true parallel computer. As a result, the potential speed increase of a 
parallel implementation is not available to  the Rete match algorithm as it stands. 
Considering these limitations, it is obvious that the Rete match algorithm needs to  
Le significantlr redesigned in order for it to be effective in a RBS shell designed to 
liaridle monitoring problems in a parallel fashion. The following section discusses 
such a parallelized match algorithm. 
11. P h l X ,  a Parallelized h3atch Algorithm 
This section describes a paralleiized match algorithm called PM.4 which was 
designed to allow the RBS shell it is used in, PMCLIPS, to operate in a parallel 
fashion. P14-4’~ design was influenced by the Rete match algorithm, and some 
of the internal data holding structures of the two algorithms are very similar. 
IIrwever, the flow of data through these structures differs greatly, as will be 
demonstrated. 
FlowgTaph  Description: Figure 11 shows a flowgraph which describes at a fairly 
Iiigh level how Ph.1.4 works. -4s mentioned in Chapter 111, RBSs cycle through 
three steps: “select,” “act,“ and “match.” The flowgraph in figure 11 includes 
the “select” and “act” descriptions in addition to  the “match” description since 
thcse directly affect the “match” actions handled by PMA. The most important 
I -  
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I FINISH COMPUTING ON ALL ASSIGNED PROCESSORS. 1 
TRAVERSE THE JOIN NET TO FIND THE MOST IMPORTANT 
RULE WHICH HAS AN INSTANTIATION. 
FOUND 
EXECUTE THE RHS OF THE FOUND INSTANTIATION. 
ASSERT AND RETRACT FACTS AS DIRECTED. 
c 
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FOR RETRACTS, JUST DELETE THE FACT FROM THE FACT 
LIST. 
CLEAR THE JOIN NET OF ALL PARTIAL MATCHES. 
DO THIS IN PARALLEL BY ASSIGNING EACH RULE 
TO A FREE PROCESSOR. 
Fig.11 Continued 
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step from a performance point of view is the match step, since this is where the 
najority of the run time is spent. The description given of PMA overlaps the 
ciiscussion of PAICLIPS which is provided later, since the two are so extensively 
inter t \vi ned . 
PAL4 expects two inputs: a list of constant objects (a fact list) and sets of 
patterns (conditions). Ph4-4’~ job is to continually match all the constant objects 
\vith the sets of patterns as the constant objects are changed. PMA itself does not 
change the list of constant objects - this is performed by the act step of the RBS 
cycle. However, PhlA’s actions help the act step know what changes to make. 
The first task performed by PA4A is the creation of an internal software 
structure to hold the initial constant object list which is provided to PM.4. 
This object list will change through time with elements being added and deleted 
according to the act step of the RBS cycle. A simple linked list works well for 
storing the object list. 
Next, PAL4 takes the provided sets of patterns to create an opnet (condition 
net). In a RBS, the sets of patterns correspond to the condition sets of rules. 
Separate groups of patterns are provided to PMA,  which are used to build the 
opnet, as well as the join net described later. The opnet is designed to make 
the process of matching individual constant objects with a set of patterns more 
eficien t . 
Patterns may contain variable elements which match zero or more elements 
inside a single constant object, as in the Rete match algorithm described in 
Chapter 111. Because of this flexibility, the matching process may mushroom if 
excessively general patterns are to be matched. Figure G shows an example opnet. 
Its physical structure is the same as that used in the Rete match algorithm, but 
I 
i 
h o w  and when i t  is used differs in Ph4A from the Rete match algorithm. 
The opnet is basically a compiled indexing structure which is helpful in 
reducing the amount of searching which is required in matching constant objects 
with variable patterns. Objects are inserted at  the head of the opnet structure and 
compared, element by element, with the nodes of the opnet. When a mismatch 
is found. a redirection in the search is made to  effectively cut off branches which 
are unfruitful. Whenever a complete successful match is found between an object 
and pattern, the opnet provides a pointer over to the join net so that the match 
I 
1 
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information can be temporarily stored. It is possibie for a single object to 
match several different patterns since variable elements are allowed within pattern 
descriptions. How PM-4 uses the opnet is shown later. 
The next step taken by PMA is to build the join net from the set of patterns 
i t  is given. The join net used by P M A  is similar to the join net used by the 
Rete match algorithm, but the flow of data is quite different. Figure 12 shows 
an example join net which is the P M A  version of figure 7. The example CLIPS 
program of Chapter 111 would generate a P M A  join net which looks like figure 12. 
Figure 4 gives the source code of the example program. 
The join net is used to hold matching information between individual objects 
and patterns. It is also utilized in making sure that variable bindings within a set 
of patterns (i.e. conditions in a rule) are consist.ent. That is, only one constant 
clenient may be bound to a specific variable name. The set of patterns is satisfied 
only i i  all patterns match an object in the list of objects, and if only one constant 
element is bound to each pattern variable. 
The join net in figure 12 depicts a set of nodes (squares) which represent 
individual patterns from a group of patterns. The right-hand side (RHS) of a 
1 
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node holds information about matches between objects and the particular pattern 
represented by the node. This location is pointed to by the opnet when a successful 
match is made when going through the opnet. The left-hand side (LHS) of a 
node is used to hold the set of variable bindings which are consistent up to that 
point. Variable binding information on the LHS and RHS are compared to  see 
i f  a consistent set can be created. If one can be, it is sent up to the next node. 
\\'hen and how this is done is a key difference between PMA and the Rete match 
algorithm. Whenever a set of consistent variable bindings reaches the last (top) 
node in a set of patterns, then that set is said to  be satisfied and an instantiation 
exists. The flow followed by PMA mill soon be expounded further. 
After the list of objects, the opnet, and the join net are created, PMA 
then drives all the constant objects through the opnet to  find which patterns 
are matched. As mentioned, all match information is stored on the RHS of the 
join net nodes pointed to by the opnet. PMA is more efficient than the Rete match 
algorithm in performing this operation because it is able to feed constant objects 
through the opnet in parallel. The Rete match algorithm can only compare one 
object at  a time, and when it does, it continues on with that one object taking 
i t  as far as possible in trying to find new instantiations. That  is, the Rete match 
algorithm does not drive all objects to  the RHS of the join net at  once as PMA 
does. This is due.to the basic difference in the data flow of the two algorithms. 
The Rete match algorithm is designed for efficient use on iz uniprocessor machine 
and is unable to take advantage of multiple processors as PMA is. 
Pkf A performs this first phase of parallel operation by using dynamic schedul- 
ing discussed in Chapter 11'. Each individual constant object is assigned to a pro- 
cessor whenever one becomes available. When a processor receives an object to 
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drive through the opnet, it does so, and when it finishes it returns to be assigned 
a new object to push through. Different objects will in general take different 
amounts of time to push through the opnet, so by using dynamic scheduling, 
processors will not be waiting around idle. All the processors will stay busy. 
When PMA finishes pushing all the constant objects to the RHS of the join 
iiet nodes in parallel: it then goes on to the second phase of parallel operation. 
This phase employs dynamic scheduling as does the first parallel operation. In 
this step, free processors zrc continually assigned to  sets of patterns until no more 
sets of patterns are left to Le processed, or until a new instantiation has been 
found. Sets of patterns with higher importance (salience) are processed first. 
\\‘hen a processor receives a set of patterns to work on, it begins operation 
tq looking at  the bottom node which corresponds to the first pattern in the set 
dpatterns.  If this node has no variable bindings attached to it, then no more 
processing may be done and the processor is finished with that set of patterns. 
If: however, at least one set of variable bindings exists, then one is extracted 
and moved up to the LHS of the next node up on the list of nodes. At this 
point, consistency checking is performed between the variable bindings on the 
LHS and RHS of that node to see if a new consistent set of variable bindings may 
be constructed. If so, then they are shipped up to the next node for a similar 
operation to be performed. This process continues until the top node is reached, 
nhich means an instantiation has been found, or until no new set of consistent 
variable bindings can be generated for shipping up to the next node. 
If an instantiation is discovered, then a special check is made to determine 
what to do next. PM-4 contains a structure which holds history information about 
the last n instantiations which were used to change the list of objects. The value 
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of 11 is variable and is set by the user to any desired value. If the newly discovered 
instantiation is identical to one of the instantiations in the history structure, then 
the new instantiation is ignored and not used. Processing continues until another 
instantiation is found which is new, or until all of the variable binding sets a t  
the bottom node are exhausted. The history feature is useful in guarding against 
undesired looping errors during run time operation. 
If the discovered instantiation has not been used during the last n cycles, then 
i t  is stored. At  this point, the processor is finished working on the set of patterns. 
Since only instantiations of lower importance could possibly be found in the rest 
of the sets of patterns, no more processors are assigned to process these sets of 
patterns. This observation saves a lot of processing time in general. 
Whenever a new instantiation is not discovered, control goes back to the 
bottom node so that the process can start over with a new set of variable bindings 
which are attached to the node. If no more variable bindings exist, the processor 
is finished working on that set of patterns and returns to  the main process to be 
reassigned to a new set of patterns. If another processor working in parallel has 
already found an instantiation, then the free processor will not be assigned a new 
sct of patterns to work on. 
The dynamic scheduling employed allows several sets of patterns to be checked 
for instantiations concurrently. One special consideration which must be insured 
is that whenever a processor is assigned to a set of patterns, it must not be 
interrupted until it finishes by finding a new instantiation or by running out of 
variable bindings to work with. This is important because the sets of patterns 
are fed out in descending order of importance. If a processor working on a set of 
patterns with a relatively low level of importance finds a new instantiation, another 
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processor still working on a set of patterns with a higher level of importance must 
be allowed to finish or else an instantiation of lower importance may be picked 
during the select step. It is assumed that the most important instantiation will 
be selected on each cycle, and in PMA it is. 
The Rete match algorithm also uses a join net to find instantiations, but 
when it finds one, it puts it on an agenda ranked by salience value. PMA does 
not have to do this since only one instantiation is needed per cycle. The Rete 
match algorithm inherently excludes the repeated firing of identical instantiations 
by its structure, but PhlX achieves the same effect with slightly more flexibility by 
allowing the user to specify how fa:- back previous instantiations are to  be checked. 
P h l X  and the Rete match a1gorithni are quite different in this respect. 
At this point, PMA steps aside momentarily to allow the select operation to 
bv performed. This job can be done very quickly since PMA sets up the data  in a 
convenient form. The top nodes in the sets of patterns in the join net are checked 
in descending order of importance. The first set of patterns found which has an 
instantiation stored in it is the one chosen since it is the most important one. If 
no instantiation is found, then the program stops. This operation is very different 
than the Rete match algorithm’s use of a potentially long agenda. 
The act step is performed next. The actions to  be taken are dictated by the 
sclected instantiation. Typically a series of assertions and retractions are made. 
In the Rete match algorithm, an assertion involves a long sequential series of steps 
which entails going through the opnet, join net, and agenda as far as possible. 
However, in PMA, an assertion involves simply the addition of a new object to 
the object list, which takes very little time. 
In the Rete match algorithm, a retraction takes a lot of time since every 
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pz;teiri whicii, xxii;iiics i i ie 3Dject  being rerracied m u x  bt located. Once these 
patterns are located: a linear search through the join net and agenda must Le 
made so that all partial'matches and instantiations which use the object may be 
deleted from the system. When several retractions are required per cycle, as in 
monitoring problems, much time is consumed. This is the place where most of the 
time savings of Pkl-4 come from. For retractions, PMA simply deletes the object 
from the object list. The price i t  pays in reasserting each object on each cycle is 
not as severe as the price paid by the Rete match algorithm in retracting large 
numbers of objects per cycle. 
After the act step is finished, the final portion of PMA is executed. This is 
the third and final distinct parallel section of code which is run. The job that is 
performed is essentially a cleanup operation. The entire join net is cleared of all 
structures that were placed on it during the other two parallel execution phases. 
Clearing of structures refers to returning dynamically allocated memory for reuse 
at a later time. This job is dynamically scheduled since the time needed to clear 
one set of patterns may be very different than the time needed to clear another 
, 
set of patterns. As in the second phase of parallel execution, free processors are 
assigned to sets of patterns. When a processor finishes with one set, it goes back 
to be assigned to a new set to clear. When all join net nodes are clear, control 
returns to the first phase of parallel execution in which all constant objects are 
driven through the opnet, and the cycle continues. 
C. Implementation Details of PMCLIPS 
PMCLIPS is a modification of CLIPS 3.11. CLIPS was developed at NASA 
and uses a version of the Rete match algorithm in performing matching operations. 
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Matching is the main portion of CLIPS which was reworked in creating PMCLIPS, 
although the select and act functions are also quite different. In this section, the 
implementation details of PMCLIPS are given, along with the differences between 
PhICLIPS and CLIPS. 
Operational Information: The first two letters of PMCLIPS refer to the program's 
designed purpose of being used on a parallel computer for monitoring applications. 
The version of PhlCLIPS which has been implemented runs on the Sequent 
Dalance 8000 which can contain up to 12 processors. The Balance 8000, as 
described in Chapter IV, uses a shared memory architecture and a single shared 
bus. Other shared memory machines could be used to run PMCLIPS with minor 
adjustments in many cases. The Appendix contains the main portion of the run 
time code of PMCLIPS. Code used for parsing and other static functions do not 
vary much between CLIPS and PMCLIPS and are not included in the Appendix. 
When writing rule sets to run on PMCLIPS, the syntax followed is identical 
to that followed in writing rule sets for CLIPS, with two minor exceptions. The 
first exception is that  in CLIPS, the importance (salience) of a rule is indicated by 
assigning a numerical value to the salience slot of a rule definition. In PMCLIPS, 
the relative importance of a rule is determined by its position within the set of 
rules. Rules which are listed earlier have more importance than rules which come 
later. This means if during a cycle two or more rules ha.ve valid instantiations, the 
rule with the highest indicated importance will be the one to fire, since only one 
rule may fire per cycle in RBSs. 
The second syntactical difference between CLIPS and PMCLIPS concerns 
i:.liat is allowed as the first condition in a set of rule conditions. In CLIPS, any type 
of condition may occupy the first slot; however, in PMCLIPS, the first condition 
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may not be a negated pattern. That  is, in PMCLIPS, a rule should not be written 
so that the first pattern is satisfied only when no fact in the fact base is found to 
match the pattern. As mentioned, this is a very minor difference. 
The use of PhlCLIPS is interactive in nature. Once the program has been 
started, i t  prompts the user for all the inputs i t  needs. The first input PMCLIPS 
expects is the name of a file which contains a rule set to be loaded in for eventual 
running. At this point, the user has some options. He may reset the rule set to 
prepare it for running or he may use some other user interface feature. I t  is possible 
1.0 display the current facts and rules in the system a t  any time between cycles. Its 
is also possible t o  interactively toggle switches which cause extra information about 
what is happening during run time to be printed on the screen, such as what facts 
are currently being added or deleted, and which rules are having instantiations 
produced. 
When a reset is invoked by the user, PMCLIPS then asks for the number 
of processors to  use. Any number of processors may be chosen, as long as the 
number of processors on-line is not exceeded. In actual practice, it is advisable to  
not use more than one less than the number of processors in the system. Leaving 
one processor free for the system to use for miscellaneous operations helps reduce 
scheduling problems. , 
Once the number of processors t.0 use is input by the user, PMCLIPS then 
asks for the number of previous rule firings to store in a history structure. This 
history structure, which in software is a bi-directional ring, holds the rule name 
and associated facts of the previous n rules which fired. The user supplies the 
value of n, and it will vary according to the type of rule set to  be run. Usually n 
will be set to zero since most rule sets do not try to loop. 
i 4  
After a reset, PhICLIPS is ready to run. The run command is then given with 
an optional number of cycles to go through. If the number of cycles tc execute is 
not supplied, the system runs until no more instantiations can be found. 
Parallel Coding: By examining a portion of the coding of PMCLIPS, the manner 
in which parallelism is utilized may be seen. Figure 13 shows cycle-reset(), a high 
level function which is run concurrently by all available processors during run 
time. 
Cycle-reset() contains three main sections which are executed in parallel. The 
first section is used to remove all bindings from the join net. This piece of code 
is run until all rules in the join net have been cleared of unnecessary software 
structures. The mmext() funtion call is used to prevent different processors from 
doing the same job. Every time m_next() is called, it returns an integer one greater 
than the integer it returned the last time it was called. By using this mechanism, 
calls to flush-web() can be differentiated according to the argument passed to  it. 
The argument corresponds to the rule to be cleared of structures. This is one way 
of achieving dynamic scheduling. Processors execute the flush-web() code until 
qnished and then return to find which rule to flush next. When all rules have been 
flushed, processors wait until all the other processors are finished. The m-sync() 
function is responsible for synchronizing the processors as described. 
. 
The next parallel job to be done is the pushing of all the facts through the 
opnet. The facts are kept in a linked list so an extra variable is needed to keep 
track of which facts have already been assigned and which still need to be assigned 
to processors. The functions s_lock() and s-unlock() are used to make sure only 
one processor at a time runs the code between these two calls. This part of the 
code is known as a critical region. In this case, only one processor at  a time may 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/* p a r a l l e l  p rocess ing .  The first s t e p  i s  t o  dynamically */ 
/* CYCLE-BESET: This  i s  t h e  func t ion  c a l l e d  t o  i n i t i a t e  a l l  t h e  */ 
/* a l l o c a t e  processors  t o  f l u s h  t h e  j o i n  ne t  of a l l  s t r u c t u r e s  */  
/* c u r r e n t l y  a t t ached  (from a previous cyc le) .  When a l l  rules */ 
/* i n  t h e  j o i n  ne t  are f lu shed ,  t h e  processors  synchronize and */ 
/* */ 
/* opnet .  Af te r  another  synchroniza t ion ,  t h e  p rocesso r s  a r e  */ 
/* then dynamically ass igned rules i n  t h e  j o i n  n e t  t o  d r i v e  t h e  */  
and then  a r e  dynamically f e d  f a c t s  t o  push through t h e  
/* f a c t s  through t o  do i n t r a - r u l e  cons is tency  checking. */ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
void cyc le - r e se t  (1 
i 
i n t  loc-num-rules ; 
s t r u c t  f a c t  * f a c t  ; 
i n t  l oca l - f  i n i s h ;  
i n t  rule-num; 
i f  (wat ch - ru l e s )  
m-lock() ; 
p r i n t f  ("Process  %d\n" , myid) ; 
m-unlock(); 
i 
1 
loc-num-rules = n u - r u l e s ;  
while  ((rule-num = m-next()) C= l o c - n u - r u l e s )  
flush-weh(ru1e-num); 
Fig.13 Cycle -Reset Code 
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local-f inish = FALSE; 
while (!local,finish) 
i 
s - lock (kloc k - coml ; 
if (traverse != NULL) 
fact = traverse ; 
traverse = traverse->next; 
s-unlock(k1ock-coml); 
compare(fact,fact->aordJneu~patn,list,lJl,~LL,l); 
< 
1 
else < 
1 
s-unlock(k1ock-coml); 
local-finish = TRUE; 
1 
while ((cont-step == TRUE) && 
((rule-num = m-next()) <= loc-num-rules)) 
step,drive(rule-num); 
Fig.13 Continued 
cl” 
1 1  
update the variable pointer which tells which facts have already been assigned. If 
this were not protected, two processor could potentially try to  change the pointer 
simultaneously with unlinomn results. 
After all facts have been driven through the opnet simultaneously, the 
processors are resynchronized using m-sync(). The last parallel job is to do 
consistency checking of variable bindings in the join net, which is handled by 
step-drive(). Dynamic scheduling is again used with different rules going to 
different processors. As in the first parallel section, m-next() is used to count 
down the number of rules to assign, as well as to keep two processors from working 
on the same rule. 
As this code shows, PhICLII’S makes extensive use of parallelism, whereas 
CLIPS, as i t  stands, is m t  capable of doing the same. Roughly speaking, what 
has been done is CLIPS’S long serial ilow has been chopped up so that each 
piece may be executed in parallel in PMCLIPS. The test results given in the next 
section show that this restructuring of CLIPS is very worthwhile in certain types 
of applications. 
D .  Test Results 
Table I1 provides a comprehensive listing of the performance results of several 
different rule sets run on PMCLIPS and CLIPS. For PMCLIPS runs, results 
are reported for runs corresponding to the number of processors used. Between 
one and nine processors were used for PMCLIPS, but CLIPS could only use one 
processor because of the way it is designed. 
The values in the table are normalized by rule set to show the ratio of the 
esecution time of a run to the fastest run time achieved. For example, looking at  
I 
I 
I 
1 
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TABLE 11. 
Relative Performance of CLIPS and PMCLIPS 
I 
RELATIVE EXECUTION RUN TIMES OF PMCLIPS 
AND CLIPS NORMALIZED BY FASTEST PMCLIPS 
RUN TIME IN EACH ROW 
CLIP s 
~ ~~~ 
PMCLIPS (Number of Processors Used) I fiRule Set 
~~ 
POWERMON 3.76 2.00 1.53 
MAB 4.17 2.33 1.67 
MAB5 4.38 2.38 1.77 
MABlO 4.45 2.41 1.77 
MAB15 4.05 2.22 1.50 
hlAB20 4.06 2.23 1.63 
MAB25 4.06 2.21 1.61 
MAB30 4.12 2.25 1.64 
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the h1.4B5 rule set, i t  is seen that the fastest run time is achieved by PMCLIPS 
using eight processors. The time required by CLIPS to run this rule set is 4.62 
times as long as the time required by PMCLIPS using eight processors. In this 
esample, PhlCLIPS using one processor is still faster that  CLIPS. 
The klAB rule set is derived from the classic AI monkey-and-banana problem. 
In this problem, a monkey is placed in a room with a ladder, a banana, and 
assorted couches, pillows, keys, and chests. The goal of the monkey is to  move 
objects around and open chests until the banana is acquired and eaten. The rule 
set written to perform this operation contains 33 rules with an average of 3.2 
conditions per rule. PhlCLIPS was designed to  be more efficient with rule sets 
which have a higher number of conditions. For this reason, CLIPS is able to  
outperform PMCLIPS in the h1.413 rule set. The fastest PMCLIPS run is about 
17% slower than CLIPS, which is designed to handle this type of rule set. 
The rule sets named MABn, where n is a number, are modifications of MAB. 
For example, MAB5 runs the same sequence of steps that MAB does, but each 
rule has an additional five conditions to match. MABlO has ten extra conditions, 
and so on. The data  in Table I1 backs up the claim that PMCLIPS is better suited 
for rule sets with a large number of conditions than is CLIPS. In all MABn rule 
bets? PMCLIPS runs faster than CLIPS, even when only one processor is used. 
\\‘hen more than one processor is used, the speed difference increases further. 
, 
The other rule set tested was POWERMOX. This rule set has 23 rules 
which contain an average of 10.7 conditions per rule. An algorithm which was 
developed by a power systems group at  Texax A k M  is implemented in this rule 
set. POWERhION’s job is to monitor the energy levels in different frequency 
bands of electrical power lines. Disturbances and events are recorded as part of 
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the monitoring process. Simulated data was input to POWERMON producing the 
results seen in Table 11. When PMCLIPS is used with four or more processors, it 
runs faster than CLIPS. Compared with PMCLIPS using seven or more processors, 
CLIPS requires about 41% more time to run. This is not quite as good as the 6.79 
factor difference in time in the M-4B30 rule set, but is still significant. 
Another piece of information which may be extracted from the data in Table 
11 is how the number of conditions in a rule set affects the relative performance 
of CLIPS and PMCLIPS. Figure 14 shows a plot of the ratio of CLIPS run time 
to the fastest PMCLTT’S riin time versus the average number of conditions in a 
rule set. By using the hl-AI3 rule sets, this plot may be generated. The conclusion 
reached by examining this graph is that the more conditions present, the better 
PMCLIPS does relative to CLIPS. The improvement tends to level off at high 
values, but is still present. 
Another graph is shown in figure 15. This plot demonstrates the effects of 
adding more processors to a PMCLIPS run. MAB5 is chosen as the example, but 
all test runs look very similar. In this plot, MAB5’s normalized run time is plotted 
versus the number of processors used. The PMCLIPS run time for one processor 
is normalized to 100. The CLIPS run time is drawn on the plot as a straight line 
for comparison. 
As the plot shows, adding a second processor cuts the run time almost in half. 
And adding a third processor significantly improves performance. However, after 
four or five processors have been added, the extra processors are almost not worth 
adding. This result is not surprising since the Sequent Balance 8000 has only a 
single bus. When several processors try to access memory, all but one must wait, 
which wastes time. This is a major problem with having just one bus. 
U 
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Fig.14 PMCLIPS Relative Performance Versus Number of Conditions 
Fig. 15 PlbICLIPS Performance Versus Number of Processors 
, 
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Overall, the test results speak very well for PMCLIPS. Its design goal of 
improving CLIPS for rule sets with several conditions has been met. PMCLIPS 
obviously makes use of parallelism, whereas CLIPS does not. In the extreme 
example of h.IAB30, where the improvement in the time factor is 6.79, PMCLIPS 
looks very good. 
CHAPTER VI 
S IWh3 A RY A ND C 0 N CLU SI 0 N S 
The objective of this research as stated in Chapter I 
of a matching algorithm to be used in a rule-base system 
84 
was the development 
shell. This matching 
dgorithm was to have two specific properties. First, i t  was to  be capable of taking 
advantage of a multiprocessor computer. Secondly, it was to make the rule-based 
system shell i t  was used in run faster than a standard rule-based system shell for 
problems in which match objects change rapidly. 
Chapter IT showed the present status of systems which claim to be real-time 
cspert systems. The interest of industry and academia in this area was discussed. 
Techniques which could be used in attempting to integrate real-time systems 
and expert systems were also examined. The objective of this research, which 
has been reiterated above, ties in directly with the goal of developing real-time 
expert systems. By effectively utilizing parallelism in speeding up a rule-based 
system shell, a new tool is created by which more real-time expert systems may 
be developed. Any speedup whatsoever which can be achieved_in a rule-based 
system shell results in a product which is then able to  handle certain problems 
\:.hich before were incapable of being solved. 
In developing the new parallelized match algorithm, PM-4, a foundation was 
rieeded to begin the work arid also to have a reference against which comparisons 
could be made. The match algorithm which was used as a starting point was the 
Rete match algorithm described in Chapter 111. This match algorithm is considered 
by many to be state of the art. It has two main weaknesses, however, since it does 
riot take advantage of parallelism, and since it slows down when used with a rapidly 
changing fact base. hlonitors have the property of utilizing a rapidly changing fact 
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base, so a replacement for the Rete match algorithm for this type of problem was 
needed. 
The technique which was followed in attempting to  speed up PMA for 
monitoring problems was parallelism. Chapter IV discussed ways in which 
parallelism may be employed effectively in different types of problems. Various 
methods of parallel programming were discussed. The method most used in PMA 
is dynamic scheduling, which entails some extra overhead in allowing processors 
13 communicate, but also has advantages in that it is able to keep all available 
processors busy working. Chapter IV also looked at different parallel hardware 
architectures, since this is a major factor in determining how well a particular 
parallel application will perform. The target machine of the parallelized rule- 
based system shell was the Sequent Balance 8000, therefore, this shared memory 
architecture machine was looked at in more detail. 
CLIPS, a rule-based system shell developed by NASA, was extensively 
modified in producing a new rule-based system shell called’ PMCLIPS. Chapter V 
gives the details of PMCLIPS, as well as the matching algorithm used in it, PMA. 
The syntax of PMCLIPS rule sets is essentially identical to the syntax of CLIPS 
rule sets, but the internal operation of the two is quite different. CLIPS is very 
sequential in its operation, whereas PMCLIPS saves much time by splitting up its 
w r k  among available processors. 
The test results presented in Chapter V show how effectively PMCLIPS works 
for monitoring problems. In one optimal example, PMCLIPS runs 6.79 times faster 
than CLIPS. In that example, each rule has several conditions, which is what 
PhICLIPS was designed to handle more efficiently. In a more realistic example, 
I’hlCLIPS was 41% faster, which in some applications is very significant. 
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\Yhen extra processors were used in PMCLIPS runs, the response times 
notably increased for the first few processors added. After five or six processors 
were added, the increase in response time was not very appreciable. The reasoning 
behind this is fairly obvious when the architecture of the underlying computer is 
examined. The Sequent Balance 8000, which was the machine used, is a shared 
memory machine with only a single bus. The shared memory architecture seemed 
to be well suited for Ph1-4, but having only a single bus restricted the speedup 
\rtiich may have been achieved. When more than one processor needed to access 
memory, all but one had to wait until the bus was free. When several processors 
\yere working, much time was wasted. 
Future work in this research topic could focus on how to improve PMCLIPS's 
performance further. One area which would appear to be promising is the effects 
of different parallel machine architectures 011 run time. For example, it would 
seem that a shared memory architecture which had a multiple bus interconnection 
network could potentially allow many more processors to operate with less bus 
contention. This would result in a much better response time. Also, PMCLTPS, 
as it  stands, contains many user friendly features inherited from CLIPS which 
possible could be eliminated to improve the run time. 
This work achieved its objective of developing a parallelized match algorithm 
for use in a rule-based system shell which works better than standard rule-based 
system shells for monitoring type applications. Not all real-time expert system 
problems are solved by this work, but some applications not handled previously 
are closer to a solution. In this sense, PMA and PMCLIPS provide a meaningful 
step in the advancement of real-time expert systems. 
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I*********************************/ 
/*  PHCLIPS Version 1 .0  10/1/87 */ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I* 
/ *  
I* 
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
I* 
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
I* 
/ *  
I* 
I* 
/ *  
I* 
/* 
I* 
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
I* 
/. 
/ *  
!* 
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
PMCLIPS i s  a m o d i f i c a t i o n  of CLIPS 3.11. CLIPS was developed */ 
by NASA and uses  a v e r s i o n  of t h e  Rete match a l g o r i t h m  i n  i t s  */ 
matching t echn iques .  PMCLIPS uses  a d i f f e r e n t  matching a lgo-  */ 
r i t hm which was designed t o  be more e f f i c i e n t  when used wi th  */ 
r u l e  s e t s  which c o n t a i n  r u l e s  w i th  a r e l a t i v e l y  l a r g e  number */ 
of c o n d i t i o n s .  The matching a l g o r i t h m  used i n  PMCLIPS a l s o  */ 
* /  
process ing  implementat ion.  I n  f a c t ,  t h i s  v e r s i o n  of PMCLIPS */ 
*/ 
Balance 8000. */ 
t h i s  */ 
*/  
In  u s i n g  t h i s  program, an i n p u t  r u l e  se t  has  t h e  exact same * /  
*I 
t i o n s .  F i r s t ,  t h e  s a l i e n c e  of t h e  r u l e s  i n  PMCLIPS i s  d e t e r -  */ 
mined by t h e  p h y s i c a l  o r d e r i n g  i n  t h e  r u l e  se t  i n s t e a d  of t h e  */ 
value  of t h e  s a l i e n c e  v a r i a b l e  f o r  t h e  r u l e .  Secondly,  t h e  */ 
f i r s t  c o n d i t i o n  of  a r u l e  cannot  be a "not"  c o n d i t i o n .  These */ 
d i f f e r e n c e s  are obvious ly  minor.  */ 
*/  
has t h e  q u a l i t y  of be ing  n a t u r a l l y  adap tab le  t o  a p a r a l l e l  
i s  des igned  t o  run  on a t r u e  p a r a l l e l  machine, t h e  Sequent 
Other p a r a l l e l  machines could be used t o  run  
code wi th  minor ad jus tments  i n  many cases. 
syntax  as it does f o r  CLIPS, wi th  a few very minor excep- 
Anothar e x t e r n a l  d i f f e r e n c e  t h e  u s e r  w i l l  n o t i c e  i s  t h a t  when * /  
t h e  r e s e t  command i s  g iven ,  PMCLIPS w i l l  prompt f o r  how many */ 
prcjcessors t o  use .  CLIPS obvious ly  does not  a s k  t h i s  because */ 
it  was des igned  t o  r u n  on one p rocesso r .  PMCLIPS a l s o  prompts * /  
*/ 
This  a l lows  run-t ime c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  t o  be modif ied t o  match * /  
t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  r u l e  s e t  be ing  used .  Many r u l e s  sets do not  */ 
need any previous r u l e  f i r i n g s  t o  be saved to match a g a i n s t ,  */ 
but scme rule s e t s  do. The saved r u l e  f i r i n g s  are matched */ 
a g a i n s t  t o  sae i f  t hey  have r e c e n t l y  f i r e d .  If t h e y  have,  */ 
then  a d i f f e r e n t  i n s t a n t i a t i o n  i s  found,  i f  one e x i s t s .  */ 
*/ 
PMCLIPS au thor :  Grady Cook */ 
the u s e r  f o r  t h e  number of p rev ious  r u l e  f i r i n g s  t o  save. 
i 
#include < s t d i o .  h>  
#include " c l i p s .  h" 
#def ine  TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
#define OFF 0 
#define ON 1 
#define LHS 0 
#def ine  RHS 1 
#def ine  BINDS-MATCH 1 
